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THE DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr S.J. Price) took the chair at 12 noon, acknowledged country and read prayers. 

CITY OF MELVILLE — PARKS AND RESERVES — ZONING 

Petition 

MRS L.M. O’MALLEY (Bicton) [12.01 pm]: I have a petition that has been certified by the clerks from 
870 petitioners, plus 135 nonconforming online signatures, in the following terms — 

To the Honourable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of the Parliament of 
Western Australia in Parliament assembled. 

We, the undersigned say that the City of Melville Councillors have voted unanimously to ask the State 
Government to rezone 20 lots from ‘Residential’ to ‘Public Open Space’ and have submitted Scheme 
Amendment 10 for this purpose. The Western Australian Planning Commission has directed the City of 
Melville to remove the 13 State owned lots from Scheme Amendment 10. 

Three of these lots, Harry Clemens Reserve, Lot 7080, 18 Mullings Way, Pitman Park, Lot 6392, 
10 Patterson Place, and Prosser Park, Lot 6725, 21A Prosser Place, have ecological and environmental 
values, health benefits, heritage listing and have been integral to community life in Myaree for over 60 years. 

Now we ask the Legislative Assembly to ask the WA Planning Commission to exclude Lots 7080, 6392 
and 6725, from their direction to City of Melville to modify Scheme Amendment 10. 

[See petition 26.] 

POSEIDON NICKEL AGREEMENT AMENDMENT (TERMINATION) BILL 2021 

Returned 

Bill returned from the Council without amendment. 

PAPERS TABLED 

Papers were tabled and ordered to lie upon the table of the house. 

PERTH OBSERVATORY VOLUNTEER GROUP — STEM PROGRAMS 

Statement by Minister for Science 

MR R.H. COOK (Kwinana — Minister for Science) [12.04 pm]: I rise today to update the house on the election 
commitment to provide $1.6 million to the Perth Observatory Volunteer Group to expand its science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics engagement programs. I am delighted that the Department of Jobs, Tourism, Science 
and Innovation and the Perth Observatory Volunteer Group have entered into a financial assistance agreement, 
marking an important first step in delivering the commitment. 

The Perth Observatory Volunteer Group will receive $400 000 per annum over the next four years to deliver 
a larger and broader program of school and informal community STEM engagement, increasing the number of 
Western Australian students and adults experiencing the STEM activities. The funding will also support the Perth 
Observatory Volunteer Group’s general operations and endeavours to become more sustainable as a business. This 
investment supports the government’s broader objectives, through the state STEM skills strategy, of ensuring that 
Western Australia has a globally competitive and innovative workforce with the skills needed to grow the economy 
and participate in future jobs.  

The activities and outcomes of the Perth Observatory Volunteer Group through this funding will help build STEM 
culture in the community by increasing the awareness of and interest in astronomy and space science, and encourage 
young people’s interest in STEM studies and careers. The Perth Observatory Volunteer Group operates its outreach 
program from the state-owned Perth Observatory in Bickley through a service agreement with the Department of 
Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions. 

The Perth Observatory is Western Australia’s oldest observatory, and celebrated its 125th anniversary in September 
last year. There is something on offer to appeal to a range of ages and interests, including night sky tours, school 
excursions, newsletters and social media about activities you can do at home, astrophotography workshops and other 
events. I thank the Perth Observatory Volunteer Group for its important work and encourage all Western Australians 
to take up the opportunity to learn more about the universe and experience astronomical discovery from our 
doorstep in the Perth hills. 
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FRINGE WORLD AND PERTH FESTIVAL 
Statement by Minister for Culture and the Arts 

MR D.A. TEMPLEMAN (Mandurah — Minister for Culture and the Arts) [12.06 pm]: I would like to note 
two major Western Australian events in the arts and cultural calendar. Fringe World 2022 ran for a month beginning 
14 January 2022, featuring 500 shows over 109 venues in 31 suburbs across the metropolitan area. Organisers reported 
ticketed attendance of 230 000, an increase of 10 000 tickets from the previous year. This is an extraordinary 
achievement, given the complexities of the current environment. Fringe World 2022 was supported by a direct grant 
of $1.3 million from the state government while Lotterywest has pledged three years of support totalling $3.6 million 
to support the event and the establishment of a new free community event, the Fringe Sunday Funday. 
The Perth Festival runs from 11 February to 6 March and is themed “Wardan”, Noongar for water. It showcases 
world-class talent in Perth with some acts going on to tour regionally. Perth Festival organisers have reported strong 
audience interest across the program and to date nearly 92 000 tickets have been sold to more than 100 events including 
theatre, dance, music, visual arts and film. This demonstrates audience confidence in WA’s public health measures 
in the current environment. This weekend will see a packed program including performances of the critically acclaimed 
Mary Stuart theatre production, WA band Methyl Ethyl and the Writers Weekend at Fremantle Arts Centre. The 
Perth Festival is funded through a $7.7 million Lotterywest grant. 
With the majority of acts in both Fringe World and the Perth Festival being WA based, these events are an 
invaluable boost to incomes and jobs for creative workers and businesses. It is also important to note that events 
in both Fringe World and the Perth Festival have been supported through the Getting the Show Back on the Road 
program as part of the government’s COVID recovery package. Since its inception, the program has received over 
600 applications, providing coverage for over $100 million in gross ticket sales and paying out more than $6 million 
to event promoters and organisers that have been directly impacted by COVID-19 restrictions across the state.  

METAL TRADES (GENERAL) AWARD 
Statement by Minister for Industrial Relations 

MR W.J. JOHNSTON (Cannington — Minister for Industrial Relations) [12.10 pm]: I rise to inform the house 
about the recent significant industrial relations achievement—the updating of the state Metal Trades (General) Award. 
In 2020, the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission began updating five key private sector state 
awards under section 40B of the Industrial Relations Act. Section 40B enables the commission, of its own motion, 
to vary state awards for a variety of purposes. It has been widely acknowledged, including by the Ministerial Review 
of the State Industrial Relations System, that the private sector state awards are in need of repair. The metal trades 
award was the first to be updated, partly because this award has been used as a benchmark for other state awards. 
The process allowed the commission to use its powers to bring parties together to update the award. This included 
UnionsWA; the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia; the Automotive, Food, Metals, 
Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of Workers; as well as the Department of Mines, Industry 
Regulation and Safety representing me as the minister. I thank everyone involved for their work on this important 
matter. All parties consented to the amendments and, on 9 February 2022, the commission issued an order to vary 
the metal trades award. The changes include using gender-neutral terminology, updating definitions and references, 
removing obsolete provisions, modernising clauses on record keeping, payment of wages and leave entitlements, 
and ensuring that the award does not contain conditions below the minimum conditions of employment. 
The recent work on the metal trades award shows the benefits of the commission using its powers to ensure that 
state awards remain relevant and fit for purpose. It is important to highlight the success of this process, especially 
because as part of a debate in this house in August 2020 about amendments to state industrial relations legislation, 
the opposition criticised the government’s plans to give power to the commission to update the scope of state 
awards of its own motion. The then member for Hillarys, Peter Katsambanis, said — 

To allow the commission interventionist powers has the potential to corrupt its independence. 
He also said that the opposition was concerned about giving the commission the power to vary awards of its own 
motion, and I quote — 

… because it overturns the accepted concept of collective and good-faith bargaining, which is the basis 
for Australia’s industrial relations system. 

What we have seen instead for the metal trades award is the commission using its own-motion powers in an 
efficient and effective process to amend a key state award. 
When the Industrial Relations Legislation Amendment Act 2021 is proclaimed in the near future, the commission 
will have new powers to initiate proceedings to vary the scope of state awards, supplementing the existing power 
to update awards that has been successfully used for the recent metal trades award. I look forward to the commission 
continuing to use its powers to bring parties together to work on ensuring our state awards provide a relevant and 
contemporary framework for hardworking Western Australians. 
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HOMELESSNESS ROUND TABLE 
Statement by Minister for Homelessness 

MR J.N. CAREY (Perth — Minister for Homelessness) [12.13 pm]: Homelessness has always been a priority 
of the McGowan Labor government and that is why it has been elevated to its own portfolio. It is also important for 
me, as the new minister, to reach out and listen to the sector. That is why in the last fortnight I hosted a homelessness 
round table to hear from key providers in the sector and discuss the government’s position on housing and 
homelessness policy matters. Also, I have made it a priority to get out and visit as many homelessness services 
and supported accommodation providers as possible. This portfolio is extremely important because it deals with 
some of the most vulnerable people in our society. These people often have deep trauma, whether that be family 
and domestic violence, drug and alcohol dependency, mental health issues or other challenges. These people need 
significant support. 
I am constantly reassured by the commitment and diligence of the homelessness services sector, which works with 
some of the vulnerable in our community and people with highly complex issues every day. At the roundtable, 
I discussed with the sector a number of initiatives like the Housing First approach, which is critical to ending 
a person’s rough sleeping permanently. I also had the opportunity to speak about the McGowan government’s more 
than $810 million in spending and asset investment on homelessness services over four years, which does not 
include services funded and provided by Health and Mental Health. Some examples are the Common Ground 
initiatives that will be delivered in East Perth and Mandurah; Aboriginal short-stay accommodation in Geraldton, 
the East Kimberley and Perth; and crisis accommodation and family and domestic violence refuges across the state. 
We have also just announced the housing diversity pipeline, which will help provide social and affordable housing 
for vulnerable people across our state. I am happy to advise the house that this event was a fantastic opportunity 
to hear from the sector. I intend to host these into the future to engage directly with the sector. This gave me the 
opportunity to not only listen to what the sector is doing, but also learn where the state government’s delivery of 
services can be reformed and improved to ensure better quality outcomes for homeless people. 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY — CORONAVIRUS — MANDATORY VACCINATION 
Motion 

MR D.A. TEMPLEMAN (Mandurah — Leader of the House) [12.15 pm]: I move — 
To respond to the emergence of the Omicron strain of COVID in Western Australia, and further to the 
resolution of the Legislative Assembly on 24 November 2021, as requested by the Presiding Officers — 

(1) Members must — 
(a) have provided proof of their first and second COVID-19 vaccine doses, or proof of 

a valid exemption, to the Clerk by 31 January 2022; and 
(b) provide proof of a booster COVID-19 vaccine dose, or proof of a valid exemption, to 

the Clerk by 6 May 2022. 
(2) If any member has not complied — 

(a) with paragraph (1)(a), the Clerk will, immediately after the house passes this resolution, 
report the details of the noncompliance, including the identity of the member, or 
members, to the house; or 

(b) with paragraph (1)(b), the Clerk will report the details of the noncompliance, including the 
identity of the member, or members, to the house, on the first sitting day after 6 May 2022. 

(3) Unless otherwise ordered, any member who has not complied with the requirements — 
(a) set out in paragraph (1)(a); or 
(b) set out in paragraph (1)(b), 

is determined to have failed to comply with an order of the house and therefore is suspended 
from attending the chamber, Parliament House and the Legislative Assembly Committee Office 
until, and including, the second sitting day following the winter recess. 

(4) If a member who is suspended under paragraph (3) provides — 
(a) in the case of failure to comply with paragraph (1)(a)—proof of their first and second 

COVID-19 vaccine doses, or proof of a valid exemption, to the Clerk; or 
(b) in the case of failure to comply with paragraph (1)(b)—proof of their booster COVID-

19 vaccine dose, or proof of a valid exemption, to the Clerk, 
their suspension is immediately lifted, and the Clerk will report that fact, including the name of 
the member, to the house on the next sitting day. 
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(5) For the purposes of this resolution — 

(a) “COVID-19 vaccine” means a vaccine to protect a person against SARS-CoV-2 that 
has been registered or provisionally registered by the Therapeutic Goods Administration; 

(b) “proof of their first and second COVID-19 vaccine doses” and “proof of a booster 
COVID-19 vaccine dose” means forms of evidence approved by the Chief Health Officer; 
and 

(c) “proof of a valid exemption” means forms of evidence approved by the Chief Health 
Officer. 

(6) The Clerk — 

(a) must, other than what is contemplated by this resolution, ensure all information provided 
under this resolution remains confidential and is stored securely; and 

(b) must destroy all information provided under this resolution at the end of the session or 
an earlier time determined by the house. 

(7) The house may agree to further resolutions to vary or amend this resolution. 

This mirrors a motion passed in the Legislative Council last week and is, of course, further to a resolution passed 
in the Legislative Assembly on 24 November 2021. I highlight that this has been requested by the Presiding Officers. 
The detail of the motion highlights the requirements under paragraphs (1) and (2) for members to provide proof of 
their first and second-dose vaccination by 31 January. Of course, that time has passed, and I understand all 
members in the Legislative Assembly have complied with that requirement. Paragraph (1)(b) urges us all to have 
a booster vaccination dose. The new provision requires members to provide proof of the booster dose by 6 May 2022. 
That timing is mirrored in the other place. It relates to the period of waiting to ensure that one is fully vaccinated 
with the booster. 

The other parts of the motion essentially relate to noncompliance and are fairly self-explanatory. They highlight 
the consequences of a member failing to comply with paragraph (1)(b). Paragraph (5) includes definitions relating 
to the COVID-19 vaccine, which is covered by subparagraphs (a), (b) and (c). Paragraph (6)(a) essentially instructs 
the Clerk about the information that is provided to the Clerk as requested in this motion. Paragraph (7) states that 
the house may agree to further resolutions to vary or amend this resolution. 

As members know, we debated a motion in November last year, which was passed. Essentially, this motion seeks 
to update that motion by requiring members to have had their third vaccine administered, which of course is 
commonly called the third jab or the booster jab. It is important to note that in this motion, the Presiding Officers 
have requested the house to update that resolution. 

Clearly, it is within the realms of possibility for this Parliament to determine additional and/or other provisions 
with regard to how we address the challenge of COVID-19. As members know, we are already dealing with changes 
to the operation of the chamber itself with hot seats, if you like. We are physically distancing members in this place 
by adjusting the seating arrangements. We are wearing masks, as required, because it is an indoor setting. Other 
provisions have also been put in place, which are now ultimately reflected by the current level 1 restriction, which 
includes seating in the dining room et cetera and the operation of other spaces and places within Parliament House. 

With the potential number of cases of COVID-19 that are predicted when the border opens on 3 March, the latest 
modelling highlights the numbers of spread expected within the community. Clearly, because we need to ensure 
that Parliament can function appropriately and that legislation and opportunities for debate can continue within the 
current circumstances, protection of members is important. I can understand the reasoning behind the Presiding 
Officers requesting that the motion that was passed in November last year be further updated. It is important to 
note that if there was an outbreak or a number of members, significant or otherwise, were impacted as a result of 
a positive COVID-19 test, that could affect the potential operation of this place. 

Members may or may not be aware that the Speaker, for example, is not present in Parliament this week because 
obviously she is an important Presiding Officer. The Deputy Speaker is in the chair this week. I understand that 
that is a trial of an alternate mechanism to ensure that the stewardship and operation of the Assembly can continue. 
I note that the opposition is also rotating its members through this place, as is the government. Again, all of that is 
based upon mitigating the potential spread of COVID-19 as much as possible. 

As members are all aware, we are also trialling a remote connection to the chamber. Last week and of course this 
week, a number of members have been able to contribute to second reading debates as well as ask questions remotely 
during question time. From what I have observed, that seems to be operating quite well. That may be something 
that will be even more important if and when case numbers increase in the Western Australian community. 

The reason for this motion is that it provides an update to the motion that was passed in November. It updates it 
by adding the requirement for members to have had a third vaccination, known as the booster dose. It is a measure 
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that was requested by the Presiding Officers in order to ultimately protect members and staff in this Parliament 
building so that the function of this chamber, and indeed the Parliament, can continue if and when we get a much 
larger Omicron spread amongst the broader Western Australian community. I ask the house to support the motion. 
MR R.S. LOVE (Moore — Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [12.26 pm]: I will just take off my mask. Who 
would have thought we would be speaking in Parliament in these circumstances, taking masks on and off, two to 
three years after we saw the first reports from China of this new disease? 
I would like to put on the record that the opposition will be supporting the motion moved by the Leader of the House 
but also make the point that I am already triple vaccinated. That happened pretty well as soon as I was able to do 
so. I encourage everyone to gain the protection that that vaccination offers, noting that people have disagreements 
with it all. I think it is pretty clear from the evidence that the vaccines certainly help protect the community and 
individuals from the virus. 
We have already seen in the other place that one member of Parliament has been suspended from attending Parliament 
under the provisions of a similar order in the Legislative Council. Because of that, I might refer a little to the 
Legislative Council’s experience as I speak to this motion. It is not normally my practice to talk too much about the 
other house. It has already had this experience. This motion will have a few ramifications. I go back to the debate that 
first took place in that house on 1 December, when the government introduced the first of the motions that required 
members to be vaccinated. There was a very detailed reading in of the Chief Health Officer’s health advice at that 
time, which related to staff in workplaces. At that time, the provisions would only come in in the event of a lockdown. 
Although people had to prove that they were vaccinated, there would be no exclusion unless there was a lockdown. 
That was in line with the advice issued by the Chief Health Officer. A table that appeared in that advice listed a lot of 
occupations that would be in that position in the event of a lockdown, which included members of Parliament. That 
health advice was known to the Legislative Council at that stage. It was quite clear that it was read into Hansard in 
detail. The Leader of the Government in that place, Hon Sue Ellery, noted that the Chief Health Officer provided advice 
that staff in a number of workplaces should be fully vaccinated in order to attend work in the event of a lockdown or 
major restrictions, and then read the Chief Health Officer’s advice about that. It was contained in a neat little chart, which 
was produced around that time, and which lists a whole category of people who would be required to be fully vaccinated 
to attend work in the event of a lockdown, including members and staff of the Parliament of Western Australia. 
According to the principle of proportionality, additional measures are justified when the restrictions placed on 
individuals are both minimised and proportionate to the expected advantages offered by the more coercive policy. That 
is important, because clear health advice was behind the first imposition of that first order of the Legislative Council. 
Over the summer break, the Presiding Officers have done a lot of work consulting widely with other people. I put 
on the record that Madam Speaker consulted with me quite extensively as these new circumstances were worked 
through, and I thank her for including the opposition in forming some of those measures. I note that the health advice 
that the parliamentary Presiding Officers sought from the Chief Health Officer was not made known to members 
of the other place when they first discussed this expanded order at the start of last week. It only came to light the 
following day, Wednesday, 16 February, when my colleague Hon Martin Aldridge in that place put a question to 
the minister representing the Minister for Health asking for that advice. He asked — 

(1) Has the Chief Health Officer or his delegate provided advice to Parliament … 
(2) If yes to (1), please table that advice. 
(3) Has the Chief Health Officer provided advice that supports the majority of members in the 

Legislative Council speaking from one place … 
It also included other matters. That advice was clearly not made known to the members of the other place when 
they made their decision. I know that some of the members are upset that that happened and thought that that advice 
should have been made known to them. We have that advice now; I have in my hand—that is fine. But it is only 
because of the diligence of Hon Martin Aldridge that the advice was provided. It should have been provided, 
I think, to the members in the other place as soon as it happened. 
The advice dated 11 February that the Chief Health Officer has provided states, in part — 

… that, as far as possible, all parliamentary employees who work at a parliamentary site should be vaccinated. 
That is fine. It continues — 

The Direction should be applied to all parliamentary employees who work at a parliamentary site 
including but not limited to: Parliamentary Officers in the Office of the President of the Legislative Council, 
Office of the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly — 

And so on. It goes on to say — 
Is not intended that mandatory vaccination Directions will apply to Members of Parliament, who hold 
a unique status as elected representatives, rather than employees. The Directions also will not apply to the 
Clerk or Deputy Clerk of the Legislative Assembly, or the Clerk or Deputy Clerk of the Legislative Council, 
as these persons are office holders and not employees. 
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As far as I can see, it seems to be that this is hybrid health advice that, instead of purely talking about the medical 
circumstances, goes straight into being a bit of hybrid legal and medical advice and that it is giving advice on what 
should apply to members of Parliament from a parliamentary standpoint rather than just being advice on the 
grounds of health. That is in itself a bit of a departure from what I would have expected health advice to be. I know 
that it has to be framed in a real world, but to exclude offering advice to members of Parliament about the directions 
does not make it very clear as to whether the Parliament would have to follow those processes. 

One point that the Chief Health Officer raised is that the Clerk and Deputy Clerk are not covered by his health 
advice. I note that they are also not covered in the motion that the house has before it, so an anomaly exists in that 
situation. I am not going to make a big song and dance about it, but it seems that it is not very consistent that these 
officers are not covered in either the Chief Health Officer’s advice or the order of the house. 

It does lead to some confusion around what is the clear health advice here, and it is not the first time that this has 
happened. There was a question last week around the different conditions that apply to entering Dumas House and 
entering this place. One would have to ask why that is the case. It was confirmed in a question to the Premier that, 
indeed, there was a difference. His reasoning was that that was the rule in Dumas House. I understand Parliament’s 
rules because Parliament resolved to do this as an institution, not by following directions from the Chief Health 
Officer. That is my understanding. Therefore, we are not following the directions; we are relying upon an interpretation 
of the general understanding of the advice around what should occur. I think we are setting an example to the 
community in doing so, but it is not necessarily a clear health advice situation. It seems that before this advice was 
given, some parliamentary workers were covered by health directions and others were only partially covered in 
the case of lockdowns et cetera. This direction tidies up the situation for those employees—that is very important 
and worthwhile. But, as far as I can see, it has failed to really go into clear advice as to what is the best thing for 
members of Parliament. That was a bit of an issue that took place in the sense that the debate happened. There was 
no clear advice to those members of Parliament. I do not think the outcome would have been any different, having 
spoken to them—I think they all would have still voted in the way they voted—but it just seemed to lack a bit of 
transparency to not have provided that advice, which was written on 11 February, four days before they had the 
debate. However, I feel that the motion before us is important. I reiterate that we do support it. It just seems to be 
a little bit convoluted in how it has come about. 

As I said earlier, a member of Parliament has been suspended from entering the Parliament precinct, the chambers, 
committee offices et cetera. The Leader of the House’s motion at paragraph (3) states, in part — 

… suspended from attending the chamber, Parliament House and the Legislative Assembly Committee 
Office until, and including, the second sitting day following the winter recess. 

That is quite a specific direction as to what the suspension is about. It is a physical suspension from attending 
Parliament House, the chambers and committee offices. It is slightly different, I think, from the suspension order 
that is normally contained in the standing orders. Standing order 49 states — 

A member who has been suspended from the service of the Assembly will be excluded from the Chamber 
and all its galleries including Legislation and Estimates Committees.  

There is a bit of difference in the terminology there, in the word “excluded” and in the fact that the current order 
speaks more about physical presence. As we know, Parliament is now trialling other ways for members to participate 
in the Parliament. Just this morning, for instance, I participated in a committee meeting and hearing on Webex; 
I was not in the committee office. We have had questions asked and contributions to debate made remotely in this 
place, and I believe members will be making 90-second statements remotely tomorrow. Members are participating 
in Parliament in a range of ways without being physically present. 

I wonder what the consequences will be in the case of a member who is suspended under this provision. Just how 
fully will they be allowed to contribute to the Parliament if they are actually suspended under this order? It seems 
only to prevent them from entering the building; it certainly will not prevent them from acting as a member of 
Parliament outside the building, and it will not prevent their office representing their constituents. It will prevent them 
from voting and moving motions, I believe. There are certain things that cannot be done remotely, but I wonder 
what that suspension will mean in terms of participation in other ways. It is a different house with a different set 
of standing orders, I realise, but that is a question that the Legislative Council has probably already had to address. 
I am unsure as to what the circumstances will be here in respect of the potential virtual participation in Parliament 
of members who have been suspended. I do not think it is very likely that we will see that happen, given that all 
members in this place have apparently already complied with the order on the first two vaccinations, and there is 
probably no reason to suspect that they will not comply with the order for the third vaccination, but this does throw 
up a couple of questions about the level of participation and the situation with the Clerks. I am not trying to embarrass 
anyone, but that anomaly does seem to exist. Whether that is all of the table Clerks or just the Deputy Clerk and 
the Clerk, I do not know, but I will leave it to the Clerk and the Presiding Officers to work through how they will 
proceed. I do not seek to amend the motion or anything like that to cover them; I am sure that can be discussed 
and worked through. 
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I note that the consequences for a suspended member of Parliament are different from those in other workplaces. 
In other workplaces people actually cannot necessarily work; they can lose their job, and that creates a real financial 
burden and penalty on the people who make that choice. We are still seeing that happen in the community, and that 
is different from what members of Parliament will suffer if they are suspended under these provisions. At worst, 
they will not be able to enter the Parliament and perform their duties as members of Parliament in this building or 
the committee offices, but it will not prevent them from performing their duties outside the building, and it certainly 
will not stop the monthly pay coming through for them and their employees in their electorate offices. Another 
interesting fact is that this will not only penalise a member in not being able to attend Parliament; it will also penalise 
the thousands of people who voted for that member by preventing them from having a voice on that issue. This is 
a very grave decision for a member of Parliament to make and a very difficult position to put themselves in, because 
it will have consequences for them, for the party they represent, and for the community that has voted for them to 
take their views to Parliament. 
It was therefore a very big step for the suspended member to have taken, and it just goes to show that she holds 
a general depth of concern for her position. I do not know the member all that well; I have had a couple of conversations 
with her and she seems a very genuine person. I hope that she will still be able to make some contribution on behalf 
of her constituents and that there will still be some value in her being a member of Parliament; it is an unfortunate 
situation that we have been put in. These are very, very strange times that we are living through, but communities, 
Parliaments and members of Parliaments have accepted conditions and changes that we would never before have 
thought could happen. 
I go back to again touch on the health advice aspect. It is absolutely vital that the health advice be clear and not 
tempered by any political considerations or considerations of legal merit or judgement, that it is, as far as possible, 
scientifically based, and that people are left to judge what they will do about it. It is also vital to make sure that the 
community is completely confident that the advice is clear and consistent; it is becoming quite common of late to 
see frequent changes in certain directions. For instance, there was a clarification on the rules around gatherings 
today that was not there yesterday. Health advice has not been issued, but there has been a different interpretation. 
People are relying on these interpretations and on the health advice. They want to be absolutely certain that they 
can rely on it. Having read that interpretation, I have no problem in accepting that it is entirely appropriate for us 
to follow it, but I note that the other house did not have that ability prior to it discussing this issue. I again express 
my disappointment that that was not done and that the other place did not have that information available when it 
made its deliberations. 
DR D.J. HONEY (Cottesloe — Leader of the Liberal Party) [12.47 pm]: I rise to make a very brief contribution 
to the debate on this motion. I say at the outset that I fully support the comments made by the Deputy Leader of 
the Opposition in his contribution. We on this side of the house have consistently said throughout this pandemic that 
rules, mandates and other things must be based on cogent medical advice. As the Deputy Leader of the Opposition 
outlined, it is not clear that this motion is based on medical advice. If it is to be based on medical advice, it must 
be clear that there is some clear, identified risk to the operations of this Parliament.  
This Parliament has operated in a very COVID-safe manner since we have returned for this session. As we can see, 
we have significant social distancing in this chamber between members. All the members sitting in the chamber, other 
than the person speaking, are wearing masks. Our eating arrangements are, equally, being done in a COVID-safe 
way. I am not a medical expert, but it would seem that the risk to any member in this chamber from someone who 
may not be vaccinated is very minimal. I say that in the context—it seems I have to say this every time—that I fully 
support vaccination. I have encouraged people to be vaccinated and I fully support people having the booster. But 
in relation to things we do in this Parliament, something as important as this should not be done as a political stunt. 
It should not be done to try to wedge people, to try to wedge the other side or to provide some media opportunity 
for the Premier out in the community. It should be done specifically because it is based on medical advice and because 
it is critical to the operation of this chamber. As I see it, I say that it would be a misuse of this Parliament if this 
were to be done purely as some sort of stunt. 
Having said that, as I have said, I will not go through the motion. I do not want to waste this chamber’s time repeating 
what was said by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition. I endorse the comments that he has made in support of 
this motion. 
MR D.A. TEMPLEMAN (Mandurah — Leader of the House) [12.50 pm] — in reply: It is always disappointing 
when the Leader of the Liberal Party throws the line about stunts. Let me be very clear: the Presiding Officers have 
considered the operations of the Parliament and that it is a place that essentially requires members to be present. 
But under these COVID circumstances, we are trialling a whole range of methods to accommodate the capacity 
for members to participate remotely via the audiovisual process. That has been trialled. If the member for Cottesloe 
is alluding to this as a stunt, he is totally wrong. I think his comments are disappointing and demonstrate once 
again that he cannot help himself at all. It is disappointing that, as the leader of a major party in this state, he 
continues to undermine good, important practice. I think that practice needs to be demonstrated by the leaders of 
our state. The fact of the matter is that because of our vaccination rates, Western Australia is now better placed to 
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face the Omicron challenge. We now have higher rates of vaccination coverage; in fact, our rates are some of the 
best, if not the best, rates in the world. That places us in a position whereby we are able to face the challenge of 
a COVID spread. We know that the Omicron strain is very, very virulent. It spreads far quicker and is more virulent 
than previous strains. 
Through this motion, the Presiding Officers are protecting members and staff of this Parliament. That is the focus 
of this motion. The member’s reference to the Chief Health Officer’s advice is noted, but we need to remember 
that Parliament is a very different place. We have already taken measures over and above level 1, which, of course, 
came into action on Monday morning. We have already taken measures in anticipation, focused on the protection 
of you, member for Cottesloe, and members and staff in this place. That is what is occurring with this motion. It 
is disappointing that the member used the opportunity to use the word “stunt” again. It not only demeans his position 
as Leader of the Liberal Party, but also reflects that whenever he can, he attempts to undermine what I think is 
good public policy. 
I need to highlight to members the point that was made by the member for Moore, the Deputy Leader of the 
National Party, on the issues around the clerks et cetera. I am sure that was a matter that was considered very carefully 
by the Speaker. Ultimately, we need to ensure that the house can remain operational. My understanding is that, by 
natural practice, our clerks are not in this chamber together. They roster themselves so that they are not in the chamber 
at the same time. 
I refer to members who may ultimately be suspended from the house under paragraphs (3) and (4) of this motion. 
In terms of members’ ultimate participation, the fact of the matter is that the Speaker is the person who acknowledges 
and gives the call to order. That is the role of the Speaker, not mine or other members. The Speaker will ultimately 
determine whom they give the call to, be that in the chamber or, indeed, if they are participating remotely. That is 
a matter ultimately for the Speaker. But I agree with the member for Moore that I do not expect that that will be 
an issue for this chamber, even after 6 May. 
To conclude my comments, it is important to highlight to members that the key date in this motion is, indeed, 6 May. 
That is the date by which members will be required to have provided proof of the booster COVID-19 vaccination 
dose, so that is important for members to note. In order to ultimately comply with this motion, that is a key date. 
I commend the motion to the house. 
Question put and passed. 

Statement by Deputy Speaker 
THE DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr S.J. Price) [12.56 pm]: Members, further to the resolution just passed by the house, 
I have received advice from the Clerk that all members have complied with paragraph (1)(a) of the resolution by 
31 January 2022. 

RAILWAY (METRONET) AMENDMENT BILL 2022 
Introduction and First Reading 

Bill introduced, on motion by Ms R. Saffioti (Minister for Transport), and read a first time. 
Explanatory memorandum presented by the minister. 

Second Reading 
MS R. SAFFIOTI (West Swan — Minister for Transport) [12.57 pm]: I move — 

That the bill be now read a second time. 
Before I commence the second reading of the Railway (METRONET) Amendment Bill 2022, I am required by 
section 18A of the Transport Co-ordination Act 1966 to table a report by the director general of Transport on the 
planned construction of a railway line from Claisebrook station to Mundijong, known as the Armadale line and 
Byford rail extension, and by section 96(2) of the Public Works Act 1902 to table a map showing the course to be 
taken. I table this report and map. 
[See papers 968 and 969.] 
Ms R. SAFFIOTI: The McGowan government is committed to transforming our public transport network through 
Metronet and we are delivering on a suite of major projects. Today I am proud to deliver the second reading speech 
introducing the Railway (METRONET) Amendment Bill 2022. The purpose of this bill is to implement the legislative 
authority for the construction of the Victoria Park–Canning level crossing removal and the Byford rail extension 
projects on the Armadale line, supporting thousands of jobs for Western Australians in the process. The line will run 
from Claisebrook station and proceed along the Armadale line railway in a generally south-easterly direction for 
20.9 kilometres before continuing in a southerly direction for a further 21.2 kilometres to Mundijong.  
The Victoria Park–Canning level crossing removal project is Perth’s first major elevated rail project and is designed 
to remove increasingly congested level crossings, improve safety, provide modern train stations and precincts, create 
public open space and improved cycling and pedestrian connectivity under the elevated rail line, and increase the 

https://www.parliament.wa.gov.au/publications/tabledpapers.nsf/displaypaper/4110968ab3f63e000b955ecf482587f200835496/$file/tp+968+(2022).pdf
https://www.parliament.wa.gov.au/publications/tabledpapers.nsf/displaypaper/4110969a6d15b74d11c5d0b4482587f2008354c8/$file/tp+969+(2022).pdf
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future capacity of the Armadale line. Five level crossings will be removed along the Armadale line by raising the rail 
over the road at Mint Street, Oats Street, Welshpool Road, Hamilton Street and Wharf Street. New, modern elevated 
stations will be built at Carlisle, Oats Street, Queens Park and Cannington stations. Welshpool station will close, 
with Oats Street and Queens Park stations providing improved passenger facilities. 
The Byford rail extension, a key 2017 state election commitment, will extend the Armadale line approximately 
eight kilometres south to the new Byford station, removing level crossings at Armadale Road, Forrest Road, 
Church Avenue, Byron Road, Eleventh Road and Larsen Road, with work already underway at Thomas Road. The 
suburb of Byford is growing rapidly and it is important that we deliver the infrastructure for the future now. 
Armadale station will be rebuilt as an elevated station, easing road congestion and improving safety and connectivity 
around the town centre. Building a rail line to Byford will increase the connectivity of the public passenger rail 
network, alleviate urban congestion, and ensure efficient travel times are provided for those accessing jobs, services 
and amenities. 
This comes after a lack of investment on necessary transport infrastructure throughout the corridor in the past. This 
project will enable the residents of Serpentine–Jarrahdale to connect to the Perth CBD in around 42 minutes. Metronet 
is all about creating an integrated and coordinated public transport network for the future. 
Modern public transport connections enhance local communities and provide invaluable links to the wider 
metropolitan area. Extending the Armadale line to Byford was a key election commitment, which I am extremely 
proud to be delivering. 
I want the communities of Byford and the surrounding suburbs to experience the benefits that access to our public 
transport network can bring. I also want to see the existing network better utilised. By developing attractive station 
precincts throughout Victoria Park and Cannington, we will revitalise the corridor, make catching public transport 
a more attractive option, and upgrade the future capacity of the rail line to accommodate six-car trains. 
I acknowledge that this transformation of the Armadale line will bring significant disruption. A temporary shutdown 
of the Armadale line for up to 18 months has been announced and consultation has commenced to help plan for 
replacement services. We understand that the rail shutdown will be inconvenient for many people, businesses and 
the broader community and we apologise in advance for that. A number of options were considered, but this style 
of shutdown was chosen as it will allow this to be done more safely and quickly. 
The Railway (METRONET) Amendment Bill 2022 is the latest milestone in the delivery of the McGowan government’s 
program of job-creating Metronet projects. It is with great pride and honour that I commend this bill to the house. 
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr S.J. Price. 

FIREARMS AMENDMENT BILL 2021 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 22 February. 
MS M.J. DAVIES (Central Wheatbelt — Leader of the Opposition) [1.03 pm]: I rise to make a brief contribution 
on the Firearms Amendment Bill 2021. At the outset, I want to confirm that the Nationals WA–Liberal Party alliance 
opposition understands and supports the intent of this legislation. Western Australia Police Force is to be commended 
for its fight against outlaw motorcycle gangs. The public knows very little about the true darkness that surrounds 
these gangs. They are organised criminals who perpetrate horrific and violent crimes, and they walk among us, 
brazenly wearing colours and proudly identifying their allegiance. We understand why the police want every tool 
in the box to apprehend and disrupt their activities. The Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party and others have spoken 
of the incident that took place in December 2020, which was witnessed by hundreds of people at the Perth Motorplex—
the assassination of Mick Martin. It was shocking in its violence and in where it took place. It was done in broad 
daylight, with members of the public surrounding the victim. We understand why the government and the WA Police 
Force want every tool and every lever to disrupt this activity and all the others that I think we see only a very small 
element of reported. 
We also understand very well the National Firearms Agreement and gun control. Members have spoken of 
Tim Fischer—God rest his soul—and the leadership he showed in the wake of the Port Arthur massacre to set 
a new paradigm for gun control in Australia during the Howard era. We understand the issue of gun control limiting 
the proliferation of weapons that could fall into the wrong hands, and we agree with it. I think Australia can stand 
very proud in an international context in the way we have tackled this issue to minimise the number of weapons 
that fall into the hands of the wrong people. 
What I have concerns with, and what I do not accept, is what we have seen as part of this debate—I understand 
the robustness of the opposition and government—and that is the conflation of the concerns that we on this side 
are raising, or the issues that need clarification, with being opposed to or not supporting certain elements of the 
bill. We do not oppose the bill. If the government can provide sensible answers and give assurances to the questions 
that have been brought forward already by the Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party and others who have contributed, 
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there is no question that there will be support for it through this house and the Legislative Council. But we would be 
negligent in our role as the opposition and in our duty if we did not ask the government to justify its reasons and 
provide answers to some of these concerns. 
Before I go any further, I would also like to reflect on some of the comments from government members yesterday 
who seemed to suggest that any concerns that we have regarding the bill equate to meaning that we do not support 
the good work of the WA Police Force, because that could not be further from the truth. There is a role for us to ask 
these questions. We certainly are not undermining or seeking to question the intent or purpose of what the WA Police 
Force is trying to achieve. It is undoubtedly a difficult job. We have a lot of new members in this place who might 
not recall a debate that a number of members and I were involved in probably more than 10 years ago. It was one 
of the very first debates that I participated in as a newly minted member of the Legislative Council and it was on 
a Liberal–National bill to introduce stop-and-search powers. It was a government bill and I was a member of the 
government, and a new one at that. I have to remind members that these stop-and-search powers were wholly supported 
and asked for by WA police at the time. I understand that, because for the police it was about having access to 
additional tools to deal with the some of the challenges we were facing. The rationale from the Minister for Police 
at the time was that it was needed to combat knife crime that was said to be escalating in Northbridge, the CBD and 
other entertainment hot spots around the state. The minister and others at the time posited that if you are a law-abiding 
citizen, you have nothing to fear from the legislation. As a legislator, that sends a shiver down my spine because 
it is a very easy line to roll out to say that if you are doing the are right thing, you have nothing to worry about. But, 
as legislators in this place, and as people who have lived our lives in other roles, we all know that that is not necessarily 
the case because legislation can throw up unintended consequences, things can happen and legislation can be used 
for purposes other than what it was originally intended for. I have seen this exact assurance in a briefing note from 
the WA Police Force in response to questions that were raised by members of the opposition as we were being briefed 
on this legislation. Specifically, the response was that licensed firearm owners who are not doing anything illegal 
have nothing to worry about. I do not doubt for one minute that the WA Police Force at the briefing did not have their 
eyes set on law-abiding gun owners or licensed firearm owners, but legislation needs to be precise. As the people 
who make these laws, we need to make sure that we are being as precise as possible and are not creating or promoting 
unintended consequences. I have no doubt that this is the intent of the Western Australia Police Force. However, 
we have also seen recent examples of WA police having the power and using whatever law or mechanism is available 
to them to carry out their duty, no matter what the intent. We do not have to go back 10 years to the stop-and-search 
legislation to see that. We need only go back to last year when data that was captured by the SafeWA app was used 
by police, despite the Premier and Minister for Police stating unequivocally that it would not be used for any other 
purpose. This is why I caution members when we hear impassioned speeches in this place that say that if people 
are not doing anything wrong, they have nothing to worry about, or that we should be careful about how we ask 
questions because it could be interpreted, quite ridiculously, that we are supporting the bikies or promoting organised 
crime. We are certainly not doing that, but the experience of those on this side, and I would think others, is that 
we should be interrogating legislation that may or may not have an impact, no matter how small the impact is, on 
a cohort of people. In Western Australia, the cohort of people who are licensed firearm owners is small in comparison 
with the broader population. There is no doubt about that, but we should still raise the questions that have been 
posed already. 
I return to the stop-and-search legislation. I was on the Standing Committee on Legislation when there was a bit 
of balance in the committee system. This Parliament is probably not the best example of that. When I was on that 
committee, we had a member of the Labor Party, a member of the Greens WA and me. There was a broad church 
in that little committee and it emerged through research and experiences reported from other jurisdictions that the 
type of legislation that was being proposed—remembering that this was supported wholeheartedly and asked for 
by the police—would allow the police to stop and search without having to demonstrate reasonable suspicion that 
someone had committed, or was about to commit, a crime. It would have impacted law-abiding citizens. I make 
this point not to demonise our police; that is not my intent at all. My argument, and that of others at the time—this 
was shared by Labor members of Parliament who were in opposition at the time, and many others in the community—
was that simply having those powers would undermine the trust the people of Western Australia have in the police. 
Trust is a very big part of the compact between the police force and the people of Western Australia. As I said, 
many in the Labor Party, in opposition at the time, shared those concerns. The legislation committee did its work 
diligently and ensured that the legislation that was being proposed was a proportionate response to the problem. 
No matter what legislation we have in front of us, we should always try to ensure that what we seek to remedy is 
not a front-page newspaper article, but is real and legitimate. 
The legislation attracted criticism from those who wanted to pass it, and some of the language that was thrown around 
in the chamber has been used: “Why are you questioning the police force? Why don’t you support it to have every 
tool necessary?” I think we would be failing in our job if we accepted everything put forward by government 
without reservation, or at least without asking questions. That is simply what opposition members have done and 
will do through this chamber and the Legislative Council. I reiterate to the Labor Party backbenchers that I was 
a member of the government at the time and I did not support the progress of that legislation, and I stated that publicly. 
I know there are members in the Labor Party who cannot do that. I am not suggesting for one moment that anyone 
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would do that on this bill, but they cannot do that on other legislation, because they are bound by their party rules no 
matter what their personal views are. I meandered into this reflection—something that took place around 10 years 
ago—not to minimise the threat that is posed by outlaw motorcycle gangs. The opposition absolutely understands 
and wants to make sure that the tools the police have will assist them to ensure that the activities of those individuals 
and groups are minimised—or stamped out. 
I make that point because in this house we have a responsibility to make sure that we pass legislation that is proportionate 
to the risk and is needed and has minimal unintended consequences. Quite often, a second reading speech or the 
response from the minister at the time can be looked to for reference and context down the track. That is why we 
seek clarification for practical reasons, and stakeholders have asked questions that we believe need to be reflected 
in the minister’s response in this debate. I will not repeat them. Anecdotally, through the briefings I have attended—
I know other members have raised examples—I mention the instance of a farmer or pastoralist who may simply 
need to change out the stock of a rifle that they use for the real purpose of pest control as part of their occupation. 
If they need to seek permission from the police and then take it to a licensed repair shop, it will potentially cause 
unnecessary challenges. Is that the best way to deal with a legitimate licensed gun owner? I am talking about 
someone who is usually remote from these places, and probably remote from police stations as well, particularly 
if they are in the pastoral industry. Legitimate or otherwise, these questions have been raised by us. We have sought 
feedback from WA police on these matters and now we bring them to the chamber for the minister to respond to. 
I read the contributions to the debate yesterday, in between listening while I was in and out of meetings. I note 
with particular interest the contribution by the member for Burns Beach, a former police officer. I absolutely agree 
with the comments he made in closing that owning a firearm is a privilege. I find it interesting to listen to people’s 
real-world experiences. He clearly has dealt with some pretty hairy situations that have involved firearms. The 
opposition takes this role very seriously because we want our police to have the tools they need to deal with some 
of those challenges. There are many law-abiding licensed firearms owners who simply seek assurances that this 
legislation will not make it unnecessarily difficult or unworkable for them to use their firearms in a lawful manner. 
I look forward to the Minister for Police providing on the record some clarity. I reiterate that the opposition supports 
the intent of the legislation. Outlaw motorcycle gangs have no place in our society, and the opposition and the 
government are in furious agreement on that point. 
MS K.E. GIDDENS (Bateman) [1.17 pm]: I am pleased to make a contribution to this debate on the Firearms 
Amendment Bill 2021, which will put into legislation 17 recommendations from the Law Reform Commission of 
Western Australia’s Review of the Firearms Act 1973 (WA) that was tabled in this place in 2016. The bill contains 
four key reforms—firearms prohibition orders; illegal manufacture of firearms, including firearms technology 
offences; increased penalties for certain firearms offences relating to stolen firearms and firing a gun in a way that 
causes fear; and a permanent firearms amnesty.  
Many members in this place have referenced the tragic events of Port Arthur in 1996 in which 35 people lost their 
lives and many more were injured or permanently scarred, traumatised or maimed. It is worth commending the 
actions of those affected by that incident—I did in my inaugural speech. Without a doubt, the bipartisan political 
action that resulted from that tragic event resulted in gun-related deaths in Australia falling from a mean rate of 
3.6 per 100 000 between 1979 and 1996 to 1.2 per 100 000 between 1997 and 2013. The data certainly backs up 
the fact that with fewer firearms in our community, there are fewer deaths and fewer injuries. However, illegal 
firearms are still circulating in the community. In fact, there are legal firearms in our community that are used illegally. 
That is important to note in this debate because we have heard contributions from members, including one from 
the Leader of the Opposition just now, about the unintended consequences on legal firearms owners. She is absolutely 
right to raise questions and seek clarification; that is the purpose of this place and the purpose of opposition, and 
that opportunity will be had, particularly in consideration in detail. I grew up in rural areas. I grew up with brothers 
who owned guns. I understand the need for them in those communities and how they are used. However, I want 
to draw attention to some comments and expand on them a little. It is easy to stand in here and refer to law-abiding 
citizens without going beneath that a little.  
The gun reforms that were introduced after the Port Arthur massacre resulted in the significant reduction of the 
number of firearms in our community. However, I will refer to some statistics from a study that occurred between 
2002 and 2016 in which it was revealed that 36 per cent of gun injuries were caused by assault, 21 per cent by 
accidents and 33 per cent by intentional self-harm. It is worth noting that self-harm injuries and deaths were much 
more frequent among older people, men and people living outside major cities. That is exactly the constituency of 
the National Party and those who represent the regions. Although at times firearms are necessary in these constituencies 
and are used legally for legitimate purposes, they are also used to harm people in those communities at a much 
more frequent rate than they are used to harm people who live in metropolitan areas. In metropolitan areas, the major 
cohort or demographic of people who have been injured by guns were young men. Yesterday’s contribution by the 
member for Swan Hills was a really thoughtful and meaningful contribution to this place. She spoke about another 
unintended consequence—that is, family and domestic violence, particularly as it affects women. One of the statistics 
that she referred to yesterday that jumped out at me was that women are 20 times more likely to be killed when their 
abuser has access to a firearm. 
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Yesterday, the member for North West Central said that he would be interested to know what percentage of 
law-abiding citizens who have firearms licences commit crimes. Although I cannot answer that directly as it relates 
to Western Australia—I do not have access to that information—I did some reading that will shed some light on the 
generalities around what percentage that might be. In the 16 mass shootings in Australia and New Zealand between 
1987 and 2014, 135 people died. Most of the victims—55 per cent—were shot by previously law-abiding licensed 
gun owners who used legally held firearms. Of course, mass shootings, as tragic as they are, are not the primary cause 
of gun deaths and injury in Australia; it is typically single shootings that occur as a result of interpersonal disputes, 
such as those referenced by the member for Swan Hills around family and domestic violence. Research supports the 
fact that around 43 per cent of gun death incidents involved people known to each other with the perpetrator being 
somebody who held a licensed gun. We can extrapolate that generally to the Western Australian context because 
it is not significantly different. I raise this simply to say that any look at how we can strengthen our gun licensing 
legislation has—this has been demonstrated in the past—to have a positive impact on reducing deaths and injuries, 
which is a good thing for all constituents, including those in rural areas who use guns legitimately. 
Of course, the Firearms Amendment Bill 2021 does not specifically target those people; rather, it very much targets 
criminal and bikie gangs, which are a significant problem in our Western Australian community. I know that from 
chats with my husband when he served as a police officer. He shared with me a story about a job that he went to in 
Wyndham in remote Western Australia in which 44 guns were stolen from a licensed firearm holder. Forty-four guns 
in an isolated community were stolen by a criminal syndicate that was suspected to have come across the border. I am 
talking about interstate and international crime gangs that target licensed gun users and who use weapons illegally 
in the community to create fear and cause danger and risk to law-abiding members of our community. 
The police can act only with the tools that they have. When people discuss spikes in crime and the kind of wicked 
problems that society faces, they say, “What are the police doing?”, and I think, sadly, we heard echoes of that 
yesterday during the member for North West Central’s contribution—“What are the police doing?” In fact, those 
were his exact words in Hansard. The police are doing everything they possibly can with the tools they have and 
they are to be commended for their hard work in our community day in, day out. They face the risk of turning up 
to a job and having a firearm pulled on them. They face the risk of stopping a car and potentially finding weapons 
and ammunition. It is dangerous and they do pop up frequently. I commend the police. It is critical that we give them 
every opportunity to do their job to serve the Western Australian community and keep us all safe. The tool they 
have is legislation. We give members of the Western Australia Police Force the tools that they need to do their job 
and that is what we are doing in this chamber today in debating this bill. Just today, there was a story in The West 
Australian about a police and Australian Border Force raid that uncovered a firearms workshop, which had silencers 
and a homemade bomb. The risk is present and real. 
The firearms prohibition order scheme will be a really important tool for the Western Australia Police Force to 
target those who they suspect are not of good character and who pose a threat to the community. It will allow them 
to act proactively, rather than reactively after a crime has taken place and people have been injured or killed. This 
is an important tool that will strengthen the ability for WA police to intervene early and hopefully prevent crime, 
which is always their first goal. 
Another aspect of this legislation is that there will be an increase in penalties to bring them in line with community 
expectations. Guns can cause significant damage and death—they are lethal weapons—so there is an expectation 
that if people steal or trade in weapons illegally, or otherwise use weapons to conduct themselves in an illegal way, 
the penalties should adequately reflect their behaviour. Another part of this bill that I would like to speak to is the 
firearms amnesty, which is important for people who perhaps hold a firearm that has been handed down from 
previous generations that was held legitimately before the legislation was changed and who are not quite sure how 
to dispose of it properly and responsibly without getting themselves into trouble. The permanent firearms amnesty 
will be an opportunity for all who are holding a weapon that they are not quite sure what to do with to come forward 
and hand it in to the police without any penalties. 
I congratulate the Minister for Police for bringing this legislation to the house. It is very important legislation. It 
speaks to one of the issues that I raised in my inaugural speech that is important to my heart—namely, the trauma 
that can be caused by guns and criminal elements in our community. We need to act together to do all that we can 
to prevent that kind of damage. Congratulations, Minister for Police. I absolutely support this bill. 
MRS L.A. MUNDAY (Dawesville) [1.28 pm]: I rise today to also make a short contribution to the Firearms 
Amendment Bill 2021. As stated in the second reading speech — 

The bill contains four key reforms. The first reform introduces a firearms prohibition order scheme into 
the Firearms Act 1973. Under these amendments, police will be able to make an FPO against anyone 
who, if in possession of a firearm or related item, would likely result in undue danger to life or property; 
or if the person is not a fit and proper person to possess a firearm; or it is in the public interest for an FPO 
to be made against the person. 
The second reform is new, and refers to the illegal manufacturing, participating … in unlawful firearms 
activity and firearms technology offences … 
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This includes the manufacture of plastic 3D firearms that can be used to get through airport and other security 
checks. It continues — 

The third key reform is a suite of increased penalties for firearms-related theft offences under the 
Criminal Code and the offences targeting drive-by shootings or discharging a firearm at a house or other 
building under the Firearms Act. 
The final reform is to legislate a permanent firearms amnesty. 

When I came to write this speech today, I noticed in the second reading that the Minister for Police spoke about 
opportunities, which got me thinking. I read a little further and took out a few opportunities the minister talked about. 
The second reading states — 

Police ministers across Australia have agreed to a permanent amnesty to provide people with an ongoing 
opportunity to hand in firearms and other firearm-related items. As part of this general amnesty, over 
560 firearms, including more than 50 handguns and over 22 000 rounds of ammunition were handed into 
the WA Police Force between 1 July and 1 November 2021. 

That is four months in which 22 000 rounds of ammunition were handed in, which is pretty incredible. The members 
for Burns Beach and Cockburn alluded to this today. I reiterate that every firearm and every piece of ammunition that is 
handed in are ones that no longer are available in the community. The minister also said in the second reading speech — 

It is currently an offence under the Firearms Act for a person to repair or manufacture a firearm or handgun. 
However, the new offences will provide stricter penalties for illegal manufacturing and repair, and expand 
the offence to dealing in firearms. 

He also said — 
I would like to take this opportunity to commend again the police officers in Taskforce Ravello who 
apprehended and charged the criminal subsequently convicted of the murder at the Perth Motorplex … 

I agree when he said — 
our gang crime squad, which is tireless in its determination to see the 99 per cent prevail over the one per cent. 

That is so true. As a psychologist, this caused me to reflect on what “opportunity” means and to have a bit of a google, 
as we do. I found that the word “opportunity” means a favourable combination of circumstances for time and place, 
or a situation or condition favourable for obtaining a goal. I thought about how these amendments will create 
opportunities for a positive change so that there will be fewer shootings and fewer illegal firearms in our state, and, 
therefore, a safer community. 
As everyone knows, I was an ambulance paramedic for 20 years. I was often called out to scenes at which guns—
legal, illegal or otherwise—played a part in many tragedies. To be honest, over 20 years, there were not a lot, but 
there were a few. Most of those scenes that I attended were suicides—that is, people who had taken their lives. The 
patients we ended up caring for were generally the friends and family who had discovered the dead person. When 
a person chooses a gun to end their life, there is generally no coming back. When people intend to kill, whether it be 
themselves or someone else, a gunshot is not a soft landing; it is something that, when given the opportunity, kills. 
I reflected on the comments of the members for Willagee and Thornlie about how firearms have been collected. 
Many have been locked away for generations for safety and posterity because people have not known what to do with 
them. The member for Willagee said that when firearms run out of registration, people do not know what to do 
with them, but they are still lethal weapons. I make the point that a permanent amnesty will give people a fantastic 
opportunity to hand in these things with no questions asked. 
People in distress, if I can put it that way, who want to take their lives do not see reason. They should not have an 
opportunity to choose a gun that has been locked away in a drawer. If the amnesty takes away that opportunity, it 
is a good thing. Sometimes paramedic crews can save people who attempt suicide with medications or by hanging. 
I have turned around quite a lot of people who have tried to kill themselves with Panadol or sleepers, and that kind 
of thing. A lot of people do not know what medication it takes to kill, so paramedics can reverse a lot of suicide 
attempts, which is fantastic. However, I have not reversed one suicide when a firearm was chosen. That should put 
into perspective what a gun means in that context. 
I also want to mention another emergency situation that has been mentioned in the house today, which I did not 
attend but a paramedic friend of mine attended—that is, the shooting at the Perth Motorplex in Kwinana in 2020 
to which two paramedic crews were called to attend. Without getting too descriptive, I want to reflect on what that 
looks like from an ambulance officer’s perspective. 
At the motorplex there will always be one paid ambulance crew for the races, whether it is the drags or speedway. 
They are there to attend any major accident or fire. Then there will be volunteer ambulance officers. The volunteers 
are there generally to offer first aid; they are there for the community to offer Panadol to people with headaches 
and that kind of thing. The volunteer ambulance staff run around during all the sound and smoke of the cars 
racing and care for the crowd. They generally do not expect to be there for much more than tending to bruises and 
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run-of-the-mill stuff. On the day of that shooting the second paramedic team got a call. The job card said that the 
shooting had taken place at the Perth Motorplex and that there were two injured people. The first team had been called 
across to the scene from their work of looking after the cars. When the second crew arrived at the front entrance of 
the motorplex, they were told that the police were on scene and that it was safe. Generally, police officers do the best 
they can; it is the case with fireys and ambulance officers. We are part of one community. At these scenes there are 
lots of people and lots of confusion, and miscommunication can occur. The crew drove straight to the scene thinking 
that they were safe. When an ambulance officer hears the word “gunshot”, they usually do not expect someone to 
walk to the ambulance; they will look for a place where they can park the ambulance as close as possible to the scene.  
On that day, the crew reversed in and parked and went to where the incident had happened. When they drove up, 
they looked for the best exit location. They arrived and the scene was chaotic. There were a lot of bystanders trying 
to help. The volunteer ambulance crew were there also. In the ambulance world, too many hands make life very, 
hard. We see what needs to be done and we try to get to the scene, but that can be quite a hard thing to do. People 
will be in shock, because, in Australia and WA, it is unusual to see someone being shot; it is not like in America. 
People will run around and be overhelpful, which creates huge problems. On the scene that day, the ambulance crew 
literally had to fight their way to the patient, who turned out to be, as we know, the Rebels boss Nick Martin. They 
began to work on Nick, but not long after they were advised by the police that the shooter had not been apprehended, 
and so began a risk-versus-benefit thought pattern in their heads. Do they stay and help the patient or do they withdraw 
and stand-off until the area is safe? What do they do in this situation? Do they leave the community to deal with 
the patient? I do not know any paramedic who would ever choose that option. 
When I was team leader in 2010, I used to do a lot of incident reports. Part of the incident report is to look for things 
that could have been done differently after the event. If I were to put my team leader hat on, and I had been completing 
that incident report on the scene after that event, I would have written that the crew should have withdrawn until 
the scene was safe, because it is always D for danger—danger to yourself, danger to others and danger to the patient. 
Once they knew that the shooter was still there, there would have been nothing else to think about other than: is the 
shooter going for them? The crew who attended that scene said that they were quite concerned that they would be 
targeted next as they tried to help the very person that the shooter wanted dead. The work emergency service workers 
do is not easy—that is, the police, fireys and ambulance officers. They are the ones who are walking in when everyone 
else is walking out. They have always done that and they always will, but it does not mean that they are not scared 
witless when they are doing it. There is a song in which the lyrics say that we hope that our poly-cotton armoured 
suits will protect us because we do not wear body armour, we do not carry taser guns and we do not carry batons or 
spray. Having been a paramedic for 20 years, I take my hat off to police officers everywhere, including the member 
for Burns Beach, who is an ex-copper, because it would be something else to be on the ground every day and 
responsible for carrying a gun and a taser. I can tell members something for nothing: I feared for my life in some 
jobs over the years, and I think that if I had had a gun strapped to me, I probably could not honestly say that I would 
not have used it to defend myself during some of those times. But I was lucky, because most of the time that I was 
in a seriously dangerous situation, I had a police officer with me, beside me or in front of me. I was always truly 
grateful for that, because I did not have that responsibility of carrying a weapon. 
My ambo mates told me that they both had the fear run through them that if the police did not catch the shooter, 
they might be the next target because they were helping the person whom the shooter wanted dead. They said that 
this ran through their minds for about 15 seconds, and then they got on with the job. The thing they noticed about the 
scene was that young children were sitting close by with their parents, watching the resuscitation efforts. This is 
always a huge concern for us. Ambulance officers always ask people to move on. We do our best to minimise trauma 
to the public, but sometimes we just cannot. That leads me to the vicarious trauma that emergency services workers 
are faced with. This is obviously not just for gun-related incidents. 
We have the opportunity to tighten our already tough gun laws so that the state government can prevent favourable 
or advantageous circumstances or situations arising for people like bikies to attain firearms. I think this is a good 
thing. I, for one, am happy to stand today to thank the Minister for Police and his team for making this happen and 
to speak on this bill and see it through to the other place. This government has an opportunity to increase protections 
for Western Australians. Nobody wants to see us head down the same path as the United States. If we spend a few 
minutes comparing WA with the United States, we can look back at the horrific tragedy that occurred in 1996, 
which a few members have already mentioned. The greatest change to Australian firearm laws occurred following 
the Port Arthur massacre, during which a weak, cowardly gunman killed 35 people, aged between three and 72 years, 
and injured 23 others. I do not want to say this person’s name, even though it is well known, because I do not want 
him to feel heard or empowered. We should never give any meaning or air to people like him. But the result of the 
massacre was that the then Prime Minister of Australia, John Howard, Deputy Prime Minister Tim Fischer and 
the member for Victoria Park’s awesome dad, Hon Kim Beazley, formulated the National Firearms Agreement, 
which led to the development of strict gun control laws within Australia that restricted the private ownership of 
semiautomatic rifles, semiautomatic shotguns and pump-action shotguns and introduced uniform firearm licences. 
I again thank the minister for the opportunity to speak on this bill. I am grateful for the opportunity to serve the 
community as the member for Dawesville and to support bills like this, which will benefit us all. 
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MR R.S. LOVE (Moore — Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [1.43 pm]: I, too, rise to make a contribution on 
the Firearms Amendment Bill 2021 and reiterate the support that the Leader of the Opposition and the member for 
Vasse, who is the lead speaker for the opposition on this matter, put on the record for the objective of the bill, which 
is to prevent outlaw motorcycle gangs and other criminals from possessing or manufacturing firearms. This legislation 
will also introduce firearms prohibition orders, which will be another tool for the police to use as they seek to 
combat the rising threat from not only organised crime but also terrorism, which people often have at the back of their 
mind as we live in such an uncertain world. Any tools that the police can have to legitimately crack down on the 
use, manufacture or possession of illegal weapons is certainly to be commended and supported. 

However, some elements of the community, especially in regional areas like mine, are concerned about aspects of the 
bill. Nationals WA members have had these concerns brought to their attention by some of the 90 000-odd legitimate 
gun owners. They have come to us in the past. This group of people is sometimes easily swept aside because, let 
us face it, most people do not like guns and most people do not like the idea that there might be more firearms in the 
community. The vast majority of people—those who are not the 90 000—are quite happy to see controls placed on 
these activities. But let us look at what some of those 90 000-odd people might do with their firearms. I am one of 
them; I have some firearms as a legacy of being a farmer for many years. We know that some people come together 
in recreational clubs, for instance, to shoot at targets—clay pigeons and the like. They use a lot of ammunition, so 
they regularly reload their ammunition. They might simply do it for themselves or a club or group might share 
a facility. I am not sure, as I have never reloaded ammunition myself, but I know that a lot of people do. That is 
one concern that has been expressed. Other people rely on firearms to control pests. As I have said, farmers such 
as me use firearms if we have to destroy stock or control pests, such as foxes and the like. It is a necessary tool of 
trade. People cannot do without firearms at times. 

I am concerned that some of the provisions that relate to illegal activities seem to suffer from a lack of clarity. 
One of those areas is repair and maintenance. As we know, there are not a lot of opportunities in many parts of WA 
for people to access repair and maintenance services from a licensed gun repairer or gun shop. Back in the early 
part of my parliamentary career, Australia Post decided that it would not allow people to consign firearms through 
the post anymore. Apparently, that still happens in other parts of Australia, but it is almost impossible to get firearms 
delivered through the post or by courier in WA. In fact, it has been related to me that if someone wants to have 
a firearm repaired and they cannot do it themselves, they have to virtually drop it off in person because there are 
very few opportunities to access repairers in any other way. Consequently, people in more isolated areas need to 
be able to carry out a level of repairs themselves. I have not found or had pointed out to me any definitions in this 
legislation of “maintenance” or “repair”. That presents a problem, because people would really like to know where 
those boundaries are. It is quite a material consideration. 

There has been discussion with groups such as the Sporting Shooters Association of Western Australia about 
matters such as replacing the stock of a rifle, which is the wooden piece that one holds and onto which the barrel 
is bolted. Some people might use a number of stocks for different types of activities, such as when they are shooting 
at different targets. It could also be an issue if the stock is broken. Would the replacement of a stock constitute 
a repair? A stock is a lump of wood. It is not part of a gun that would need necessarily need a particular configuration 
for that to work; in fact, many criminal activities would probably not require such a thing. A number of issues in 
the legislation have been brought to my attention, including what constitutes a major firearm part. People have asked 
me about the technology and what it means. Will a brochure or a publication that happens to contain some information 
make them liable under some criminal law or will they contravene the Firearms Act?  

I have already mentioned the issue of manufacture. I brought the issues of illegal manufacture and technology 
offences to the attention of the minister’s officer in a briefing organised by Hon Peter Collier, the shadow Minister 
for Police. It was suggested we would get clarity by people having to go to court and working it out that way, and 
that updated information will be put on the WA Police Force website for WA firearms owners on what constitutes 
a repair under the legislation. Given that the bill does not contain a definition of repair, who will determine what 
will go on the website and what will be considered to be a repair? Will we have the situation that the police are 
effectively writing the law? That could be what this will amount to. This is not a very clear piece of legislation if we 
have to rely on police to update a website with information to provide guidance and clarity when none exists under 
the legislation. The only way the police can take an interest and do that is to give examples of what they consider 
permissible and perhaps send the matter to court, but that does not, of itself, explain the legal boundaries. We need 
more clarity about that, so I still have concerns about that. 

It is apparent the community holds different views about this legislation. The Sporting Shooters Association of 
Western Australia is one group with which I and others have had contact. The association provided me with a very 
recent letter that was written to a policy adviser of the Minister for Police on 17 February. With the indulgence of 
the house, I will read an extract from that letter. It reads, in part — 

As we have publicly stated the Hon. Minister for Police, Mr. Paul Papalia retains our complete support for 
the introduction of strong and well drafted legislation preventing illicit firearms use within the community, 
and we fully support the intent of the changes to target extreme criminal activity by OMCG and terrorists’. 
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It goes on, but I will read out another paragraph. I am not trying to selectively pick from this document; I am happy 
to provide it to Hansard or lay it on the table. The letter continues — 

Unfortunately, during the recent meeting you were witness to our initial concerns that WA Police are seeking 
to criminalise normal everyday safe behaviours of licensed firearms owners with a number of section of 
the proposed amendments to the Act. 
This was clearly evident and highlighted during the meeting with the first half an hour of discussion spent 
attempting to extract a clear position from WA Police on what constitutes the “repair of a firearm”. 
We remain extremely disappointed and disillusioned with the lack of understanding by WA Police to 
digest the current legal and workable realities of the firearm industry in Western Australia, and again 
see a complete lack of good intent by WA Police in servicing the needs of licensed firearm owners in 
this State. 

That shows the depth of concern of law-abiding citizens. They are not seeking to break the law. They are not seeking 
to set up a 3D printer in their backyard and start manufacturing weapons that cannot be detected easily by metal 
detectors et cetera. They feel that perhaps the police have let some practices exist in the past and that that may change 
after this legislation is passed, insofar as it affects legal activities with guns as opposed to people seeking to illegally 
manufacture guns or manufacture components for guns or gather together the materials and technology to develop 
those guns. During the debate, I will get the minister to outline what constitutes a lathe, which a person might have 
in their engineering shop on the farm, or wherever, which theoretically could be used to manufacture a component 
of a firearm. At what point will that constitute as a tool or thing under the act and what other surrounding information 
and circumstances are required to make that tool, if you like, into a thing that could lead to the production of a firearm? 
It is not that uncommon to have a 3D printer; in fact, I have visited a couple of farmers who have them. Sometimes 
getting small plastic parts for machinery et cetera is a bit tricky and some very clever farming types I know can make 
replacement parts with their own 3D printers. It is not as uncommon as people may think for people to manufacture 
parts. One example was housing for a computer screen that sits in a tractor cab that the fellow had made himself. 
He was able to manufacture a screen and fit it back into the cab. I would not know how to do that. Presumably that 
person would know how to make something round and cylinder-like with his 3D printer. At what point does his 
possession of a 3D printer have some relevance under the bill? I appreciate there would have been to evidence of 
intent or a history or some other indicator that this person may do just that, perhaps membership of a particular group. 
Those matters needs to be made clear. Other people may have tools or things that they may use to repair and maintain 
their own firearms and they are concerned they may be brought under the provisions in this bill and be found to 
be involving themselves in criminal activity, doing something that they have always been able to do in the past. 
Those questions worry my electors—in the main, those who have contacted my office. None of them are people who 
want to see firearms in the hands of people who are not licensed and do not have a legitimate use for those firearms. 
We know by definition that matters like this usually catch those people who seek to obey the law, because they will 
try to follow the law; and the criminals who we are trying to affect will take very little notice of the provisions until 
such time as they are found out, at which time, hopefully, action will be taken against them. Law-abiding people 
do not want to be doing things that could bring them into disrepute, which could lead to them having their name in 
the local paper and being found to be manufacturing or repairing a firearm, when, in fact, they were just simply trying 
to keep the farm’s .22 calibre rifle alive because they need it to shoot the odd fox or whatever. 
Debate interrupted, pursuant to standing orders. 
[Continued on page 606.] 

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE 
CORONAVIRUS — PREMIER — QUARANTINE 

69. Ms M.J. DAVIES to the Premier: 
I refer to the Premier’s self-imposed quarantine break when he returns from New South Wales after his court appearance. 
(1) Why is the Premier not following his own government’s requirements for returning travellers to 

Western Australia? 
(2) Why does there seem to be one rule for the Premier and another for everyone else? 
Mr M. McGOWAN replied: 
(1)–(2) I am required to go to Sydney because of a court case brought by Mr Clive Palmer, a former member of 

the National Party, who used to run Joh Bjelke-Petersen’s campaigns in Queensland. I am required to go to 
Sydney because he has brought a legal action against me, which I will not comment on because, obviously, 
it is a matter before the courts. The original trial date was scheduled for later this month—I think it was 
28 February or 1 March—and I was therefore required to go into quarantine until such a point in time that 
the border restrictions end. However, I provided advice last week that I would remain in quarantine for the 
full seven days on the basis that I did not want anyone to allege that somehow the date was manipulated in 
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order to assist me. That position still stands. I do not want anyone to allege that. Obviously, there is a massive 
group of people out there looking for anything to say to be critical and I do not want to give them that 
opportunity to be able to say that, so I will quarantine for a week. I will work whilst in quarantine. I will 
attend Parliament via Zoom, as we now can. If I cannot Zoom into the national cabinet meeting, if required, 
I will come out for the national cabinet meeting and wear the appropriate personal protective equipment 
and attend via the audiovisual service in the government building that I normally do. I am just trying to 
set the right example here, making sure that I am consistent with what I have said before in what is a pretty 
extraordinary situation that was not of my creation. 

CORONAVIRUS — PREMIER — QUARANTINE 
70. Ms M.J. DAVIES to the Premier: 
I have a supplementary question. Will the Premier be quarantining at a designated quarantine hotel, taking the place 
of a returning resident for the sake of a political stunt? 
Mr M. McGOWAN replied: 
The answer to that is no. I will be renting some sort of premises somewhere in order to do so, as many people do. Just 
so members know, our quarantine hotels have quite low occupancy now, so we do have a large number of spare 
rooms in our hotel quarantine because, obviously, our arrangements are rapidly changing. We will soon have relatively 
free—in fact, almost completely free—international travel, and the only people required to go into hotel quarantine 
will be those returning Australian travellers from overseas who are unvaccinated. Therefore, the answer to the member’s 
question is no. I do not quite understand the point that she is trying to make. I do not understand her point. 
Ms M.J. Davies interjected. 
Mr M. McGOWAN: Had I done the opposite—no; let me finish—had I not done quarantine, you would be in here 
attacking me for that. By doing quarantine, you are in here attacking me for that, so I cannot win. 
Ms M.J. Davies interjected. 
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Leader of the Opposition! 
Mr M. McGOWAN: I think the vast majority of people would understand that no matter what I did, the Liberals 
and Nationals would attack me. That is the reality; I accept that that is the way you operate. But I think that, 
sometimes, maybe you should pull back on some of these questions and think before you ask them. 

CORONAVIRUS — BUSINESS SUPPORT 
71. Mr D.R. MICHAEL to the Premier: 
I refer to the McGowan Labor government’s commitment to supporting the Western Australian economy as Omicron 
spreads throughout the community. Can the Premier update the house on the support this government has provided 
to local businesses throughout the pandemic, including businesses in Perth and the CBD? 
Mr M. McGOWAN replied: 
Throughout the pandemic the government has always stepped up to support business, particularly small business, 
the economy and people’s employment. We have done this primarily by keeping COVID out of Western Australia 
for the last two years and therefore having perhaps the strongest economy in the whole world and one of the strongest 
set of finances certainly in Australia but potentially in a subnational jurisdiction anywhere in the world. Our economy 
has carried the entire country over the past two years, which I will go into in just a moment. But we are now into 
the new phase of the pandemic. We have over 600 cases reported today. Omicron is far more infectious and far 
more transmissible; therefore, we need to respond to that, as we are currently. Unfortunately, there will be disruption. 
Many businesses will be impacted; therefore, we will need to continue to listen to business, small business and the 
workforce and respond as we have throughout the entire pandemic. 
To date, we have delivered around $10 billion of economic support in COVID-19 response measures in 
Western Australia over the course of the last two years. This has included direct support for households and economic 
stimulus programs and $1.5 billion in direct support, particularly for small businesses. This has been targeted at 
businesses right across the economy and includes payroll tax waivers, $17 500 grants to various businesses, small 
business lockdown assistance grants, licence fee waivers, electricity tariff offsets and the list goes on. Last week, we 
announced a $77 million safe transition industry support package, which will provide direct support to international 
education, the events industry, aviation, tourism businesses and travel agents, and we expect to provide further 
support to Western Australian businesses soon. 
By staying open, as a state, over the last two years, we helped support the rest of the country by keeping our major 
export industries open, which provide around half the nation’s exports, perhaps more. I think it approaches 60 per cent 
of the nation’s exports. We help provide massive revenues for the commonwealth government that was therefore able 
to assist other governments around Australia. The federal government has provided $13.65 billion in COVID-19 
disaster response payments, including $7.5 billion to New South Wales, $4.45 billion to Victoria, $344 million to 
the Australian Capital Territory and $252 million to Queensland. Western Australia has not received one dollar of 
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that. But the good thing is, and we are very pleased to have done it, by maintaining our very strong position, 
particularly in relation to COVID, Western Australia has been able to fund that support for the other states. Once 
again, it shows Western Australia supporting the rest of the nation. 
I do cop lots of criticism, as we outlined before. I would have been criticised by the opposition for doing quarantine 
and criticised for not doing quarantine. But, apparently, yesterday, I was criticised by the Leader of the Opposition 
for being too pro–Western Australian. According to the opposition, the Premier is so Western Australian, he is too 
pro–Western Australian! As I say, Leader of the Opposition and opposition members, sometimes you have to think 
before you speak. I do not think that criticising the Premier of the state for being too pro the state is a valid criticism.  

METRONET — ARMADALE RAIL LINE 
72. Mr R.S. LOVE to the Premier: 
I refer to the Premier and Minister for Transport’s announcement that the Armadale line will be closed for at least 
18 months due to Metronet works. 
(1) With local commuters, businesses and even councils being blindsided by this announcement, can the 

Premier outline who was consulted ahead of the announcement? 
(2) Did the Premier consult with the members for Victoria Park, Cannington, Forrestfield, Thornlie, 

Southern River, Armadale, Darling Range, Murray–Wellington, Collie–Preston and Bunbury, whose 
constituents will be impacted by the closure of the line? 

Mr M. McGOWAN replied: 
(1)–(2) When we made the announcement, we made it with Mr Andrew Hastie, MHR, who is a federal Liberal 

minister from Western Australia, who came along with us to the press conference and supported the 
announcement and the project and was fulsome in his support, just so the member knows. It is a jointly 
funded project between the state and commonwealth governments. Obviously, the state is the one that 
delivers it, but we have worked cooperatively with the commonwealth to get to this point. 
The Armadale rail line has been in place for 131 years. Over that time, it has had some upgrades—not 
many—for instance, the Armadale train station, but not much else along the route. Some of the train stations 
along the route were added in the 1950s and 1960s—the Minister for Transport’s father worked on one 
or two of the train stations in construction back in the 50s or 60s—and over that period of time, it has not 
had a lot of investment into it. Via this program, we are going to not only extend it to Byford, the rapidly 
growing suburban area there, but also remove 12 level crossings, put in place six new stations and replace 
some of the existing stations, and link up the Thornlie–Cockburn rail line onto the Armadale train line. 
This is an amazing transformational project that will benefit 500 000, 600 000 or 700 000 people living 
in that corridor. That is what it is going to do. It is a massive construction program employing thousands 
of Western Australians. It will mean the Armadale train line will remain fit for purpose for a hundred years 
to come—perhaps more. It is a great project that will remove all those blockages in the system and extend 
it. It will also mean that throughout areas like Cannington and Victoria Park, the rail will be elevated and 
there will be development opportunities around the stations and the rail lines that are currently constrained. 
It is a great, wonderful project. What is more, we got the commonwealth to pay for half of it, I think. Again, 
that is fantastic. It is the sort of thing the last Liberal–National government was incapable of doing, but 
we work cooperatively with the federal government to get these outcomes. What does the National Party 
do, that actually opposes Metronet? When I walked through the car park there, I saw that they have stickers 
on their cars opposing it. Now they come in here and argue that we are not doing it right. They oppose it 
but we are not doing it right; that appears to be the argument. 
The reason we have to close the rail line for up to 18 months is because it is a massive construction project. 
It has multiple parts to it and it would be dangerous for the thousands of people working on it were we not 
to do that. That is the reality of what we are dealing with. But we have given a year’s notice before such 
time as we close the rail line so that people can be accustomed to it and we can work out what the alternative 
public transport arrangements will be over that period of time, in consultation with the community. These 
are largely engineering decisions. I am not an engineer, but I take the advice of the engineers as to what 
is the safest way of achieving the outcome and what is the best way of doing it efficiently and quickly, and 
that is the advice we receive from them. We are happy to work with the federal government. Obviously, 
it understands that what we did is the right thing. Once again, it has obviously cut the Deputy Leader of the 
Opposition out of the loop. 

METRONET — ARMADALE RAIL LINE 
73. Mr R.S. LOVE to the Premier: 
I have a supplementary question. I will take this mask off because the Premier will not hear me very clearly! To 
be clear, have any of the members who I named raised concerns about the disruption that will be caused to their 
communities during this extended closure? 
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Mr M. McGOWAN replied: 
Not as far as I am aware. No; members are very excited. They were all there, standing there. There was the member 
for Armadale, and the members for Cannington and Victoria Park were there. The member for Darling Range was 
there. I saw lots of excited local members there for the announcement because it is an exciting project. Why would 
the member be criticising it? Why would he be attacking it? I have commentary here from the Prime Minister 
supporting it. The Prime Minister said in a doorstop how much he supports the project, how level crossings are things 
that infuriate people as they try to get around the city, and that over $200 million has been invested in getting rid 
of these level crossings. I will read this out; this is actually quite good. This is the Prime Minister on 28 March 2019. 
The member was a little bit behind the times on this one. He said — 

Whether it’s right where we are here and we’ve got about five minutes before the bells ring again on this 
level crossing and these level crossings are things that infuriate people as they try to get around the city. And 
over $200 million being invested in getting rid of those level crossings alone here in Steve’s electorate. — 

That is Steve Irons — 
And that’s an important part about congestion busting projects, so people get home sooner and safer and 
people can get work. 

The Prime Minister is in support, Andrew Hastie is in support, all the great Labor MPs in the eastern suburbs are 
in support, the local councillors are in support, the local community is in support, and the thousands of people working 
on it are in support. The only people who are not in support are the lemon-sucking members of the National Party. 
Mr D.A. Templeman: Your question was a train wreck! 
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Thank you, Leader of the House. 

FIREARMS AMENDMENT BILL 2021 

74. Mr S.A. MILLMAN to the Minister for Police: 
I refer to the McGowan Labor government’s commitment to cracking down on bikies and serious organised crime 
figures and getting guns out of the hands of criminals. 
(1) Can the minister outline to the house how the government’s Firearms Amendment Bill 2021 will target 

those involved in gun crime and the illegal gun trade? 
(2) Can the minister advise the house whether he is aware of anyone who does not support these efforts to 

target organised crime and is instead undermining the hard work of dedicated police officers? 

Mr P. PAPALIA replied: 
I thank the member for his question. 
(1)–(2) We have introduced laws to reform the Firearms Act to target organised crime and other serious criminals. 

Amongst the reforms in this legislation is the creation of firearms prohibition orders to specifically target 
outlaw motorcycle gang members, terrorists and serious domestic violence offenders. Those are the 
three types of people who I have stated in my second reading speech that will be subject to the firearms 
prohibition orders that we are creating with this legislation. We are also focusing on the illegal manufacturing 
of firearms, including 3D printing of firearms, to stop criminals being able to make firearms illegally. We 
are increasing the penalties for certain firearm offences relating to stolen firearms, which is frequently 
how criminals get hold of weapons, and firing a gun in a way that will cause fear in the public, which 
regularly happens at the hands of bikies, outlaw motorcycle gangs and other criminals. Finally, we are 
including a permanent firearms amnesty in the legislation to encourage people to hand in firearms that 
are sitting around waiting to be stolen by criminals. That is the objective of this legislation. It is pretty 
simple. They are very clear points. The very clear focus is on stopping criminals from getting their hands 
on firearms. 
To address the second part of the member’s question, I was very disturbed to hear a contribution by 
the Nationals WA last night in this place. One of the most vocal National Party members, the member 
for North West Central, came into this place and accused the police of absolute corrupt practice. Under 
the cover of parliamentary privilege, he accused the Western Australia Police Force of corrupt practice 
with this legislation. I will quote what the member said. I took notes at the time, while I was sitting here. 
He said — 

We have seen the police use legislation to their own advantage to target those law-abiding citizens 
who are licensed gun holders in my community. I know they have been targeted by the police using 
an interpretation of the legislation to benefit their cause. I do not know what that cause is. 

I do not know who he is talking about but I suspect he is defending the bikies. Is he saying that the 
Western Australia Police Force is using the law to target bikies and he is standing up for them? The 
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National Party came in here today and tried to paper over that contribution that was made last night. It 
was shocking. It was disgraceful. He went on to accuse the police of incompetence. I took notes again. This 
is in relation to the enduring amnesty part of this legislation, which will enable people to walk into a police 
station with their firearm and not be accused of breaking the law as they are handing it in in the event that 
it is not licensed or there is some other issue.  

The member for North West Central said — 

Will they go into the police station and present this firearm and the police will go, “What do you 
want me to do with that? I do not know much about guns”? 

He then said — 

That is what will happen. 

He attacked his local Carnarvon police officers by saying they are incompetent and incapable of dealing 
with the firearms amnesty. For his information, during the 2017 national amnesty, 1 242 firearms were 
surrendered in Western Australia without any difficulty. The police seemed to know what to do with them. 
More recently, between 1 July and 31 December last year, after we announced another amnesty, 901 firearms 
in Western Australia were handed in to police, who were not incompetent and were fully capable of dealing 
with them and knew what to do with the guns. They included 71 handguns, 165 shotguns, 665 rifles and 
parts, and 29 240 rounds of ammunition. The member for North West Central belled the cat. 

Point of Order 

Mr R.S. LOVE: This diatribe by the police minister is actually what he should be doing in his second reading reply. 
This is ridiculous. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: There is no point of order. Sit down, Deputy Leader of the Opposition. Carry on, minister. 

Questions without Notice Resumed 

Mr P. PAPALIA: The Leader and Deputy Leader of the Nationals WA cannot come into this place and claim to 
support this legislation yet have one of their members attack and undermine it the night before and suggest that 
the police are both corrupt and incompetent in introducing this legislation. That is not acceptable. The Leader of 
the Nationals has to show some leadership. 

Point of Order 

Mr R.S. LOVE: The minister is engaging in debate with members of the Nationals and is not answering the question. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: There is no point of order, Deputy Leader of the Opposition. Carry on, minister. 

Questions without Notice Resumed 

Mr P. PAPALIA: There needs to be leadership, Leader of the Nationals. I know that the member for North West Central 
is really difficult to understand and comprehend and that it is hard to work out where he is coming from, but in this 
case I think I know where he is coming from because he also referred in his speech to having received correspondence 
from the Shooting Industry Foundation of Australia. Many of our backbenchers may be familiar with that organisation 
because they have probably received correspondence from it. It is not a Western Australian organisation. It is an 
east coast organisation. It is a well-funded industry group that claims peak body status, but it is not a peak body 
for Western Australia. It has no standing in this discussion and has no care for Western Australia or for the community 
safety of Western Australia. As revealed in a Four Corners report in 2018, the Shooting Industry Foundation of 
Australia’s corporate members have bankrolled activities with more than $1.2 million since late 2014. Its members 
are directors of local firms, NIOA, which calls itself Australia’s largest privately owned supplier of small arms 
and ammunition, Raytrade, outdoor sporting agencies and the Australian offshoots of international gun manufactures 
Winchester and Beretta. For the information of members, Bob Katter’s son-in-law — 

Point of Order 

Ms M.J. DAVIES: I am very happy to listen to the minister provide this information in his second reading reply, 
but this is question time and it is an opportunity for the opposition. This is an abuse of question time. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: There is no point of order, but the minister will conclude his comments. 

Questions without Notice Resumed 

Mr P. PAPALIA: I will finish up, Deputy Speaker. 

Bob Katter’s son-in-law is the owner of NIOA. The Nationals seems to be particularly favourable to this group, 
which is not Western Australian, and its objectives, which undoubtedly appear to be undermining any gun reform 
anywhere in the nation. The Leader of the Nationals needs to consider what she is doing. She cannot say one thing 
here and have her members undermining this legislation out there in the community. 
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AUSTRALIND — OFF RAIL — ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORT 
75. Mr R.S. LOVE to the Minister for Transport: 
I refer to the Premier’s announcement on Sunday regarding the plans to close the Armadale line for 18 months, 
taking the Australind service between Perth and Bunbury off rail. 
(1) Why have no plans for alternative transport arrangements been communicated to the users of the Australind 

as part of the announcement? 
(2) Has the minister consulted the member for Bunbury, who in 2017 promised to deliver new rolling stock 

for the Australind by 2023? 
(3) Does the minister concede that that promise has now been broken? 
Ms R. SAFFIOTI replied: 
I thank the member for the question. 
(1)–(3) Remember, it was the National and Liberal Parties that were in government for eight and a half years and 

sat there and did nothing for the Australind line. When we won government, it was practically falling apart. 
The former government was warned but it did nothing for eight and a half years. We had to do a major 
refurbishment and we are building more Australind train cars in the Bellevue manufacturing facility—
locally made railcars. 
In answer to the member’s question, we are out for consultation. We are not closing the line tomorrow. 
It will be done in approximately a year’s time. Do members know what we are going to do? We will go and 
talk to the passengers about what services they would like. We will ask them where their destination is 
and what services they would like. We will make sure that we will deliver excellent services to all those 
in Bunbury and on the way to Bunbury through the member for Murray–Wellington’s electorate. I cannot 
recognise the member with the mask on! We will talk to the community about what services they want. 
That is what we will be doing. We actually went out a year in advance to outline what the plan would be 
and the need for the shutdown, and we will talk to the community about the services. That is what a good 
government would do. Members opposite wanted us to do all the planning on the alternative services and 
then go out, without talking to anybody. I do not know how we could plan the services without talking to 
anyone. We will be talking to the community about the services they want. 
We will talk to all members of the south west about the replacement services. We are already getting 
two new coaches with disability access to make sure that everyone can be catered for. We are already 
doing that. We will do all we can to make sure that we continue the excellent services. I am proud of this 
project. The Nationals WA members would not even know where the south east corridor is. They would not 
know where Cannington or Armadale are. All they have ever done is insulted the people of the metropolitan 
area and those living along the Armadale corridor who were ignored for eight and a half years under the 
Liberal–National government. The people of the south west, despite $8.5 billion in royalties for regions 
money, did not get anything done to the Australind—nothing. 
During that 18 months, we will also upgrade the train track, including moving more passive level crossings 
to active level crossings. We will use it as an opportunity to make the rail line safer. We will do a lot of 
work. I think it is a good idea to consult with the community about what services they want before we plan 
for the services. I think that is the right thing to do, and I am very keen to engage with all the passengers 
to make sure that we get an excellent replacement service. What will we see at the end of that time? We will 
see brand new Australind railcars and a new station in Byford, which the opposition would never have 
dreamt of delivering. We will see a new rail station in Byford. I will talk about Armadale for a second. 
We will remove seven level crossings and build a new elevated station. Do members know why we are 
doing that? We are doing that because the Armadale council came to us and said, “We beg you to talk to 
the federal government to get a better project because we want a new station and to remove the division 
in Armadale. We beg you, as part of this Byford project, that you go and talk to the commonwealth”, and 
we did. The City of Canning asked us for it. When we talk about consultation, this was the consultation: 
the councils came and saw us and we acted. We went to the commonwealth government and worked with 
it to secure the funding. In Canning, it was again the council that came to us and said, “We understand what 
you’re doing in Victoria Park. We want the same here. We have a whole revitalisation program in the 
City of Canning. We’ve got all this land around here that we want to use to create redevelopment. We want 
an opportunity to be involved in Metronet.” We worked with the commonwealth government to deliver 
it. In Victoria Park in March 2019, no less than the Prime Minister, Scott Morrison, stood in Carlisle and 
talked about how the level crossings were going to go. They asked us to match the funding and we did. 
We combined all the projects in a time line so that we could completely transform that rail line. 
I know that some councils want more—I understand that—because they know how exciting it is. Many 
of these projects were lobbied for by the councils. The member asked which councils were involved. They 
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lobbied us for them. They asked for them and we worked constructively with the federal government to 
deliver. I know it is strange to hear that a government would listen to councils and work with the federal 
government, in three tiers, to deliver, but that is what we are doing. 
An article in WAtoday claims that the Nationals WA now want to appeal to metropolitan voters. I will 
take the sticker off the Leader of the Opposition’s car first! Her car has a sticker on it that insults Metronet. 

Several members interjected. 
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Members! 
Ms R. SAFFIOTI: In eight and a half years, I cannot remember any achievements of the Leader of the Opposition 
when she was a minister—can anyone?—apart from contracting out and shutting down the workforce of the Water 
Corporation throughout regional Western Australia. I cannot remember anything. 
This is a period of community consultation and surveys. We will be working with the community. We apologise 
for the disruption, but we know that to get transformational projects delivered, there has to be some disruption. We 
will listen to the engineers and, of course, we listened to the councils that came forward and said that they wanted 
a bigger project for Armadale. They wanted a project for Cannington, and that is what we are delivering. 

AUSTRALIND — OFF RAIL — ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORT 
76. Mr R.S. LOVE to the Minister for Transport: 
I have a supplementary question. I thank the minister for that lengthy explanation of the Metronet program in the 
metropolitan area, but very little explanation for people in the south west. 
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Supplementary question, please. 
Mr R.S. LOVE: Sorry. 

Point of Order 
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: Supplementary questions are very much to stick to the standing orders and the member 
is not doing that. 
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: There is no point of order. The member is getting to his question—quickly. 

Questions without Notice Resumed 
Mr R.S. LOVE: Basically after all that, what I got from the Minister for Transport is that the people of Bunbury 
will be given the option of a blue bus or a green bus. Is that the only option—a bus? 
Several members interjected. 
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Members! 
Ms R. SAFFIOTI replied: 
The member is misleading the house. I said we would talk to the community about all the different options. I know 
there is a lot of excitement about the different options that are available. We will talk to the community about all 
the options. That is what we are doing. As I said, we could have done what opposition members wanted us to do, 
which was to secretly plan all those services without telling anybody and then three months later, or maybe a week 
before—I do not know what they would do—say, “Look, this is going to happen. We’ve got these replacement 
services.” That is what they want us to do. The idea is that the government goes out, approximately a year in advance, 
to say that these projects will be happening together and it will cause disruption, but that we will try to limit it, and 
in the meantime what replacement services can we deliver for the community. We ask people where they want to 
go—what their destination is and how frequently they want to go—and we ask anybody else who needs to use those 
services. As I said, I am well aware that we have to deliver excellent replacement services. That was demonstrated 
with the shutdown of the Mandurah rail line. For that period, a series of replacement buses were announced, including 
some trains from Aubin Grove to Mandurah. We got incredibly positive feedback on those replacement services. 
This is what we are doing: we are going out to the community to ask for and receive feedback. I think that is a sensible 
way of doing it. I do not believe, as the opposition would want, that we should plan all these things without talking 
to the community. That would be a stupid idea. It is no wonder the opposition delivered nothing for public transport 
in eight and a half years. I do not think members opposite would have even entered into the south-eastern corridor 
in their time in government. People want to see areas that have not received infrastructure in the past get the 
infrastructure they deserve, and that is what we are delivering. 

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES 
77. Ms C.M. TONKIN to the Minister for Mental Health: 
I refer to the McGowan Labor government’s record $495 million funding boost for mental health services across 
Western Australia. Can the minister update the house on how this investment will ensure that Western Australians 
receive the mental health care they need in the most appropriate settings as well as meet the increasing demand 
for services? 
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Ms A. SANDERSON replied: 
I want to thank the member for Churchlands for her question on our record investment in mental health services, 
something that I am very passionate about and something that I know most people in this chamber are passionate 
about for their communities. 
It is a fact that there has been record investment in mental health services in Western Australia under this government. 
Last year’s budget alone had an increase of $495 million in investment in mental health services. That is an extra 
11 per cent increase from the previous year’s budget. This is to help meet the increasing demand for and complexity of 
those services, and there are many different reasons that demand is increasing, including COVID weariness and delayed 
presentation and delayed care over the past couple of years. There is a strong focus on community-based services. 
Although it is important for the state to support and provide acute care, the best kind of care, preventive care, is holding 
people in the community with their families, with those services, to prevent ongoing hospital admissions, which can be 
incredibly disruptive. There is an additional $311 million for community supported accommodation across Western 
Australia, including $135.7 million to deliver outpatient treatment services to help people avoid those hospitalisations. 
There are 20 beds in alcohol and drug withdrawal rehabilitation facilities; $25.5 million for step-up, step-down facilities 
that provide community-based mental health services and short-term residential support; $27.7 million for youth 
long-term housing and psychosocial supports; and in-reach supports to assist young people living in the community 
and to help keep them out of hospital. Part of that is the establishment of a 10-bed youth-specific step-up, step-down 
community facility and 30 psychosocial support packages for 16 to 24-year-olds living with mental health issues in the 
community. We are expanding YCATT, the youth community assessment treatment team. Its outreach service will 
expand from the south metropolitan region into the wider Perth metropolitan area. We are supporting the very important 
child and adolescent mental health service with additional staffing to help support more children and their families. We 
are also establishing the new youth mental health long-term housing and support program in the Perth metropolitan area. 
It is no secret that demand is high in Western Australia, but this is not unique in our state; it is high across the 
country and across the world. There are serious workforce challenges globally around providing the support that 
people need for their mental health. Part of our frontline support in mental health are general practitioners, community 
clinics and adult and youth mental health services such as headspace. This is often referred to as the missing middle 
in mental health services. Although the state is responsible for providing education and support and acute services, 
there is a middle area, which is the GP–primary health care space. That missing middle area is firmly the responsibility 
of the commonwealth government. That is where we get that disruption in the continuum, when people fall through 
the cracks and end up in the acute system. 
GPs form a really important part of this program. In May last year, the federal government announced a $2.3 billion 
national mental health and suicide prevention plan, claiming that it would lead to landmark reform. The $2.3 billion 
was a really exciting announcement for everyone in the sector and every state government. I do not think any state 
government has signed the agreement yet. We are negotiating with the federal government on what that actually 
looks like. I am yet to sign the agreement. I have written to the federal minister and the assistant minister about 
my concerns with the agreement process and the amount that is being offered to Western Australia. I genuinely hope 
to continue to be able to work with the commonwealth to land an agreement, but so far it has been very disappointing 
from the commonwealth. Out of an announcement of $2.3 billion, it has offered Western Australia $85 million—
$85 million out of a $2.3 billion investment. There are many words to describe it. The commonwealth is also requiring 
the state government to add another $64 million on top of that to make it up. It is also refusing to acknowledge the 
significant investment that we have already made in this area even though that money will fund their responsibility. 
The commonwealth wants us to put in $64 million to fund the missing middle. It has not addressed the shortfalls in 
its responsibilities in this area and it is refusing to recognise the $316 million. I see that the member for Vasse is back 
in the chamber. She has consistently criticised the McGowan government for its work on and provision of mental 
health. When she speaks with grieving families and children who are seeking support, she ought to be reminded that 
we have never shied away from these problems; we are facing them head on. If the member for Vasse were serious 
about her genuine and sincere advocacy for mental health services, I put it to her—have she lobbied the commonwealth 
for more funding out of that $2.3 billion? Has she lobbied the commonwealth? I bet she has not. 
Ms L. Mettam interjected. 
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party! 
Ms A. SANDERSON: She likes to get a quick headline and scurry out of the chamber, but she does not do the hard 
work or have the hard conversations. 

YOUR VOICE IN HEALTH SURVEY 
78. Ms L. METTAM to the Minister for Health: 
I refer to today’s ABC online report that raises concern about high staff turnover and workplace culture at 
Kununurra Hospital. How does the minister justify delaying the annual Your Voice in Health survey this year when 
it provides valuable baseline data about employee engagement and workplace culture that enables improvements 
to be made at hospitals, such as Kununurra Hospital? 
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Ms A. SANDERSON replied: 
The member for Vasse has conflated two issues. I will address the member’s comments around the Your Voice 
survey and more of the lies and misinformation that comes from the opposition benches, particularly about the health 
portfolio. I will consistently call out opposition members on this and the fear they create in peddling misinformation. 
The member for Vasse has been quoted as saying that the survey was cancelled. That is not true. She has been 
quoted as saying that the survey was cancelled. 
Ms L. Mettam: It was cancelled—for that month. 
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Member, you have asked the question. Let the minister respond. 
Ms L. Mettam: It didn’t go ahead! 
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party, you have asked the question. Let the minister respond. 
Ms A. SANDERSON: Thank you, Deputy Speaker. 
The survey has been postponed. I want to be clear that the results of the previous survey were published only six months 
ago so the previous survey is still very current and we are working through a number of the results. The survey 
has been well-attended but there is still under 50 per cent participation. The decision was made to defer the survey 
because it was going to coincide with the peak surge in COVID-19. That is a fact. A range of activities have had 
to be scaled down while we focus all our efforts on supporting the community and the health system on COVID. It 
was determined that the survey would be postponed until towards the end of the year when staff are not already doing 
numerous jobs. We do not want to give them even more to do when we need them focused — 
Several members interjected. 
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Members! 
Ms A. SANDERSON: To provide some context for the member for Vasse, the survey was developed by this 
government. We are fully committed to hearing from staff. The survey was a 2017 election commitment. 
Several members interjected. 
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Members! Leader of the Opposition! 
Ms A. SANDERSON: We are absolutely committed to implementing and continuing the survey. But what we will 
not do is ask staff to do even more at a very busy time. That is the crux of what the member for Vasse is expecting. 
Several members interjected. 
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Members! 
Ms M.J. Davies interjected. 
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Leader of the Opposition! The minister is responding to your side’s question. 
Ms A. SANDERSON: The ministerial workforce council that meets regularly with the unions will continue and 
they will continue to feed through issues. There are mechanisms within the health service providers for people to 
feed through issues. It is a generic and anonymous survey. It does not deal with individual issues; it deals with 
systemic issues and it needs to be meaningful. As minister, I want to see the participation rate get over 50 per cent. 
It is under 50 per cent; it is getting better and higher. What I will not do as minister is require even more administrative 
tasks of our frontline health staff when we are in a COVID-19 surge. 

YOUR VOICE IN HEALTH SURVEY 
79. Ms L. METTAM to the Minister for Health: 
I have a supplementary question. It is a simple survey. How can the government possibly claim that it is working 
with health staff to improve culture and employee wellbeing when it will not undertake the survey because it will 
not like the results? 
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Member, one question. 
Ms A. SANDERSON replied: 
The member is — 
Several members interjected. 
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Members! 
Ms A. SANDERSON: Certainly, I would like to point out to the house that there was no survey at any point in 
time during the Liberal–National government—no survey at all. 
Several members interjected. 
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Leader of the Opposition! Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party! 
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Ms A. SANDERSON: We are committed to the survey. I will repeat what I said. 
Several members interjected. 
Ms A. SANDERSON: It is very difficult because all I can hear is muffled yapping from the opposition benches. 
It is not coherent, sensible or in any way adding to the debate. I will conclude by saying again that we are committed 
to the survey and we will do it when we can get a higher participation rate. That is what we will do as a government. 
I will not add another administrative burden on our frontline health staff when we need them focused on supporting 
our community for what is going to be a really challenging time in the COVID surge. 

HIGH STREET, FREMANTLE — UPGRADE 
80. Mrs L.M. O’MALLEY to the Minister for Transport: 
I refer to the McGowan Labor government’s record investment in congestion-busting, job-creating road projects. 
(1) Can the minister outline to the house what the upgrade to High Street will mean for motorists, as well as 

outline how this project has supported local jobs and local businesses? 
(2) Can the minister update the house on the other transport projects that the state government is delivering 

instead of the failed uneconomical Perth Freight Link project? 
Ms R. SAFFIOTI replied: 
I thank the member for Bicton for that question. 
(1)–(2) On Monday, the Premier and I were joined by the member for Bicton, the member for Fremantle and 

Senator Ben Small, another representative from the federal government, which is partnering with us to 
deliver much needed infrastructure around the state. We learnt a lot about Ben Small that day. We learnt 
that he received a youth leadership award from the Premier when he was a bit younger. 

Mr M. McGowan: I gave him an award? 
Ms R. SAFFIOTI: The Premier gave him a youth leadership award. 
As we know, the senator also operated a small bar, which was only facilitated because of the work done by the 
Premier when he was the Minister for Racing and Gaming; and, of course, it was this Parliament that elected him 
to the Senate. Senator Ben Small was there and he was very keen to be at the opening of yet another project delivered 
by this government, which was the new High Street interchange. Do the members for Fremantle and Bicton remember 
what it was like before? It was congested and unsafe. 
Dr D.J. Honey interjected. 
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Leader of the Liberal Party! 
Ms R. SAFFIOTI: I can hear something but I am not sure what it is. In relation to the High Street project, we all knew 
what it looked like before. Of course, there were some very significant safety concerns, particularly for all those who 
play netball in that area because they had to run across High Street to get access to the netball courts. As part of the 
project, a new roundabout will make it safer and easier for trucks and cars to navigate in that area. New parking is being 
developed for the netball courts and there are also two underpasses for the local community. There are some very 
significant noise walls, too. If members want to see a lot of noise walls, they should head down that way. I know there 
has been a bit of discussion about the colour and type, but they help to protect the community from the noise and they 
are something that the community was very keen on. Actually, I have come to realise that most communities are very 
keen on noise walls. This project created a lot of jobs. Five hundred jobs were created as a result of the upgrade to High 
Street and we delivered the project as a result of the cancellation of the Perth Freight Link and the redirection of funds. 
Remember, we redirected those funds to about 17 road projects, all of which are now finished. They include the High 
Street upgrade; the Murdoch Drive connection; the widening of Kwinana Freeway northbound; the Armadale Road to 
North Lake Road bridge; the Karel Avenue upgrades; the Kwinana Smart Freeway; the Roe Highway–Kalamunda Road 
interchange; the widening of Mitchell Freeway southbound from Cedric Street to Vincent Street; the Reid Highway 
carriageway from Altone Road to West Swan Road; the Wanneroo Road–Joondalup Drive interchange; the Wanneroo 
Road–Ocean Reef Road interchange; and the Wanneroo Road dual carriageway. All those projects are completed. Of 
course, as part of that redirection, funds were also allocated to some of our Metronet projects. 
At the time, the opposition said that we would not get this done—we would not be able to redirect those funds. 
But we did and those projects are completed. Of course, we know that the opposition, in particular the National Party, 
does not like the metropolitan area, but they are trying to reinvent themselves. The Leader of the Opposition has said — 

“I want to see our whole state develop and quite often we’re criticised for being divisive in the way that 
we approach our messaging and our policies,” … 

No way! No way! The opposition criticises everything that we do in the metropolitan area and it is worried now 
that it is being seen as divisive and hating the metropolitan area! There are also comments that we have a metropolitan 
branch of the National Party. That would be an interesting branch to go to. 
Several members interjected. 
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Ms R. SAFFIOTI: Close to their members. Obviously, with a whole state electorate in the upper house at the next 
state election, that is one thing we will have to consider. 
Maybe the Nationals should remove their bumper stickers that are attacking Metronet and support infrastructure 
that creates jobs and improves the liveability and amenity wherever it is in Western Australia. That is what this 
government is about—delivering record infrastructure throughout the entire state. 

CORONAVIRUS — RESTRICTIONS 
81. Dr D.J. HONEY to the Premier: 
I refer to the Premier’s answer in this place yesterday regarding publishing advice from the Chief Health Officer 
in which he said — 

I think it has been published on the Health website or some other website today already. 
(1) Was the change to private gatherings policy shared on the Premier’s Facebook page this morning first 

published to the Department of Health website? 
(2) If the Premier does not know when, where or how important updates to health advice are published, what 

chance do Western Australians have of finding them? 
(3) Why does the government continually fail to clearly communicate COVID-19 health advice through a single 

verified source? 
Mr M. McGOWAN replied: 
(1)–(3) I am unaware as to whether the advice on gathering limits for outdoor events of up to 200 people was 

published on the Department of Health or Department of the Premier and Cabinet or other website prior to 
it being published on my Facebook site. I do not know. I do not know the answer to that incredibly insightful 
question as to when and where it was published, but I do know that it has been published. I answered 
questions on it; in fact, I did a press conference earlier. I outlined the new conditions at a press conference 
earlier today. What we find with COVID, and one of the great things about the management of it by the 
public sector in Western Australia, is that we have been agile and flexible as required. That is why we have 
had the world’s best outcome when it comes to dealing with COVID—the world’s best outcome economically 
and in a health sense—because we were agile and flexible and we were prepared do difficult things at 
difficult times. The great thing about this government is that we were prepared to make difficult decisions. 
We have been prepared to do difficult things. During a pandemic, that is what is needed—people who are 
prepared to do what is required. That is what we have done and that is why we are world-leading. 
We are going into a situation now in which over 600—I think there were 640 or thereabouts—cases were 
reported today, many by rapid antigen tests, of which we have many millions in stock. That will be a difficult 
situation for us to go through in coming weeks and months. But the good thing about it is that we will go 
into that with extremely high, by world standards, levels of vaccination. We will go into it with a health 
system that is well prepared. We will go into it with clear lines of communication and clear understanding 
by the public of what is required. We will go into it with well set out public health social measures and 
a community that is quite compliant and prepared to do the right thing in difficult circumstances. That is 
a good position to be in. Although it will be rough and difficult, and people will get unwell—currently 
there are four people in hospital—in increasing numbers, and there will be economic dislocation, we are 
as best prepared as anywhere in the entire world to go into the situation we are now confronting. 

CORONAVIRUS — RESTRICTIONS 
82. Dr D.J. HONEY to the Premier: 
I have a supplementary question. Why does the Premier believe it is appropriate that Western Australians are required 
to monitor his Facebook page to obtain crucial health information instead of an authorised government website? 
Mr M. McGOWAN replied: 
Yesterday, we published information on the Department of Health website. Perhaps, today we have done it on the 
Health website. I do not follow those things particularly closely. We make decisions and then they are published. 
They are published on my Facebook site. They are published in press conferences. I must say that our social media 
has a bit more quality than the Leader of the Liberal Party’s. We do not run photos of drowning children and then 
try to make political points out of it, unlike his social media. I think he wants to have a close look at the people 
who do his social media, because I think that if anyone actually watched and followed what he does, he would be 
in a lot of strife with some of the stuff he puts on there and some of the quite appalling attacks. Honestly, I have 
never seen a Leader of the Liberal Party like you—never seen it before, and I have seen a lot in this place. Admittedly, 
I do not think Colin Barnett was strong on social media—it was not his strong suit—but I am pretty sure he would 
have vetoed photos of drowning children in trying to make a political point. I am pretty sure Colin Barnett would 
have said, “That’s not appropriate.” But, anyway, the Leader of the Liberal Party can do his social media and at 
some point in time someone might look at it and someone might actually uncover the sort of stuff that he does. 
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ESPERANCE GAS DISTRIBUTION COMPANY 
83. Mrs R.M.J. CLARKE to the Minister for Energy: 
I refer to the decision by the private gas network owner and operator the Esperance Gas Distribution Company to 
stop supplying reticulated gas to its customers. Can the minister update the house on what is being done to maintain 
the energy supply for the 379 affected homes and businesses in Esperance? 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON replied: 
I thank the member for Murray–Wellington for asking this important question; I know her deep commitment to 
supporting people in the regions. 
In September last year, the operators of the gas network in Esperance gave notice that they were going to walk 
away from their customers down in Esperance from 31 March this year. That was permitted under the licensing 
arrangement and we are looking at that to make sure that this situation does not arise again and that we ensure that 
the licences require that it is handed over to another operator before a company can walk away. Unfortunately, 
that is not the case at the minute, so this company was able to make that decision and walk away from its customers. 
Please note that it was only in September last year that the company gave us a decision about what it would be doing 
with its customers down there. There are 379 affected homes and businesses, and 167 of those are Department of 
Communities houses.  
I was pleased to attend a public meeting in Esperance earlier this month to speak about what the plans look like 
going forward. Horizon Power is now turning its strong focus to the community. The first part of this is that we 
are paying a considerable amount of money to the company involved, Infrastructure Capital Group, to keep the 
gas network going for an additional 12 months. That will allow us to work with each individual customer of the 
gas network, both residential and business, to sort out an alternative energy supply. For most residential customers, 
that will be electrification—that is, replacing current gas appliances with electric appliances. This will give 
two advantages to those customers. The first advantage is that they will have a lower cost for their ongoing supply 
because electricity is cheaper than gas, and the second is that there will be an improved carbon outcome because 
electricity has a higher renewable content and therefore lower carbon emissions for the same amount of energy. 
There will be some users for whom this will not be the pathway forward, and we will work with them so that they 
can make their choice about what their future energy supply will look like. In respect of businesses, we are working 
with the large users—there are basically four large users—for which electrification is not a realistic option, to 
make sure that we make the most of the opportunities for change down there. 
I am disappointed in the way that ICG has handled this matter. There has been some commentary in the media 
down there that if we had continued the previous supply arrangement, ICG would have continued the gas supply. 
I make it clear: there will be a $10 million saving for Horizon by moving to a new energy provider. Horizon never 
had any relationship with the supply of gas to any of those customers down there, which we discussed previously 
in here. I make the point that it would cost $25 000 per customer per annum if we had continued with the previous 
arrangement—that is, for those 367 customers to continue to be supplied by ICG under the previous arrangement. 
An amount of $25 000 each, per annum, for 20 years would have been the cost to government of maintaining the 
previous arrangement, and that is clearly not possible. 
I particularly want to thank Hon Shelley Payne, a Labor member for the Agricultural Region, who has her office in 
Esperance and has been helping me to keep in touch with customers. I now urge all gas customers in Esperance to 
please register their interest through the Horizon Power website, if they have not already done so, so that Horizon Power 
can work with each individual customer to make sure that there is a proper transition arrangement from this 
challenging situation that has been created by a privately owned company over which the government has no control. 

CORONAVIRUS — INTERNATIONAL TRAVELLERS 
84. Dr D.J. HONEY to the Premier: 
Given that under the Premier’s newly announced WA safe transition plan an unvaccinated Western Australian can 
return to Western Australia from overseas as long as they complete hotel quarantine and have commonwealth 
approval and a registered G2G PASS, can the Premier explain why, if the same unvaccinated Western Australian 
returned from interstate, they could not enter our state without a vaccination exemption? 
Mr M. McGOWAN replied: 
I will explain something to the Leader of the Liberal Party that he may not be aware of; that is, the state does not 
control our international borders. That might be a revelation to the Leader of the Liberal Party, but they are under the 
control of the commonwealth government, and the commonwealth government has a policy of allowing unvaccinated 
people to come home from overseas, subject to quarantine. That is a matter that the commonwealth controls. We have 
a very strong policy about people getting vaccinated, including some mandates in certain parts of the workforce and 
also some proof of vaccination requirements for people to do certain things, including to travel into the state from other 
states. As we know, we do have control over that because the High Court ruled that the state can control that. That is 
the difference, Leader of the Liberal Party. I despair for the Liberal Party, because he does not understand that. 
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CORONAVIRUS — INTERNATIONAL TRAVELLERS 
85. Dr D.J. HONEY to the Premier: 
I have a supplementary question. Given that the Premier has complete control over vaccination requirements, can 
he please explain and table the medical advice that differentiates the quarantine requirements for an unvaccinated 
Western Australian returning from overseas versus someone returning from interstate? 
Mr M. McGOWAN replied: 
I just explained the situation to the Leader of the Liberal Party. I note that yesterday in the debate, the Leader of 
the Liberal Party repeatedly said that he would not pursue these issues on behalf of the anti-vaxxers. He repeatedly 
said that he would not do that. We have seen an ongoing campaign from him to appeal to the anti-vax movement, 
because he constantly raises these issues on its behalf. Around 99 per cent of Western Australians have had their first 
dose, about 97 per cent are double dosed and around 60 per cent have had their third dose, because the government 
did difficult things and took tough decisions. All the Leader of the Liberal Party has done the whole way along is 
to whine, whinge and complain, as he has tried to appeal to that group. Here he is again. He said yesterday that he 
would not do it, but here he is asking these questions again today. He needs to get new staff. He needs to get people 
who have some brains. I do not understand what the Nationals and Liberals are trying to do or where they are 
trying to go. The state is doing well because the state government was prepared to do difficult things. All the 
Leader of the Liberal Party has done over the course of the last two years is to undermine, whinge and whine the 
whole way through, and he has not stopped. Did he not see what happened in March last year because of the way he 
acted? He keeps doing it! The public wants the government to lead. All he does is to undermine us every step of 
the way, no matter what we do. 
I do not understand you. I was here with Richard Court and I was here with Colin Barnett. They were completely 
different from you. We disagreed on many things, but they were formidable, sensible and rational—all qualities 
that I cannot ascribe to you. 
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: That is the end of question time. 

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE — ANSWERS 
Statement by Deputy Speaker 

THE DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr S.J. Price) [3.06 pm]: Members, and ministers in particular, I have a comment 
to make about question time going forward. There were three question responses today that took over 20 minutes 
in total. We were hoping to get to a sixth question today because the member for Albany was waiting remotely to do 
a question, but we have run out of time. If ministers could consider their responses and give them in a more timely 
fashion going forward, that would be appreciated. 

FIREARMS AMENDMENT BILL 2021 
Second Reading 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. 
MR G. BAKER (South Perth) [3.07 pm]: I rise to speak about the Firearms Amendment Bill 2021. I will start 
by talking a bit about my childhood. I grew up in a family that owned a firearm. From time to time, we would go 
shooting in the bush, often around Bridgetown. We hunted. I can safely say that no rabbits were ever harmed, but, 
yes, we did go shooting from time to time with dad’s .22. Dad taught us safe gun use. He taught us to respect the 
danger of the weapon. What he taught us was safe for that time—it was considered to be a responsible way to teach 
children about guns in the 1970s. But this meant that he stored the gun in the back of a cupboard, with the bolt stored 
separately on a different shelf and the ammunition kept in a different cupboard in the house. Keeping these things 
separate within the house was considered safe and responsible back then. That .22 is still in the family. It is now 
securely stored and properly and legally used on a country farm.  
I understand the point of view of a legal, responsible gun owner who has never done anything wrong and respects 
the law. I get that, and I get it from my dad quite a bit! But attitudes towards guns have changed, especially since 
the Port Arthur massacre in 1996. Since then, Australians have consistently turned away from the horror of gun 
violence and sought greater protection from firearms. Stricter gun laws and the elimination of semiautomatic rifles 
were the best things that John Howard ever did. Never have so many Labor members of Parliament sung the praises 
of John Howard as they have done in the last day or two! Gun control laws have had the greatest effect in reducing 
the incidence of mass shootings, which have been completely eliminated from our culture since 1996. That is an 
extraordinary result, to the point that the Australian who committed the Christchurch massacre had moved from 
Australia to New Zealand because of its lax gun laws. 
Gun control laws have also severely hampered organised crime and produced good outcomes in reducing the 
incidence of domestic violence. WA Labor has a proud record on gun control. We have supported or moved 
successive waves of legislation to restrict the availability of firearms while at the same time protecting the needs 
of legitimate firearm owners. In 2003, the Gallop government introduced the Firearms Amendment Bill, in which 
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the then Minister for Police, Michelle Roberts, proposed a new penalty of 14 years’ jail for carrying an unlicensed 
gun in combination with drugs or money. This was clearly targeted at combating organised crime. In 2017, early 
in our first term of government, we had a three-month gun amnesty, which returned 1 200 guns to WA police. Just 
last year, we introduced the anti-consorting laws, which further clamped down on organised crime. 
Do gun laws work? Absolutely, yes; there is no doubt about that. Yesterday, when the member for North West Central 
asked what percentage of legitimate firearm owners had committed crimes, he was asking for the wrong statistic. 
He should have asked for the statistic on homicide rates. Let us compare homicide rates in Australia with those in 
the United States. Currently, Australia has a homicide rate of 0.888 cases per 100 000 population. For every 
100 000 people, we have fewer than one homicide. This number has halved since 1996, when the rate was 1.62 per 
100 000 population. After John Howard’s crackdown, the homicide rate fell. Much of that fall was in firearm-related 
homicides. Let us compare the statistics in the USA with those in Australia. For the USA, the same figure is 
5.1 homicides per 100 000 people. When we compare 5.1 with 0.888, it is five times higher. But four out of those 
five homicides are gun-related. The United States has an extraordinarily greater number of gun-related homicides 
than Australia. Further, in the USA, the proportion of gun-related homicides compared with total homicides is 
getting worse—it is rising. It is going in the wrong direction and in the opposite direction to Australia. Worse still, 
gun-related suicides in the US occur at a greater rate than the homicide rate and at a far greater rate than in Australia. 
The USA has a massive problem to fix within its culture, and it is finding it very difficult to do that. If WA had 
the same homicide rate as the United States of America, there would be at least 100 homicides in Western Australia 
every year. These are just some of the many, many stats that demonstrate that gun laws work to save lives in 
Western Australia. Yesterday, I also listened to the member for Swan Hills talk about the role of guns in exacerbating 
domestic violence. She gave a very sobering account. 
With each wave of legislation we have introduced, we need to take some time to see what effect it has had, how 
criminal elements are adapting and what needs to be done next. This brings us to the issues identified in the review 
of the Firearms Act. I congratulate the Minister for Police on bringing these reforms to Parliament. Our legislation 
builds on the anti-consorting laws that we introduced and passed last year. This legislation will clamp down on access 
to firearms by organised crime with the firearms prohibition order scheme; clamp down on illicit manufacturing 
of firearms and anticipate changing technologies; increase penalties for manufacturers and suppliers of illicit firearms; 
and introduce a permanent gun amnesty, because we want to encourage people to do the right thing. 
The firearms prohibition order scheme is a welcome reform in the fight against organised crime. The McGowan 
government has a great record of tackling organised crime. I mentioned the anti-consorting laws earlier. In 2017, 
we had a raft of campaign commitments targeting organised crime. One of these was the Methamphetamine Action 
Plan Taskforce, which put about 100 extra officers and 20 staff especially onto cracking down on meth. This rapidly 
evolved within police into a number of serious organised crime squads, because at the heart of the drug trade is 
organised crime. The result of this was a drop in meth consumption. I think we would all remember the horrible 
mess under the Barnett government that was our meth problem. Backyard labs and all sorts of things were going 
on all over the place. Meth consumption has dropped by half since the Barnett government was in power. That has 
been done through the crackdown on crime. We have also seen a massive increase in drug seizures by police. That 
is an extraordinary result against organised crime. 
When we tackle organised crime and drug crime, guns are a huge danger to the police officers performing those 
duties. Thankfully, Western Australia is not the United States or it would be even more dangerous for serving 
police officers. 
Another great reform of this government is the provision of personally fitted ballistic vests to each police officer. 
We introduced that in 2019. It is hard to believe that the Barnett government had ignored that issue for many years. 
Each officer has been given their own personally fitted ballistic vest. I witnessed a demonstration of the effectiveness 
of these vests with the Minister for Police and the Commissioner of Police. It involved a .44 Magnum pistol being 
fired at point-blank range into the vest. I examined the vest afterwards, and it is extraordinary that those thin fibres 
are able to stop a weapon of such energy. I even got to hold the bullet in my hand afterwards; it was still hot. The 
introduction of these personally fitted ballistic vests was a great improvement to the safety of police officers and 
a great achievement of the McGowan government at the time. Better than just putting ballistic vests on every police 
officer, let us do everything we can to get rid of guns in the hands of organised crime in the first place. The firearms 
prohibition order scheme further extends the McGowan government’s campaign against organised crime by reducing 
their access to firearms. 
The second aspect of the reforms, illegal manufacture and repair of firearms, dealing in firearms and firearms 
technology offences, comes in two parts, in division 3 and division 4 of the bill. Division 3 offences relate to the 
manufacture, repair and dealing in firearms and other things. Division 4 offences relate to firearms technology. This 
bill grasps the massive change underway in the quality of the technology that people can get into their home and 
backyard shed. Between things like 3D printers, laser cutters, new polymers and digital metal lathes, people can 
build a much wider range of things in a properly equipped backyard shed, and for tens of thousands of dollars people 
can get home production that is nearly up to the standard of the highest quality manufacturers. This changes the 
way that firearms can be produced and distributed. Although home production is not a big challenge to the established 
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legal manufacturers, it does make the enforcement of firearm laws harder. Our current laws against the home 
manufacture of firearms do not properly cover all the new production methods and criminal activities being generated 
by these backyard operations. This new legislation will cover the possession of parts of firearms. This new legislation 
will cover 3D printers, weapon plans, software and other digital technology if they are being used to produce 
firearms. This legislation will also cover the dealing and selling of these privately produced firearms and gun parts. 
We will also require manufacturers of ammunition to have a licence. We will increase the penalties to up to 14 years’ 
jail, in line with the majority of Australian jurisdictions. There is nothing particularly revolutionary about this. It 
is a standard that we are moving to across Australia. These laws will give the Western Australia Police Force the 
ability to combat these new technologies. 
A third aspect of the legislation is the permanent firearms amnesty. Amnesties are a great way to remove firearms 
from the community that might otherwise fall into the hands of criminals. Putting this amnesty into legislation 
gives WA police certainty and it gives members of the public the opportunity to do the right thing without fear of 
prosecution. Firearm amnesties have been extremely successful. We have had one recently, since 1 July 2021. As 
the minister indicated during question time, we had over 900 firearms handed in as a result of that amnesty, which 
is an excellent result. 
By introducing this legislation and this collection of measures—firearms prohibition orders, tackling illegal 
manufacture, repair and dealing in firearms and firearms’ technology offences, increased penalties, and a permanent 
gun amnesty—we will ensure that firearms are rare, difficult to procure and hard to justify owning. This legislation 
will make it harder for organised crime to do business, and it is tightly focused on thwarting organised crime. It 
will have little effect on legitimate responsible gun owners. 
This bill builds on many years of Labor reforms on gun control. We have found ways that organised crime has 
been evading or undermining the existing laws and we are cracking down. I would like to congratulate the Minister 
for Police on bringing this bill to the house. 
MS C.M. ROWE (Belmont) [3.22 pm]: I rise today to also make a contribution on the Firearms Amendment 
Bill 2021. I would like to begin by acknowledging the Minister for Police for bringing this very important bill to 
the house. This is an important piece of legislation that aims to crack down on serious and organised crime, while 
improving community safety by limiting the access that criminals and dangerous people have to firearms. This bill 
will provide powers to the police to ban anyone they reasonably suspect poses a threat to the community from 
holding a gun licence. 
I would like to state my absolute support of this legislation and, in fact, any legislation that seeks to strengthen our 
gun laws here in Western Australia. All too often we have very tragic reminders of the dangers of inadequate gun 
laws, as seen in the United States of America. The US has a gun culture that we absolutely do not want to replicate 
here in Australia. Its lack of gun control laws has shocking repercussions in the number of gun-related deaths it 
experiences every year. 
There is no uniform agreement in the US on the definition of the term “mass shooting” in terms of the number of 
deaths or victims. However, if we define a mass shooting as four or more people killed, the year 2020 saw 513 people 
die in mass shootings in the US, according to the Gun Violence Archive. Devastatingly, however, I was really 
shocked to learn that that constitutes a very small percentage of the total number of gun-related homicides that occur 
each year in the US. In that same year, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, a staggering 
19 384 people were killed in the US from gun-related injuries. That is an enormous number of people who lost their 
lives. Contrastingly, here in Australia we have some of the strongest laws around gun ownership in the world. Many 
other members have already talked about the catalyst for that, but I would like to take the opportunity to put on the 
record how this came about and why it is important to reflect on this, because it made an indelible imprint on our 
political landscape of the time in terms of our approach to gun laws. We swiftly brought about changes to gun controls, 
and the effect was immediate in terms of the reduction in gun violence incidents in our country. 
Back in 1996, the Howard government outlawed automatic and semiautomatic rifles and pump action shotguns. It 
also instigated a firearms amnesty—a buyback. I found two different numbers, but 640 000 firearms were handed 
back to authorities. However, I also read in an ABC article that was part of the terrible 25-year anniversary of the 
Port Arthur massacre that nearly a million firearms over a period were included in that buyback. I am not a fan of 
much that was done in that era under John Howard, to say the least, but this was a very swift, almost immediate, 
government reaction to the country’s most horrific mass shooting, which occurred in Port Arthur. I think it was 
within 12 days of the shooting that the government came out and announced that it was going to do the buyback 
and outlaw semiautomatic rifles. 
It was 26 years ago that Martin Bryant, a 28-year-old man, decided go on a killing spree, murdering 35 people in 
Tasmania in broad daylight. I will never forget it. I was at high school at the time, and I remember coming home from 
school and seeing it on the news. It was like something out of a movie. I will show the chamber the picture that 
I found as part of my research when going back over the details surrounding that mass shooting. I went and had a look 
at some of the archival footage. I remember seeing this as a 16-year-old. It is a photograph of Martin Bryant being 
interviewed by police, and he is laughing. That was in the aftermath of the carnage when he had killed 35 people. 
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He started his rampage in the Broad Arrow Cafe, where he had previously worked, and had been sacked for an 
alleged stealing incident. He actually sat down and ate lunch at the cafe before he opened fire in the kitchen. He used 
an AR-15 assault rifle. I do not know anything about rifles, but it fired 17 shots in 15 seconds. He continued shooting 
as he went into the gift shop and then the car park. He chased victims onto buses before he shot them. One of the 
witnesses described it in an NBC’s Today article from 1996. I quote — 

“There were people everywhere—bodies,” witness Lynne Beavis told the Australian Broadcasting 
Corporation. “It’s just so indescribable what had happened in there.” 
She added: “I thought at the time, being a nurse, ‘I’ve seen dead people, I’ve seen blood, I’ve seen things 
like this.’ But what I saw in there, nobody but perhaps a soldier would know what it was like.” 

One thing that really struck me and that I would like to share with the chamber is an article from 7NEWS on 
23 May last year. The article retells some of the stories of some of the victims here. This story is absolutely appalling. 
It reads — 

Nanette Mikac was one of many fleeing up a roadway with her daughters. 
In her arms was three-year-old Madeleine, while 6-year-old Alannah ran ahead. 
When a yellow Volvo pulled up beside them, they thought someone had stopped to help. 
Realising it was, in fact, the very killer she was fleeing from, Nanette pleaded for her life and the life of 
her children. 
Instead, Bryant shot and killed both Nanette and Madeleine right there on the road. 
He then chased little Alannah behind a tree and shot her as well. 
Bryant returned to the car and continued his killing spree … 

It is horrific. I want to take the time to reflect on the horrors of the Port Arthur massacre, because it really speaks 
to the need for strict gun controls. Since 1996, we have not seen another mass shooting in this country, thank God, 
so it speaks to not only the necessity, but also the effectiveness of such laws. This bill before us today will further 
strengthen our already strong gun laws. 
In particular, when talking about the bill before us, I highlight the introduction of the firearms prohibition order 
scheme, which is I think the most significant reform contained in the bill. An FPO will give police the power to 
remove access to firearms from those people who, quite simply, should not have them in the first place. That might 
be because they are a threat to others, or a threat to property, or they might not be a fit and proper person to have 
a firearm because it is not in the public interest. Someone served with an FPO will be prevented from having access 
to a firearm or related items; that is, they will have to surrender all firearms and ammunition, their licences and 
permits will be revoked, and they will be unable to enter or reside in places where firearms are present or associate 
with people in possession of a firearm. 
As the minister has outlined to the house, the bill includes safeguards. I do not think anyone in this government is 
going to apologise for being tough on crime, because these are fairly strict and tough measures, but as government 
members I think we certainly welcome them here. I think that the community expects that appropriate checks and 
balances are in place when it comes to firearms legislation and the ownership of firearms. This legislation will 
make it harder for outlaw motorcycle gang members and members of other organised crime groups to access 
firearms. Importantly, our reforms will also impact others who should not have firearms, namely terrorist suspects 
and family violence offenders. 
As members well know, Western Australia has unacceptable levels of family and domestic violence incidents in 
our community. It is something that I have spoken about in the house many times, and I am really pleased that our 
government is going to extraordinary lengths to do everything that we can to rid our community of domestic violence. 
Domestic violence impacts women of all walks of life, all backgrounds, all postcodes and all ages, and the impacts 
are very far reaching, can be long term, and, of course, can be fatal. We know that it continues to be one of those 
very pervasive issues that we need to work harder and harder to stamp out. The statistics remain absolutely alarming, 
with one woman every week still dying at the hands of an intimate partner. In Australia, 1.6 million women have 
experienced some form of family and domestic violence. WA has the second highest rate in the country of reported 
physical and sexual violence perpetrated against women. Those are pretty sobering facts. 
Firearm-related violence has not been extensively studied in Australia, particularly the relationship between people 
injured by a firearm and the firearm’s user. However, a 2002 to 2016 study undertaken in New South Wales into 
gun violence in Australia found that the risk that domestic partner violence will escalate to homicide is 11 times as 
high in households with access to firearms. I think that is a really troubling number. According to the Women’s Legal 
Service in Queensland, women whose abusers use or threaten to use a weapon are 20 times more likely to be killed, 
and violent intimate partners who have access to firearms engage in more severe domestic violence than those who 
do not. 
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Firearms can also be used as threats to keep women and their children trapped in dangerous situations. The 
Australian Institute of Family Studies reports that victims of family and domestic violence describe living with 
constant fear and feelings of powerlessness, knowing that their abuser has a gun. Survivors have described how 
firearms have been used to stop women from leaving abusive relationships, often by partners threatening harm to 
women, their children or themselves. I know that the Minister for Prevention of Family and Domestic Violence is 
continually working on this issue. She is busy delivering our $60 million package of election commitments to provide 
a comprehensive response to family and domestic violence here in WA and I congratulate her for her continued 
work in this area. 
We have a real obligation to challenge factors that contribute to violence in our community, and taking firearms 
out of the hands of domestic violence perpetrators is the obvious thing to do. It is common sense. A firearm in the 
wrong hands is obviously a recipe for disaster and the consequences can clearly be deadly. New South Wales, the 
Northern Territory, South Australia, Tasmania and Victoria all have FPO schemes in place. This bill will enable 
FPOs issued in other states to be enforced here in WA. It will also look to disrupt illegal manufacture, repair and 
dealings in firearms, parts, accessories and ammunition. It also deals with technology and new ways in which illegal 
firearms can be manufactured, such as with the use of 3D printers, as we have heard other members in this place 
talk about. It is shocking to think that the WA Police Force finds incidents of illegal manufacturing of firearms on 
almost a weekly basis, and we saw that today in The West Australian. 
This bill will provide greater scope for charges and enforcement action. Penalties for gun crime are set to double. 
These offences are serious and the consequences should be just as severe. Importantly, the bill will introduce 
a permanent firearms amnesty. That is a really critical element to this bill and I congratulate the minister for 
including that. 
As a government, we should be really proud of this bill. Again, I would like to recognise the Minister for Police 
for his efforts to disrupt the activities of bikies and organised crime syndicates. The broader suite of legislative 
reforms we are bringing in aims to disrupt and dismantle outlaw motorcycle gangs and organised crime in 
Western Australia and make it the most hostile jurisdiction for those groups to pursue their criminal activities. This 
bill targets those who should not have a firearm because they are a threat to community safety and will send a very 
clear message that there is no place for violence here in WA. 
I would like to commend the minister on the important work he is doing to keep our community safe. Last year, 
we saw him introduce a funding increase of nearly $57 million to boost policing, as well as the historic police 
compensation scheme, making sure we protect those who spend their days protecting us. The bill before us today 
is an extension of the work the minister and our government has been doing to keep our community safe. It is about 
reducing the risk for Western Australians and making our community safer by taking firearms out of the hands of 
those who should not have access to them. I commend the bill to the house. 
MR P. PAPALIA (Warnbro — Minister for Police) [3.38 pm] — in reply: I thank the member for Belmont for 
her contribution and extend my thanks to all members who participated in the debate. There was a large number 
of contributions. The vast majority of them were quality and reflected individual experiences and I think a largely 
agreed or unified view that legislation that seeks to prevent firearms from falling into the hands of criminals or 
remove firearms from the hands of criminals is a good thing, and that is great to see. It is a wonderful reflection of 
the responsibility of the vast majority of members of Parliament. 
A key element of this bill is it will introduce four measures focused primarily on restricting criminals’ access to 
firearms. They include the creation of firearms prohibition orders; a focus on illegal firearms, including firearms 
technology offences; increased penalties for certain firearms offences relating to the theft of firearms and firing 
a gun in public in a way that causes fear; and, of course, a permanent firearms amnesty that will also potentially 
serve to remove firearms from the clutches of criminals. If unused or uncared for firearms are lying around in the 
community, they are vulnerable to being stolen. All these measures focus on criminals. If members are looking for 
a lead on what type of criminal we are focused on, it is not very difficult, because we have stated who might receive 
a firearms prohibition order—that is, a member of an outlaw motorcycle gang, a terrorist and a family and domestic 
violence offender. I think they are quite legitimate foci for us and targets for the execution of this legislation. 
During the course of their contributions, some members, particularly opposition members, reflected upon the 
concerns of licensed firearms owners in the community about the nature of this legislation and whether there had 
been suitable consultation. I will reflect upon the genesis of the legislation. It came from a Law Reform Commission 
report on a review commissioned by the then Attorney General in August 2014. He tasked the Law Reform Commission 
of Western Australia to conduct a review into firearms legislation in WA. The Law Reform Commission review 
of the Firearms Act 1973 was tabled in Parliament on 22 November 2016. The Law Reform Commission in the 
compilation of that report conducted extensive consultation. By the close of the public consultation period, the 
commission had received 1 244 written submissions. That was the largest number submitted to any Law Reform 
Commission review in history. There is no question that there was widespread consultation. 
The final report, which was tabled in Parliament in November 2016, made 143 recommendations. Not all of the 
recommendations in the Law Reform Commission of WA report require legislative reform and not all of them will 
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be accommodated in this bill. In fact, this bill focuses on 13 recommendations from the review that were selected 
for immediate legislative change for a reason. As members will be aware, this government, at the behest of the 
Western Australia Police Force, in March last year undertook to focus on disrupting, dismantling and removing 
outlaw motorcycle gang activity from Western Australia. A key element of that response, requested by the 
Western Australia Police Force, was the passage through this place of the anti-consorting legislation, which has 
already been successfully employed. I ask members whether they have seen an outlaw motorcycle gang member 
wearing their colours in public since Christmas, when this legislation came into effect. I suggest no-one has. If 
members do, I urge them to ring 131 444 and report it to police. The gang response team will be onto it. We have 
a 24/7 response, and those individuals will be served with dispersal notices and subject to the effect of the law 
passed last year. It is proving very effective. Police sought this legislation to complement that legislation, to add 
to the powers to focus on the leadership in particular of outlaw motorcycle gangs and disrupt their activities. 
A number of members of the opposition questioned whether representative bodies like the Sporting Shooters’ 
Association of Australia had been consulted. They have been. Of course they were part of the extensive, massive, 
record consultation undertaken by the Law Reform Commission that resulted in the 2016 report. They have also 
been consulted at multiple points during the development of the bill, extending back to the Firearms Reforms 
Ministerial Working Group that was established in 2018 by my predecessor Hon Michelle Roberts. The working 
group was asked to consider the recommendations in the Law Reform Commission’s report and prioritise 
recommendations for legislative change. The working group’s role was not to be an ongoing stakeholder body but 
instead review the recommendations from the Law Reform Commission and prioritise recommendations for 
legislative change. The working group consisted of members from the Western Australia Police Force, the 
Sporting Shooters’ Association of Australia, the Western Australian Firearms Traders Association, the office of 
then member of the Legislative Council Rick Mazza of the Shooters, Fishers and Farmers Party and the office of 
the Minister for Police. The top recommendation in the working group’s final report was to legislate for firearms 
prohibition orders. That is what this bill will achieve. Several other recommendations have been actioned by the 
bill, such as amending the definitions of “firearm” and “possession”, and increasing the penalty of the drive-by 
shooting events at section 23(9)(a) of the act. 
The Western Australia Police Force and my office have also recently met with the Sporting Shooters’ Association 
of Australia and the Western Australian Firearms Traders Association specifically to discuss this bill and address 
the concerns raised by members of both bodies. I made the point to representatives from both those groups that 
I understand they may be harbouring some concern about the focus of this legislation. I reassured them that the 
focus of this legislation is outlaw motorcycle gangs, terrorists and family and domestic violence offenders. I urge 
members opposite not to be on the side of those people for whom this legislation represents a threat. Do not 
engender concern amongst legitimate, responsible licensed gun owners about this legislation. If they think this 
legislation is something else, it is not. This legislation is focused on those people I just referred to—terrorists, family 
and domestic violence offenders and outlaw motorcycle gang members. I do not think members opposite want to 
be defending them. 

The member for Vasse was the lead speaker for the opposition. I have to say that she was responsible in her 
contribution. She attended the briefing from my office and the Western Australia Police Force and made a reasonable 
request that, having already been comforted by the responses she received in the briefing, she would appreciate it 
if we repeated some of those assurances in the house. I will do that both in this speech and later in consideration 
in detail. I have to say, though, that the member for North West Central’s contribution was appalling. He was 
contradictory. He undermined the lead speaker for the opposition, his own leader and his deputy leader. It was an 
extraordinary, worrying, concerning contribution. I will come to that later. 
With respect to the request from the member for Vasse and others to repeat some of what was said during the briefing, 
there was some concern about the lack of distinction between repairs and maintenance, and that owners will now 
be required through the approval process with the Commissioner of Police to somehow address that distinction. 
Section 19(4) of the existing act outlines the offence for unlawfully repairing or manufacturing a firearm or 
ammunition. This offence has a penalty of imprisonment for five years. The bill will delete section 19(4) from the 
act and replace it with new section 23AD, “Unauthorised repair of firearms and other things”, which has a penalty 
of imprisonment for 14 years. The introduction of new section 23AD will not change the concept of repair. The 
increased penalty reflects the seriousness of repairing a firearm or major firearm part without a licence, as this can 
have significant safety implications for users of the firearm in the broader community. There is only one jurisdiction 
in Australia that has attempted to define the difference between maintenance and repair. South Australia has 
defined “repair” as not including work performed by a person on their own licensed firearm if that work is not 
likely to affect the safe operation of the firearm. The Western Australia Police Force has an ongoing policy position 
of allowing licensed firearm owners to undertake the care and maintenance of their firearms in line with the 
manufacturer’s guidelines as long as it does not impact the safe operation of their firearms. Any work to be carried 
out on a firearm to fix that firearm is a repair and should always be carried out by a suitably qualified and licensed 
repairer. Licence holders should always err on the side of caution in referring work that is not maintenance under 
the manufacturing guidelines to a licensed repairer. 
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The Western Australia Police Force has already provided the information I am about to convey to the Sporting Shooters’ 
Association of Australia to reassure firearms owners of what they can do to their firearms. They can strip and 
assemble. It is considered part of the normal cleaning and maintenance of a firearm when done in accordance with 
the manufacturer’s guidelines or instructions. They can make minor adjustments. Changing the alignment of sights, 
accessory rails and similar attachments to a firearm does not require a repairer’s licence. They can change grips. 
The like-for-like replacement of grips on a firearm does not require a licence. Any changing of grips that will alter 
the function of a firearm from when it was originally licensed should be checked with the regulator to determine 
whether an approval or licence is required. Finally, they can adjust a factory adjustable trigger assembly. Changing 
or adjusting the operation of a trigger assembly is an action that requires a repairer’s licence. The Western Australia 
Police Force recognises that licensed firearm owners may want more clarity on what maintenance activities they 
are able to do on their own firearms without it constituting a repair under the legislation. The Western Australia Police 
Force will be updating information on the Western Australia Police Force website to provide guidance to licensed 
firearm owners when this bill is passed. A range of FAQs will go into detail about the sorts of activities that 
I understand licensed firearms owners may have questions about. 
I will reiterate at this point that the idea of increasing these penalties and focusing on licensed repairers and 
manufacturers, which I will talk a little bit about, is all about preventing criminals from having that capacity. The 
intent is not to focus on responsible, legitimate, licensed firearm owners. Some members raised concerns that there 
would be an added onus on owners by requiring them to see a repairer for routine works. They asked whether 
this would particularly impact those in regional Western Australia, where there is potentially a paucity of licensed 
repairers and they may be far apart. I am informed that over 50 per cent of licensed repairers and manufacturers are 
located in regional Western Australia. There are 65 repairers in total and 37 of them are in regional Western Australia. 
There are 42 manufacturers in total and 22 are in regional Western Australia. In addition to repairers and manufacturers, 
there are 213 licensed dealers across the state. Dealers can accept firearms for repair on behalf of repairers and 
arrange for the repair. The aim of the bill—I am going to keep repeating this—is to target serious and organised crime 
groups, including outlaw motorcycle gangs, by restricting their access to firearms and related items. The activity 
of repairing and manufacturing firearms and major firearms parts should always be dealt with by licensed, suitably 
qualified professionals. This will ensure the safety of the firearm owner and anyone else who may have approval 
to use the firearm. 
When it comes to firearms, community safety is the most important factor to be considered. It is the driving imperative 
behind this bill. It is the driving motivation for the government in introducing this bill. The act does allow for 
regulation-making powers under section 34. This could be drawn upon should there be any hitherto unforeseen 
negative impact on licence holders in regional Western Australia. I suspect there will not be, but in the event that 
it becomes apparent once the bill passes that concerns need to be addressed for legitimate licensed firearms owners, 
we will have the capacity to regulate to accommodate any concerns. 
There were some questions seeking clarity on whether it will be an offence for someone to reload their own 
ammunition. I have received emails and letters about this, and I know all members in this place would have reasonable 
concerns. They were based on a misinterpretation of the intent of the bill. That aside, we are conveying this 
information now, and, if necessary, we will do more during the consideration in detail stage. I am advised that the 
existing legislation allows for the reloading of ammunition and equipment to undertake this activity for firearms listed 
on a person’s licence and to do so for personal use only. I am further advised that this will continue to be allowed 
under the bill. What was allowed is allowed. It is and always has been the position of the act, and of the Western Australia 
Police Force, that people should not be reloading ammunition on behalf of other people. That is not a change. It was 
the assumption before and it has been the position of the act and the police before now. There are safety risks associated 
with people reloading ammunition that they are not familiar with, and people should either stick to reloading their 
own ammunition or go to a supplier if they want someone else to do it. The intent of the bill is that people who 
manufacture ammunition for the provision, supply or sale to others must have a manufacturer’s licence to do so. 
The member for Moore raised a concern about the definition of “firearms technology” being defined to include 
everyday machinery such as a lathe, and that it will also include the diagrams and plans in the firearm owner’s 
manuals, which all firearm owners will possess. Only technology that has been programmed or configured to carry 
out a step in the manufacture or repair process is counted as firearms technology. This is outlined in proposed 
section 23AG(1)(a). This means that devices such as 3D printers, milling devices and moulding devices being used 
for legitimate, non-firearms-related purposes will not be captured in the firearms technology offences. 
Another concern aired by the member for Roe, and I think the member for Swan Hills, was about how the firearms 
technology offences could be applied to people in possession of manuals and plans for the purposes of owning and 
maintaining their firearms. Possession of a manual for a firearm by that individual is considered part of responsible 
firearm ownership and is therefore not an offence. If a person has a series of manuals for research purposes and 
not for firearms that they are licensed to own, they will be able to apply for approval from the commissioner. The 
intention of the technology offences is to target those who are accessing blueprints and designs with the intention 
to build an unlicensed firearm. Let me assure members that that has happened and is happening right now in 
Western Australia. This is a much-needed provision in the bill. 
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I think most of the concerns that have been raised by members have been addressed. Any desire for further 
information can be addressed during the consideration in detail stage, if we go there. 
I responded in question time but I want to respond again to the contribution made by the member for North West 
Central. It was concerning, disturbing and dangerous. He is seeking to conflate this legislation, which focuses entirely 
on criminal behaviour and efforts to constrain that behaviour, with some sort of mythical attack on legitimate licensed 
firearms owners. That is not the case. He should not be doing that because it undermines the effects of the legislation 
and also the Western Australia Police Force. He actively sought to accuse the Western Australia Police Force 
licensing division of some form of corruption, which I find bizarre and pretty offensive. He also suggested that the 
police in his own electorate are incompetent because they would not know what to do with a firearm were it handed 
in during the amnesty. Neither of those suggestions are true. It was an inappropriate and completely shameful 
contribution from the member. He posed a question—I agree with the member for South Perth that it was the wrong 
question—about the percentage of licensed firearm owners who commit crimes. That is not the question. That is not 
the focus of this legislation. The Western Australia Police Force does not have that readily to hand but what I can tell 
members is the worst mass shooting since Port Arthur recently happened here in Western Australia at Osmington 
near Margaret River. The perpetrator who murdered his wife, his daughter, and his grandchildren and then killed himself, 
was a licensed firearm owner in possession of three firearms, as I understand it. That is only a recent example. 
Debate interrupted, pursuant to standing orders. 

MINISTER FOR INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION — PERFORMANCE 
Motion 

MR P.J. RUNDLE (Roe) [4.00 pm]: I rise today to bring up an issue that really concerns us, and I move — 
That this house condemns the Minister for International Education’s failure to protect the $2 billion 
international education sector, placing at risk the welfare of students and more than 12 000 jobs whilst 
tarnishing the state’s reputation. 

I must say this is of real concern to the opposition. It goes to the theme of this current government of chaos and 
confusion and the theme that I have been talking about for the last year, which is “cut first, consult later”. What 
the Labor government has done to the international student sector exemplifies it perfectly. As I did the other day, 
I congratulate the new Minister for International Education; it is the first appointment by the McGowan government 
to this portfolio. I wonder whether the Premier has done that to take the heat off himself because of the confusing 
messaging we have seen in the sector. The Premier and the Minister for Education and Training are to blame for that, 
but they have handballed it to the new Minister for International Education. He is now left to mop up the Premier’s 
mess. That is my prelude. 
I want to give some background to the international student sector and how important it is to not only Western Australia 
but also the whole of Australia. I think China is a perfect example; ultimately, 39 per cent of our students from 
China have remained outside Australia since the beginning of COVID. Some of the figures I want to give are from 
September 2020, which relate to national international student facts. Firstly, the international education sector is 
worth $39 billion to the Australian economy. That is the fourth largest export after iron ore, coal and natural gas. 
Australia is third, behind the US and the United Kingdom, in attracting international students. International education 
supports 259 100 Australian jobs and the estimated revenue loss over 2020 was $3.1 billion to $4.8 billion. It was 
estimated to be $16 billion over four years. There are 21 000 university jobs at risk. There were 1.4 million domestic 
and overseas students in Australia’s 39 universities and of those 412 435 are international students, approximately 
29 per cent. In September 2020, 87 000 or 22 per cent of students remained outside Australia. During the second 
half of the year, around 84 000 new and first year commencing international students, or 45 per cent of new 
international students, were due to commence their study in the second half. I think that sums up the importance 
of the international student sector to not only Western Australia but also Australia. 
I would like to give some background if I could. We saw much fanfare back on 10 November 2021, when we were 
in our last sitting weeks and the Premier and the Minister for Education and Training, Hon Sue Ellery, met with 
the vice-chancellors from the university sector upstairs from the chamber. Basically, they gave the reassurance that 
it would be business as usual in semester 1, 2022. The minister said she did not see any reason why international 
students would not return as they are enrolled now and universities want them back on campus. She said that they 
have visas and are waiting for flights. Unfortunately, the minister was sadly mistaken and now the sector that is 
worth more than $2 billion and supports up to 10 000 jobs is trying to come to terms with the recent events. 
From a survey conducted by the leading international education provider Navitas, over the past two years, of 
1 000 agents from 70 countries, it was found that Australia had lost whatever reputational advantages it enjoyed 
during COVID-19 and, overwhelmingly, agents were recommending that students travel and commence studies 
in the UK, the United States and Canada. In contrast, a sizable proportion of agents are recommending that students 
considering studying in Australia consider an alternative country. Unfortunately, that is Australia; Western Australia 
is a subset of that and we have become renowned for our propensity to shut the border. The Premier, as we have seen, 
has only one tool in the toolbox and he has used it with little thought to the consequences. That really sums it up. 
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The Premier makes announcements. We all acknowledge that we have been kept safe and strong. But we have 
come the point at which the Premier has failed to acknowledge that, over the last couple of months, the mixed 
messaging and the confusion has caused a massive amount of reputational damage to our international student sector. 
Unfortunately, Western Australia will suffer at the hands of this government and this Premier more than any other 
state. I hope it does not happen, but I think it will. As I said, the Premier seemed to have only this one tool in the 
toolbox and the constant bad news media conferences are quite stressful for many people in the community. The 
Premier is operating on fear and polling. We have seen it recently. The modus operandi of the government is to 
work on the fear factor. In the polling, the Premier’s approval rating has dropped to 64 per cent. Every question time 
he gets members of his party to ask questions to try to justify his decision on 20 January. His backflip on 20 January 
threw the international student sector into chaos. He spent the last three or four question times getting Dorothy Dixers 
from Labor members of Parliament to try to make himself feel better and to try to justify that decision. It is not going 
well. The people of WA can see through it. I remember that I was at a meeting that night with eight or 10 people 
and there it was: the Premier came on at 7.30 pm and immediately we knew what was going to happen. The people 
at that meeting could not believe it. That is where the lack of trust has come in. The night of 20 January was the 
night that the people of WA lost trust. I can assure members that out in the suburbs, people are talking about it and 
they are not happy. 
It is having a damaging effect on many sectors of our community, no more so than our international student sector. 
Overseas students were getting geared up for 5 February, with their flights booked and their accommodation ready, 
and, of course, our universities, residential colleges and the like were ready to go, but the Premier pulled the rug 
out from underneath them. What I am worried about as much as anything is the mental health of those students, 
as many of them were stranded around the world with not a lot of money. Their flights were booked, their 
accommodation was organised, they were enrolled in courses and they were ready to go, but they were left stranded 
by this Premier. I do not think we can underestimate the damage that that may do to our sector. 
I refer to an article by Aja Styles on 2 February 2022 in which this comment is made — 

“It has obviously put WA at a disadvantage compared to other Australian states in the international 
education sector. 

It also has a quote from a woman who spoke on condition of anonymity. She said that she was unable to complete 
two out of four units in her second semester because those labs needed to be face to face. The article states — 

“I still want a go to UWA because in the future I would like to live in Australia and UWA is a great 
university to study,” she said before the latest change to border rules. 
She looked forward to having a normal student life, meeting people, working, visiting Perth, enjoy 
a face-to-face life instead of an online life. 
UWA has a total of 4180 international students, of whom 51 per cent are in Australia, while 49 per cent 
remain offshore. 

A UWA spokesperson was quoted in that article as saying that it was a dynamic situation. That is probably a pretty 
diplomatic comment. 
Murdoch University expected 1 200 to 1 500 international students to arrive throughout 2022, with the largest 
intake likely in semester 2, so we are now seeing a transference to semester 2. Of those students, 300 were studying 
offshore. Of course, those universities have also had to undertake sharp measures, including reducing the number of 
staff, changing academic positions, and teaching in light of their falling finances with the border shut. Unfortunately, 
Curtin University and the University of Notre Dame Australia had to have rounds of redundancies to cut their salary 
expenses. As we know, there is no other way. When the business model has been messed up by the backflip of this 
state government, changes have to be made and those institutions have to readapt. That is an unfortunate by-product 
of what has happened here. 
Moving on, it was a little optimistic at best for the Premier and the Minister for Education and Training to announce 
that WA was safe and that international students should plan for the opening of semester 1, because at the end of 
last year, just under 7 000 international students who were studying in WA remained outside the country. That 
gives members an idea of the number of students who have potentially been stranded overseas. At the time, the 
WA government was expecting up to 7 000 students to return to WA to study and the minister has said that, as at 
15 February, just under 1 000 had made their way into WA. 
In November last year, Curtin University vice-chancellor Professor Hayne was circumspect in her outlook for 
this year and was hoping that by January, the university would have clarity about when WA would open up for 
international students. I can imagine how Professor Hayne would have been feeling when that press conference 
was held at 7.30 pm on Thursday, 20 January for the announcement of the backflip on the border rules. The people 
at the meeting that I was at were incredulous. They could not believe that the Premier was backflipping on that date 
without any health advice or supporting documentation. It was just that things were not going well over east and that 
was his decision. I think that was the other part of it. People would not have minded if there was some backup 
advice or documentation, health advice or the like, but all we got was the Premier throwing it back out there: 
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“We’re going to transfer this date somewhere down the road. We don’t know when the opening date will be, but 
you need to know that I have to change the date and that is the number one thing.” That was the real disappointment. 
There was no backup information. We just have to take the word of the Premier because he has kept us safe 
and strong. 

We have found that, without backup advice, a lot of these announcements have other implications for many sectors, 
whether it is the international education sector, the tourism sector or the business sector, and families who have 
been stranded on the other side of Australia or internationally. They have an effect on the lives of thousands and 
thousands of people, and that is what the Premier underestimated. He underestimated how many people would be 
stranded overseas. The Australian Nursing Federation supported the Premier because it wanted to get the hospital 
system up to scratch. As the member for Vasse has pointed out repeatedly, this government has had two years to 
get the health system up to scratch. The Premier is out there saying, “We’ve got a $5.6 billion surplus; this is great.” 
The state government has had two years to get the health system up and running as well as it can, and that was not 
helpful. The nurses’ union was supportive. It was one of the only sectors that were supportive of the Premier’s backflip. 

The Premier has been trusted by the community of WA for two years. We saw the original polling. We saw the 
election result in March last year. There were no two ways about it, and we acknowledge that. The people of WA 
put their faith in the Premier. But this was a critical point in time and we know now that there was no health advice 
to back up the Premier’s statement. He just thought that he could make another arbitrary statement and change the 
date with nothing else proposed for the future. I think he underestimated the damage that that backflip would do. 
The community has trusted the Premier throughout the last two years, but international students and our university 
sector were collateral damage, and we cannot underestimate that. If I can, I would like to refer to an article by 
Josh Zimmerman of Thursday, 3 February. It refers to Curtin Student Guild at Curtin University, Western Australia’s 
largest university. It states — 

A guild … has called on the McGowan Government to re-open the State’s borders to international students. 

The Curtin Student Guild said some overseas students had already paid for two years’ worth of tuition 
but been forced to learn online for that entire period. 

International Student Committee President Sofia Gonzalez Torres said some of those students now 
needed to complete work experience, which could only occur if they were allowed into WA. 

“Some of these placements are for degrees in health, such as nursing. We have students who can help 
alleviate the worker shortage in WA,” Ms Gonzalez Torres said. 

“The value of a Western Australian education means so much to International students that for the past 
two years they had paid full international fees and studied online from their home country. 

“The time differences alone has meant that some students have had to participate in classes in the early 
hours of the morning or very late at night.” 

We can see how important this was to our international students if we go by the words of the president of the 
student guild at Curtin University. 

I would like to take members along a time line because that will allow me to clearly demonstrate the confusing, 
chaotic messaging and the backflips that have occurred on this matter. On 25 January, after the Premier realised 
that problems were afoot with his backflip of 20 January, the Returning Students Directions (No 2) was released. This 
meant that a returning student could enter Western Australia if they were fully vaccinated, could quarantine for 
14 days in a suitable premise located within 200 kilometres of the point of entry into WA and they had G2G approval. 
Straightaway that is another thing that I would like to mention. I still cannot work out this 200-kilometre rule. If 
a person has a farmhouse or similar located 250 kilometres from Perth, why is that not a safe place in which to isolate? 
We can talk about that another day, but that is the sort of issue that people question. 

On the next day, 26 January, the WA government issued the COVID Transition (Border Requirements) Directions 
that said that an approved traveller could enter if they were enrolled in a school or university. Those directions came 
into effect on 5 February 2022. On 28 January, two days later, the government released the COVID Transition 
(Border Requirements) Amendment Directions (No 1) that amended the directions of two days prior. That occurred 
on the Saturday night of 28 January. I have seen that COVID direction and the Minister for Police signed it on the 
Saturday night, but the government failed to tell the universities until two or three days later. They found out, I think, 
on either the Monday night or the Tuesday morning that their international students had to arrive by midnight on 
4 February and come through another city such as Sydney or the like, but not Perth. Can you imagine, Deputy Speaker, 
what it would be like if you were an international student in Hong Kong, Japan or wherever else it might be, and 
you had three different messages delivered by this government in the space of four days? Members of Parliament 
here with electorate staff to advise them are having enough trouble as it is to decipher the directions from this 
government. Members can imagine what it would be like if they were a university student with an airfare booked and 
ready to go and they were getting this sort of messaging. All I can say is that it is confusing and chaotic and we 
have an ever-changing rule book. 
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I want to mention the universities’ residential colleges because they have been left reeling as well. They have had 
to undergo a very difficult period in which students had been lined up and dates were set, then all of a sudden, they 
were getting a trickle of students in that week. If the students did not arrive by midnight on 4 February, they would 
not be allowed in. Then we had the latest direction. Those colleges have had to quarantine students who have been 
trickling in at different rates. I have interacted with several residential colleges and they are doing it tough. They 
are operating under very difficult circumstances, and it will continue for quite some time; there is no doubt about 
that, and now they have the 3 March date approaching as well. 
Yesterday, our new Minister for International Education released a media statement that states — 

“International students are an important part of our community and we want to make them feel welcome. 
That is great, but I would not have thought so from the government’s recent treatment of our international students 
and the international education sector. We have the safe transition industry support package, the student quarantine 
support program, the industry support fund and $2 million for a university services for students support program. 
They have all come in at the last minute, but I can assure members, they are not going to make up for the reputational 
damage that has occurred. The Minister for International Education has come in with that package, but I am afraid 
that some of the damage has been done. 
I have received feedback from the vice-chancellors and they are very worried about the mental health implications. 
They are very worried about those students who are stranded around the world and do not know their outcome or 
fate, and in certain cases they have no money. The universities are the ones that will have to repair a lot of the damage 
created by the uncertainty of this government. I certainly support these support packages; I have no problem with 
them, but it is too little, too late as far as I am concerned. 
We now have an international student travel portal to which international students can go for information. The 
minister’s media statement says that the portal will give them clear and easily accessible information. It would 
have been nice to have that clear and easily accessible information about four to six weeks ago, and not three or 
four backflips in the space of seven or eight days. I would like to quote from a couple of articles dated early 
December 2021. The first states — 

CCIWA has welcomed today’s State Government announcement of a … “reconnect WA” package to 
re-engage WA with the international market for workers, tourists and students. 

The Premier’s media statement announcing the package states — 
The comprehensive package complements WA’s Safe Transition Plan, and ensures businesses and 
industries have the competitive edge when WA welcomes back vaccinated travellers from overseas and 
jurisdictions with COVID-19. 

Once again, the sector relied on the Premier’s word, and the Premier failed them. An investment of $65 million 
was put towards the marketing campaign to promote WA as safe and full of opportunity for tourists, skilled workers 
and international students. That needs to be scrutinised because that was put out there in December when people 
believed that we were going to open, as announced on 5 February. The Chamber of Commerce and Industry supported 
it. It said it was a positive message, and it would be great for everyone who wanted to come into WA. Unfortunately, 
it was let down. As I said, students stranded around the world were let down. 
The Minister for International Education made a statement about plans for returning students in this place yesterday, 
22 February. The first semester for universities starts on Monday. That is three working days away. I believe that 
the government has had plenty of time to prepare. We have had a mixture of backflips and then a media release 
three working days before the first semester. We had a meeting upstairs in November last year with the minister, 
Hon Sue Ellery, and the Premier saying everything was going to be great and semester 1 would be happening. 
I turn to the impact of that decision. I believe that we will not know the whole story of how many people were affected 
for many years, and we will not know the financial and emotional toll that this has had on many people who have 
been caught up in the policy spiral that this government thinks is good leadership. Now it looks as though many 
organisations that rely on international students will be looking towards semester 2 for stability in those numbers. 
I am now worried that we have lost students to other states and other countries. I am worried about the damage 
that has been done. 
Mr D.A. Templeman: Member, I need to inform you that this motion will probably take all of the session as we 
have a number of members who wish to speak. 
Mr P.J. RUNDLE: I will be finishing very shortly, minister. 
Mr D.A. Templeman: No, I am just letting you know so you can have more than your usual time. 
Mr P.J. RUNDLE: I will press on and finish my contribution. 
This pipeline has had a dramatic effect on our numbers and it will take three or four years before we see its impact. 
Our continuing decline in market share in the past 12 months has seen the number of commencements down by 
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33.3 per cent while enrolments are down by 16.9 per cent. Prior to the pandemic, the market in WA was just beginning 
to bounce back. After the 2017 decision by this government to remove Perth as a regional area for migration 
purposes, the minister overturned that. That was another damaging measure that took a couple of years from which 
to recover. Now we have the next phase. 

I would like to point out that the confusing messaging has really caused havoc not only amongst this sector, but 
also amongst many other sectors. We saw a good example of that in the last few days with the Premier’s bottle shop 
situation. He just dropped that out of nowhere with no health advice. We saw it once again today, with changes to 
the number of people who may attend gatherings. Apparently, according to the health advice, the latest amendment 
to the 30-person in-home gatherings directive relates to indoor gatherings, not outdoor gatherings. Now we can have 
up to 200 people outdoors as long as there is a space for them all under the two square metre rule. Where was that 
advice delivered from? It was delivered on the Premier’s Facebook page this morning. We do not get information 
first up from the health department; we get it from the Premier’s Facebook page. The health advice has not changed; 
the message has changed. I am talking about the confusing messaging, the chaos that it is creating and the lack of 
confidence in many sectors. 

Finally, I want to talk about the benefits of our international students. They contribute to the broader economy as 
a major driver of hospitality, property and rental markets, retail and tourism. Some figures calculate that contribution 
up to $1 million per student. International students also contribute to the vibrancy of our multicultural sector and 
underpin the diplomatic and trade ties in our region. The international education sector supports 250 000 Australian 
jobs and contributes $40 billion to our economy. International students are critical to WA’s post-pandemic economic 
recovery and the capacity of our universities to continue delivering high quality education and research. 

In conclusion, I want to point out once again the consequences of the instability in the messaging for this sector, 
the frustration, the lack of confidence and the disappointment in this government’s attitude towards this critically 
important sector. I ask our new Minister for International Education what he will do to repair this sector. The 
Premier is telling us that we are safe but what will the minister do to reassure this sector that we will not have any 
more changes? What will he do outside of these temporary packages? We are suffering international reputational 
damage and businesses Australia-wide are suffering reputational damage. I assure the government that when 
WA businesses send their executives over east, a lot of them will not come back. Once they have the excuse to go 
to Melbourne or Sydney, they will not be back. What is our new international education minister going to do to 
restore the sector? What will he do to repair the international reputational damage that we are now seeing and that we 
will see for three to five years? That is what I want to know. 

MS L. METTAM (Vasse — Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party) [4.37 pm]: I rise to support the worthy motion 
moved by our shadow Minister for Education and Training, the member for Roe, relating to the international 
education sector, which states — 

This house condemns the Minister for International Education’s failure to protect the $2 billion international 
education sector, placing at risk the welfare of students and more than 12 000 jobs whilst tarnishing the 
state’s reputation. 

As many of us are aware, on 17 December the Premier announced a reshuffle of his cabinet, which created a new 
portfolio of international education. The McGowan government will probably argue that that was done to elevate 
international education but most observers assumed it was a demotion for the Minister for Education and Training, 
given the significant responsibilities that she had and what she was also challenged with during the lead-up to the 
opening of the WA border. 

There is no doubt that there is merit in the creation of an international education portfolio. There is no doubt that 
there is significant value in putting the spotlight on this sector here in Western Australia. But it requires more than 
actions such as this; it requires more than an announcement about a dedicated portfolio. We in Western Australia 
also require that this important sector, which has a flow-on impact on other sectors—in particular, tourism, higher 
education, many areas of the retail sector and housing, and also from the skills shortage point of view—provides 
great value as well and that significant importance be given to this important portfolio.  

We know that international education is of great importance to the WA economy—the member for Roe articulated 
and outlined that very well—but let us not forget WA Labor’s plan for jobs, which it launched in the lead-up to 
the 2017 election. It was full of ambitious statements about the international education sector and it highlighted 
the fact that the sector was vital for the diversification of the WA economy. At that time, international education 
contributed $1.3 billion to our economy and around 10 000 jobs. The former government was diversifying the 
WA economy, and although it was acknowledged that there was some way to go to garner a greater share of 
that important, valuable and lucrative market, it was a growing sector and industry. That is how the then Labor 
opposition acted back then; even though the former government was delivering on international education and 
facilitating growth, Labor talked it down. It tried to create the impression that nothing was happening in the 
international education sector, when in fact it was making a substantial contribution to the economy and was on 
a growth trajectory. 
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Let us look at what Labor said before the 2017 election. Labor’s policy before the election stated that WA needed 
a comprehensive strategy to stem the flow of international students who were bypassing Perth to participate in the 
Victorian education market. Labor’s policy document went on to claim that the economic benefits from international 
education were further-reaching than student fees alone and made a broad contribution to the economy in terms of 
domestic participation in higher education, job creation, investment in small and medium-sized enterprises, 
increased tourism, migration to address skills shortages, and government-to-government trade relations. Labor went 
even further to talk about international education being a new, emerging economy that would bring net benefits to 
the state in terms of jobs, local tourism, hospitality, retail and research development. 
We have known for years the value of international education to the economy. Members opposite thought that they 
had talked about it enough and that they would fall back on their own rhetoric. Labor talked a lot about the value of 
international education, but regrettably all we have seen since Labor came to office is that its actions in government—
particularly during this pandemic, when it has had an opportunity to demonstrate its commitment to international 
education—have been sadly lacking. Within the very first two weeks of Labor coming into government, we saw, 
as part of its WA jobs policy, the introduction of two central measures. The first was to remove Perth from the 
regional sponsored migration scheme, which is a visa program that allows companies that have proven that they 
cannot fill a vacancy locally to employ someone from overseas; the second was to make changes to the state’s skills 
list. The government reduced the list from 178 jobs down to just 18. Those two policy changes made it increasingly 
difficult for WA to compete with other states—particularly Queensland, which has 114 jobs on the list, and Tasmania, 
which has 161. 
This had a significant impact on tourism. As we know, in the market for visiting friends and family, one international 
student equals five visits to WA. A report by London Economics commissioned by the Group of Eight universities 
revealed that three international students generate a $1 million inflow to the economy. These students are valuable 
not only in terms of spend in the economy, but, more broadly, in the tourism sector. We also know that the Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry of Western Australia was very critical of the changes the government introduced in its 
first term. Those changes resulted in visitor expenditure in WA dropping by eight per cent, while there were increases 
in other states—Tasmania had a 32 per cent increase; South Australia, 10 per cent; New South Wales, 16 per cent; 
and Victoria, 10 per cent. Students were basically bypassing WA and Perth to go and study in other states. Between 
2016 and the first quarter of 2018, international student commencements in Western Australia dropped by 18 per cent. 
There is no doubt that the Premier and the McGowan Labor government undermined the value of the international 
student sector by implying that they were job fees. That was a reckless decision by the McGowan government, 
which exacerbated the failings in the tourism sector we saw in the government’s first term. It also exacerbated many 
of the challenges that we still face in terms of skills shortages, including in the portfolio of health. The Premier 
rushed to remove Perth from the regional migration scheme, and since then we have seen a significant decline in 
international students; they are bypassing Perth and heading to competing states. The eight per cent drop in 
international visitors between 2017 and 2018 illustrates the impact that decision had on the WA economy and, in 
particular, the tourism sector. We know that that is valuable for our universities as well. 
I now fast-forward to recent months. It is important to highlight that international education is valuable not only 
to Western Australia; it is of great value to other states as well. It is our third-largest market nationally. It is 
significant to the economies of New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland, South Australia and Tasmania. Collectively, 
Australia has a great reputation for higher education, attracting students from all around the globe, and members 
can understand why, given the quality of the academics and teachers in our higher education sector and across our 
universities, and also given the lifestyle that we all enjoy here. That means there is great competition within Australia 
for international students. That competition is not just between universities; it is also between the states. States realise 
the value of international students, and they do what they can to persuade students to choose a university in their state.  
Considering the competition for these students and where we had come from in the very first term of the McGowan 
government, when incentives for international students were removed, it raises a question about whether the 
McGowan government’s rhetoric from back in 2017 and since has been matched by the actions of the government. 
Has the government done enough to support our universities by bringing those students back onto our campuses? 
The Premier talked tough during the pandemic, but the government has held up a detour sign for international 
students. Remember, the government’s policy document said that WA needed a comprehensive strategy to stem the 
flow of international students currently bypassing Perth to participate in the Victorian education market. That was 
the commitment that this government made prior to the 2017 election. But what we have seen in the first term and 
what we are seeing in the government’s second term is something that is quite the opposite. The government’s policy 
has been diverting international students, whose preferred destination was Western Australia, to Victoria and other 
states. Although we have five outstanding universities in WA, the McGowan government has told international 
students over the past few years to avoid Perth and go to a university in another state. The Premier knew the value 
of international students to the economy. He has talked about it often, but when it comes to backing up his words 
with action, he has failed our universities, our international students and our domestic students, who also benefit 
from the contributions of international students to campus life. He has also failed many businesses, including tourism 
businesses, that rely on and benefit from international students. 
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This Premier stood and watched as people were stopped at the border from seeing loved ones, and made some of 
the cruellest decisions on compassionate travel. He has stopped people at the border from attending funerals. We 
have had cases of significant mental health anguish, when parents have been unable to collect the ashes of loved 
ones who had committed suicide. Therefore, it is little wonder that this Premier has also stopped international 
students from coming to Perth and is sending them, and the benefits they bring, to universities in New South Wales, 
Victoria, Queensland and South Australia. The Premier is predictable. He will say to us that by stopping the 
international students, amongst the family and friends he stopped, he was saving lives, but that is simply not the 
case. We know that COVID-safe travel is possible, and we know that international students are not transient. They 
are not here for a short stay. They are committing to at least a semester, or most likely a year, to stay, spend and invest 
as part of their study here in WA. We will hear the rhetoric, the fear and the predictable response from members 
opposite in response to that. It is fair to say that knowing the students are here for a long time and have demonstrated 
an ability to pay their way through the fees that they are charged, they could have been allowed in to Western Australia 
to quarantine for two weeks before the commencement of the academic year. But the McGowan government, as 
we have heard, had other ideas. It decided to make it as difficult as possible to attract international students to our 
universities. Every other state put out the red carpet for students to walk into the universities, but when the time 
finally came for the McGowan government to open our borders to international students, it made it as difficult and 
as confusing as possible. 

[Member’s time extended.] 

Ms L. METTAM: How many different directions did the government issue? First, the government indicated that 
our borders would reopen on 5 February, and much has been said about the betrayal around that. The government 
made that announcement last year, allowing international students to plan their travels and for universities to plan 
for their arrival. But then, on 20 January, the government backflipped. It announced an update to WA’s safe transition 
plan, which included the decision to delay the reopening of the WA border, leaving the plans for international students 
once again up in the air. The message to those students was to go back to looking at a university over east. Then, 
on 25 January, the Returning Students Directions (No 2) was signed, making further changes and suggesting students 
could come to Perth. The direction only added to the confusion for international students, as if they were not confused 
enough. The government made a further announcement, days later, clarifying that international students were to 
arrive in Australia after 12.01 am on 5 February 2022 to be able to travel to Western Australia to study at university. 
The government gave international students a matter of days to travel to the eastern states, requiring them to arrive 
by 4 February if they wanted to then come to WA to study. It would take a very determined student to want to come 
into WA rather than stay in the eastern states to study. As if students were not confused enough, another direction 
was signed on 15 February. That direction removed the paragraph requiring international students to arrive in 
Australia by 12.01 am on 5 February, meaning all enrolled international students could travel to Western Australia. 
What a complete and utter mess all of that was. 

The member for Roe has touched on some of the comments from the international education sector, but I will 
quote StudyPerth’s interim chief executive, Tara Colyer-Long. She stated — 

… the initial decision to keep international students shut out of WA beyond February 5 had “far-reaching 
impacts both financially and emotionally”. 

Another comment from International Education Association of Australia chief executive officer Phil Honeywood 
states — 

“WA’s reputation as a welcoming study destination will continue to suffer”. “This has been a complete 
political shambles,” … “The victims of these policy backflips are the students as well as education providers 
who still aren’t certain which of their enrolled students will qualify for a semester one start.” 

It has been an absolute shambles. What a complete mess! The minister needs to explain why there were so many 
changes. Why could the government not have just made it easier to facilitate the return to or support the commencement 
of study for these international students in Western Australia, either directly or via the eastern states, from the start 
without chopping and changing the rules? Since these changes, the McGowan government has announced the full 
opening of the borders. Our borders will open fully on 3 March, but this is after universities have commenced their 
courses of study, compromising the opportunity to have the best possible spread of those valuable international 
students here in WA. The message is clear: we cannot trust or have faith in what this government says, because 
there is every chance the McGowan government will change its mind. So much time has been wasted through the 
ongoing changes because the government could not make up its mind. It could not provide international students 
with a safe transition to WA. Instead, we saw it go through a process of announcing a decision and then, within days, 
changing that decision and then changing that decision again. 

I cannot imagine what other offices were hearing, but my office was certainly hearing about a great deal of concern 
amongst international students and their families about the emotional toll that the countless changes to the schedule 
was putting on them. It was just because the students wanted to call Western Australia their home for study. What 
a cost that has been! This is not good governance. It is not confident decision-making. It is a sign that the government 
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is playing politics with people’s lives and does not care about these individuals. This government has done more 
to support universities in every other state than any in its own. The government has failed to provide leadership on 
and support for the international higher education sector. It has failed to provide a welcome mat for those coming 
into WA. 

If any international students come to WA after this debacle created by the government, it will be to the credit of 
the higher education sector in this state. I have touched on that. The member for Roe has been a very strong advocate 
for our higher education sector and the universities in this state. They have done an outstanding job over what has 
been a very difficult last few months and the extraordinarily difficult last few years of the first term of the McGowan 
government. They have been grappling with those original changes the government made that gutted the incentives 
for international students and saw a lucrative base of students bypass WA and go to other states. More recently, 
the chopping and changing on decisions by this government has had an impact as well. 

The emotional toll this has had on international students who have chosen Western Australia as the place of study 
is a real concern that has been touched on. It is no small feat for someone from another country and their family 
to make that decision and investment to go abroad and study somewhere outside their home where they do not 
know many people and do not have those important social and family networks. We have seen and heard feedback 
from many students about the anxiety and stress that they have felt about these decisions. They do not understand 
what the process will be going forward and are unsure whether Western Australia as a place to study is actually 
welcoming them. The chopping and changing made it clear to these Western Australia–bound students that they were 
not being welcomed. It is not only my office, but also other offices that have heard that feedback from the international 
education community. We have heard feedback from individuals and many of the broader advocacy groups that 
have been supporting students along the way. 

As I said, there is a lot of interest in this market. This international student sector is highly valued in WA for a lot of 
reasons, including that international students provide great diversity to our universities, underpin what universities 
are able to provide, and all those other flow-on benefits to the WA economy. The decisions that the government 
made within the first couple of weeks of its first term in office were very damaging. Those hits to visitor expenditure 
cast a shadow over tourism at that time. They were cruel and had a significant impact. The government removed 
incentives for international students to come here. It is clear that since then, we have suffered reputational damage. 
We have suffered reputational damage because this government did not pave the way to ensure COVID-safe travel, 
including quarantine, for these students to come into Western Australia to study. It did not ensure that they would 
feel welcome and able to be part of the commencement of the university year this year. That is so important for 
a student starting out in a new place and for anyone starting university for the first time. It is also very important 
that we attract these students in the first place and they stop bypassing Perth for other states. We cannot afford to lose 
any more students or this opportunity. The government has much work to do to improve the reputational damage 
that it has caused not only in the last couple of months, but also into its second term of government. Much damage 
has been done. We implore the government to act swiftly to show that the international education portfolio is more 
than just a name; it is actually a commitment to this important sector, which should be growing in this state as well. 

MR D.A. TEMPLEMAN (Mandurah — Minister for International Education) [5.07 pm]: I am very pleased 
to respond to the motion that condemns me as the first Minister for International Education. I am going to take my 
time to respond, because I think it is important that in this debate we lay to bed a range of issues that the two previous 
speakers have conveniently forgotten. It is interesting to note that this opposition seems to forget a whole range of 
things that have occurred in the world and, indeed, in Australia and in Western Australia over the last two years. 
It is only two years since, of course, the then variant of COVID-19 started to spread through Europe and China 
and into the United States. It was in only the second week of that March—I remember it very well—that we convened 
as a government the first State Disaster Council and the cabinet emergency committee to begin to address the 
impending threat of COVID-19 as it was making its way towards Australia. It had indeed entered Australia through 
various means, including airport arrivals, cruise ship passengers and others. I am very proud of this government’s 
response to the COVID-19 pandemic and I will remain so. I will point out to this opposition and others what has 
occurred in the last two years that has set us up as a state and as a powerhouse to deal with the Omicron variant 
that we now face. We do so with the strongest economy in the nation, with job growth continuing to increase, with 
unemployment rates at record low levels, with businesses in the enviable position of actually seeking employees 
and with a robust system in which to face this terrible virus. 

During this week and in the preceding few weeks, members of the opposition have continued to ask questions 
about why we would be concerned about death rates. That has been their tone. That is what they have been implying 
in their questions. That is why the Premier today in question time, and yesterday, asked the Leader of the Opposition, 
“How many deaths do you want to see? How many deaths are acceptable?” The reality is that the government came 
to this challenge in March last year with a focus on ensuring that we would keep Western Australians as safe as 
possible. We would do anything we could do within our powers, and with emergency powers, to ensure that we would 
keep our population as safe as possible. That would include measures that we did not want to put in place, but we 
knew needed to be put in place in a timely fashion to ensure that the principle of safety of Western Australians 
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was the primary concern. In 2020, other states and territories in Australia were recording huge numbers of virus 
contacts, viral infections and tragic deaths. It astounds me that anyone would think that a death from coronavirus is 
just a statistic. It is a tragedy, because behind every single death are families, colleagues and the history of a person’s 
life. The sad rhetoric that we now hear coming from members opposite in the way that they have asked their questions 
is to simply dismiss measures that have been put in place. They are saying, “Well, it’s going to come anyway and 
we’re going to have deaths.” The Premier asked the Leader of the Opposition a very true question earlier this week: 
how many? A tragedy has been unveiled in the eastern states, even with far more repressive lockdowns than we have 
ever had in the state of Western Australia. The state of Victoria had the world’s record number of days in lockdown. 
Members can criticise Dan Andrews and that government, but they were also focused on trying to save lives and 
trying to ensure that people were as safe as possible. The variants spread rapidly and, sadly, people passed away. 
That is a tragedy. 
The cautious approach that the Premier has applied throughout this, unswervingly, has been focused on the safety 
of Western Australians and it has achieved, to this point in time, that principle. Sadly, we have had two deaths, 
I think it is now, in Western Australia. That is a tragedy in itself but—goodness gracious me—thank goodness it 
is not in the thousands as it is on the eastern seaboard. If members look at some of the countries around the world, 
tens and hundreds of thousands of people have died. They are all people and they all have histories and families. 
The opposition highlighted in its contributions the closed border that the state of Western Australia has imposed 
for two years. Let me remind the opposition of this — 
An opposition member interjected. 
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: Yes, you did! 
Let me remind the opposition of this. When the first variant of coronavirus entered Australia, the international 
border was closed. It was the federal government that highlighted to many international students and others that 
they should go home. The rhetoric from many governments in Australia was for Australians to come home. That 
was the message given to many Australians who were living overseas at the time. International students and other 
international people living in Australia at the time were encouraged to go home. Members opposite cannot deny 
that. How long has the international border closure been in place? It has been nearly two years. When members 
opposite talk about the Western Australian government not allowing international students in over the last two 
years, they can remind themselves of the fact that the international border is the one that has been closed for nearly 
two years. The message that the Western Australian government has been highlighting is that we will, of course, 
allow people to come back into Western Australia when it is safe to do so, and, if necessary, with appropriate 
measures, including quarantine et cetera. Conveniently, this opposition never mentions that and never refers to it 
because it lacks an understanding of the circumstances in which this government has been focused on keeping 
Western Australians safe. 
We know that the Premier also, in the lead-up to and in the announcement about 5 February, said that that would 
be the date unless there was an emergency circumstance. We all know, and we have said it in this place a number 
of times, that the great challenge that was not known when that decision was made, but then became known in the 
lead-up to 5 February, was the Omicron variant. The Omicron variant was far more virulent than the other strains 
of COVID-19. The spread of the virus is also much faster and more virulent. We saw that on the eastern seaboard. 
This was at a time when we were still working hard to try to lift our vaccination rates. In the lead-up to that time, 
we knew our vaccination rates were still not at the optimum level we were seeking. That is why a mandated process 
for getting vaccinated was imposed. It was to lift vaccination rates. With higher vaccination rates, we would, when 
it was safer to open our border, be at a much higher level of protection, with a higher level of vaccination rates to 
respond to the inevitability of the Omicron variant spreading through the community. 
As has been highlighted, the border will open on 3 March. The Premier has said that. The opposition asked the 
question the other day and there was a motion. The border will open on 3 March. It was intended to open on 
5 February, but things changed that required us to change our course. If members opposite learn anything about 
this once-in-100-year experience of a major pandemic, it is that nothing is certain—nothing! Because we want 
to keep the community as safe as possible, our vaccination rates are as high as possible. We now know that 
Western Australia, member for Roe, has the highest vaccination rates of anywhere in the world for first and second 
dose vaccinations, and we are now trending very well with the third dose booster.  
We know that when we get to 3 March, we will be far better placed than at any other time with our vaccination 
coverage and protection. That is a great achievement and I am bloody proud of it. Western Australians should be 
proud of it because they have understood, unlike the opposition, why we have done this. Yes, we take a bit of skin. 
The member talked about polls. Western Australians understand very well why we have done lots of things. They 
do not always like it, but they understand the principle. They can see that we have done it to improve and enhance 
the opportunities for us to face the Omicron variant. We know that by the time we open on 3 March, we will be as 
best placed as we possibly can be. Will it mean that we will not have a spread? Of course, it does not. We know it 
will happen, but we will be very well placed for that. 
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The member referred to students whom we have somehow kept out during the intervening period. They would not 
have been able to return anyway because of the federal government’s imposition on the border. For a long time, 
we have had caps on how many internationals could arrive. Western Australia’s cap is now about 530, from memory. 
By 3 March, it will be none; we will have no cap. Any unvaccinated international arrivals will quarantine, but that 
is the arrangement that will be in place. Effectively, from around 19 March 2020 to December last year, most of 
those students could not have entered Australia anyway. Some students were beginning to come back and were mainly 
entering Australia on the eastern seaboard—Sydney and Melbourne in particular. 
In recognition of that, we recognised that that was an important mechanism or means of international students 
returning to Western Australia. I will go through the package of support and the ongoing discussions that I have had, 
that the Premier has had and that my office has had with the sector about going forward. The members for Roe 
and Vasse showed their limited understanding of international students in their speeches, because they referred only 
to university providers; they are very important and provide the bulk of services to international students, but they 
are not the only ones. Neither the member for Roe nor the member for Vasse highlighted the importance of other 
providers that provide vocational education and training. International students attend TAFEs. International students 
attend English language education providers. International students receive vocational educations. International 
students are even attached or part of our own secondary and primary school communities as well. All of them are 
important. We want all of them back. We want more of them to come to Western Australia. 
I refer to the time line. I mentioned 5 February. We knew the change from the 5 February opening date, as necessary 
as it was—I support the Premier’s decision absolutely for the reasons I have already outlined—would have ramifications. 
I had been minister for only two weeks or whatever it was. I met with the vice-chancellors and they were very 
concerned. No-one dismisses that. Of course they were concerned. I met with the vice-chancellors and I have 
subsequently met with all the players a number of times, and I will continue to do so. My office is in regular and 
consistent contact with the sector, as is the department. Why? It is because we recognise the challenges that the 
delay has caused. We also recognised that we needed to put in place a range of measures to support students and all 
the providers—not only one, but all of them because they are all important. We know that there are issues around 
accommodation and financial support. When international students are able to enter Australia again, they will be 
supported financially. Shortly, I will go through the targeted package. 
Who influenced the package? It was the sector. I got really peeved with the member for Roe a couple of weeks 
ago because the member said I did nothing to talk to the sector. That was absolute rubbish. The fact of the matter 
is this: we are having ongoing conversations with the sector and its input is assisting government to respond. It is 
why we have in place a range of measures, and there will be more, to not only bring back those international students 
to the education suppliers that they seek to return to, but also build more. We want to build this industry—absolutely. 
It was trending quite well before COVID. Like many other industries, things took a dramatic turn for the worse 
because of COVID. 
I absolutely do not share the member’s pessimistic and negative attitude about Western Australia and its reputation 
to visiting students or indeed visitors of any nature who seek to come to Western Australia. The member has fallen 
for the trap in opposition of opposing everything and demeaning the state. Opposition members bring down the 
state at every opportunity they can because they think it will hurt government. 
Several members interjected. 
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: The fact of the matter is it hurts the individual Western Australians and the businesses 
when the member keeps talking down the place. 
As things improve with Omicron—I really hope things improve with Omicron and this pandemic because I sense 
that communities throughout the world are frustrated and anxious—where, of all the places in the world, would an 
international student seek to go to get a world-class education with a world-class lifestyle, great culture, great 
history and great opportunity? They would choose Western Australia. Of course, they would. That is the message 
that we are sending to international students, and will continue to send into the future. We reckon we have 
something very special to share. Yes, we have had to do some tough things to protect this population here and to 
protect businesses, lifestyles and livelihoods, and we think we have achieved that pretty well. Now we want to 
share it. Of course we do. We know the mutual benefits of a student who might come from Vietnam, India, China, 
Japan or Indonesia. Wherever they may come from, we know that not only will they have a great experience here 
in Western Australia, studying, living within our communities, experiencing the wonderful opportunities that there 
are, but also they will give back. Some of them work in hospitality. Some of them work in tourism. Some of them 
are employed while they are here while others get involved in a range of community things. One of the things 
I have learnt in this international education gig in the last eight or so weeks that I have been minister is that those 
students give a lot back. They make us a better place.  
I have a dream for my kids. I have four—remember, the Minister for Transport has three. The most productive seats 
in the house are over there where the member for Nedlands sits. I want our kids to grow up studying and learning 
from international students. What a great thing; it is one of the greatest opportunities of a multicultural society. 
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Despite what the doomsayers across there say, the people the Premier referred to as—I think he stole this line from 
me—those who get up every morning and go to the fruit bowl and grab a big lemon and suck it as hard as they can 
before they come back in here. That is my line, Premier. You can’t steal that one, son; it’s my line! Apart from doing 
that every morning, they are almost proud of the fact that there is this dark cloud that hangs over them. Everywhere 
they go there is this dark heavy cloud — 

Ms R. Saffioti: Must be a rain cloud. 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: It is. It follows them everywhere. All they can talk about is how terrible things are, 
how bad things are and how awful people are. Those are not the principles and attributes of Western Australians. 
They are not! 

Several members interjected. 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: That is right. That little penguin cartoon character. 

Let me go through a few of the firsts for Western Australia that I am proud of, particularly in regard to the 
international education sector. Not only, of course, am I proud to be the first Minister for International Education—
apart from looking forward to the extensive travel that will take place—but also the McGowan government is the 
first state government to develop a strategy for international education. It is titled Where bright futures begin: 
International education in Perth, Western Australia 2018–2025. That was established in 2018. I pay tribute to the 
Minister for Education and Training in the other place for the work that has been done. I know that the member 
for Jandakot will make a contribution. He is an example of an international student—a successful person who 
came to Western Australia and not only built up a very successful business and made a great contribution to his 
community, but also now represents it proudly in this place, which I think is tremendous. I know that when he 
speaks shortly he will outline the work he did with the Minister for Education and Training prior to the COVID-19 
pandemic, when they went to India and sought to establish strong relationships with the Indian government and 
Indian communities for Where Bright Futures Begin and to promote Western Australia as a great place to study, 
learn and live. 

We are the first Western Australian government to value the sector and provide it with a designated portfolio and 
a minister. As the Minister for International Education, I think that is great. It is tremendous. In May 2019, the Premier 
announced an additional $4.5 million over three years for StudyPerth. StudyPerth is a very important component 
of the international education story here in Western Australia. It is a very important organisation that assists in 
connecting students and promoting Western Australia as the first-choice study destination. As we know, the sector 
finished 2019, as I said, full of optimism, but because of COVID, the world changed. 

The McGowan government continues to invest in the recovery and long-term growth of the sector through a range 
of measures, including the Western Australian international education recovery and renewal plan. That was part 
of the $185 million Reconnect WA package. Most significantly, recently, international education initiatives were 
announced—I will go through those in detail—under the $77 million safe transition industry support package, which, 
of course, has been heavily influenced by direct asks by the sector itself. This government will keep on speaking 
with, talking to, engaging with and ensuring that this sector’s interests are addressed and supported because it is 
working with and supporting those students. 

When the border opens on 3 March, it will allow for safe travel into the state for international students. Before the 
member for Roe leaves the chamber—I know he has to head off—I want to tell him this, because he said that none 
of them are going to come back; it is all dire. Even under the current arrangements, and before the border opens 
on 3 March, just under 2 000 international students have already arrived in Western Australia since 20 January. 
Has he got that? A further 4 321 G2G PASS applications have been granted to both international and domestic 
students through active engagement with students who are not yet in Australia or on the continent. Members will see 
that that number shows that they intend to be here as soon as is practicable and possible. That is a total of just over 
6 000, but it is going to grow, no doubt about that. We want to promote Western Australia as “the” place to come 
to study, learn and experience. We want to market this—and we will be—and have started again through constant 
effort and work by StudyPerth and by liaising with universities and other educational providers. Agents will be an 
important part of this whole question going forward as we build an even greater cohort of students into the future. 
As I said, I am absolutely confident that we are well placed to do that. 

The member for Roe can go now. I know you have to go to an important meeting, even though you have condemned 
me, you rascal! 

I want to talk about the $77 million safe transition industry support package announced by the Premier on 
10 February, which will provide funding of around $16 million to the international student and education sector. It 
includes an $8 million commitment to the student quarantine support program, because we recognise that there is 
a requirement for seven days’ quarantine. That will change after 3 March, as we know. That fund is providing support 
for accommodation and there will be support for self-quarantine. The program includes a one-off payment of 
$2 000 to eligible students who arrive in Perth between 20 January and 2 March, the day before the opening. 
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Initial registrations of interest continue to be made and are made through support for international education on 
the government’s webpage. I know that the sector—that is, the providers—is very, very effective in ensuring that 
students are connected to the information that they need. WA universities will also receive through this package 
a supplementary payment of $500 a student, which will assist those universities and providers to support students 
during their quarantine period either on campus or in private accommodation. We know that a number of students 
have been in hotels or quarantine hotels during their quarantine period. Some are in private rentals or private 
accommodation. This fund will assist the universities to support them. This addresses the concern—and it is 
a concern—around mental health. The health and wellbeing of students once they arrive here is of absolute 
importance. Money has been put aside and provided for that. 

The $2 million university services for student support program acknowledges the role that universities have played 
in assisting students. Those supports include support for counselling and transport and even care packages. A whole 
range of support mechanisms have been put in place to support students once they land in WA. But there is more 
to this because we also recognise, and it is a glaring omission from the opposition in its contributions, the other 
important elements of the international student sector. We announced and have in place a new industry support 
fund valued at $6 million. This is very important because many of the other education providers, including private 
providers, have suffered a significant financial impost. This industry support fund valued at $6 million will provide 
grants of $50 000 and $100 000 to assist Western Australian–based small and medium–sized international 
educational providers impacted by the pandemic. This is in the space specifically for international students, but 
we also have, as part of the broader Reconnect WA package, a $185 million package—as I said, a range of initiatives 
that complement and will benefit directly international students and international education in Western Australia. 
It includes increased funding for the aviation recovery fund. I have noted with interest, despite some interesting 
banter from the CEO of Qantas, that lo and behold we have new flights. Jetstar and Qantas have announced — 

A member interjected. 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: Okay, not a direct flight. The opposition thinks that no-one will come here. It thinks 
that we are bad. It thinks that we have a brand that is not sellable. It, the opposition, is totally wrong, because people 
are actually very keen to travel again, to experience the world and to experience Western Australia. The Reconnect WA 
package is focused on ensuring that we have a global marketing campaign to promote the opportunities in 
Western Australia, and that will include international education. It also provides additional support and funding 
for the state’s overseas trade office network to activate the student pipeline. That work is occurring now and will 
continue with greater intensity over the next period. It will include the promotion of Western Australia to the 
international education sector and the support of students in market. Intensive work will be done in market. Those 
markets have been and are lucrative, they are diverse and they will add value to Western Australia. That work is 
happening and will continue into the future because it is important. 

Additionally, we are expanding the offshore delivery of the WA curriculum. One of the things I learnt very quickly 
is that the WA curriculum is very highly valued. We have tremendous expertise. Through the School Curriculum 
and Standards Authority and those other entities, our reputation with regard to curriculum is remarkable. We want 
to maximise that opportunity and that value. That is a very important commodity. 

We believe that through international student attraction, the $1 500 accommodation subsidy that I mentioned will 
be provided for up to 5 000 eligible international students to support them in securing accommodation. This is 
intended to support semester 1 students in 2022. There is also the $1 500 English language cost bursary. Again, this 
is direct support that is an intended incentive to attract international students to study at one of our English language 
schools in Western Australia. We have some tremendous English language schools in Western Australia. Those 
bursaries will be open soon to eligible students. 

On Monday, 21 February this week, we announced the launch of a new one-stop shop to help international students 
enter Western Australia. The travel portal provides links to students to book the best possible flight deals. If 
students cannot find a suitable flight, they are able to access assistance from a travel agent through the travel portal. 
We wanted to have a one-stop shop portal that allowed easy access to information for potential international students. 
The student travel portal was launched on Monday morning, and by Monday night it had had some 9 000 hits with 
numerous requests for support to book family tickets and make direct bookings. We will keep working on the 
portal’s capacity and delivery. 

On 3 March, we will relaunch the StudyPerth welcome desk that welcomes international students as they arrive in 
Perth. Again, this is a very important measure. When an international student arrives in WA, we want them to be 
greeted and to know that as soon as they step out of that aeroplane, they are welcomed and supported. We have 
a package to support them. We have a government that supports them and wants them here, and we have, I think, 
a willing community that understands that it is good for Western Australia to have students from overseas studying here. 

I turn to the StudyPerth crisis relief fund—another fund! For opposition members to say that we have done nothing 
or are doing nothing is just rubbish, quite frankly, but we are getting used to it from them. As an example, the 
StudyPerth crisis relief fund that was supported by the McGowan government has had some great feedback. 
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I am going to quote a few students who have been assisted by the crisis relief funding and given some feedback 
to StudyPerth — 

Thank you so much for your help! It’s important to us this support because my country doesn’t want to help. 
I’m really happy for this help, you made my next two weeks super good. God bless you and your family. 

That is good feedback. I will quote from some more feedback — 
I am very grateful for this gesture of goodwill given to me and my family. Indeed, it is one that cannot be 
forgotten at this critical time engulfed many lives across the globe. From deep down of my heart, I say 
‘THANK YOU!’ 

That is good feedback too. I am pleased with that. StudyPerth ran the grants program and received the following 
feedback from the University of Western Australia, which is pleasing to receive — 

International students’ overall perceptions of their university experience and study destination are closely 
linked to engagement in activities that are supportive and enriching. We have successfully connected 
many international students, who were experiencing homesickness and felt isolated through activities 
from the grant we received for our Friendship Friday Project. 
The University of Western Australia 

Again, because we recognise that there are issues and concerns around mental health and wellbeing, we have the 
programs and initiatives such as those that I have highlighted to the house this evening. A range of programs and 
activities have been delivered to enhance the experience of international students who have stayed in WA. I think 
that this is really important. For example, they have included Rottnest student days, hikes in the Perth hills and 
Bickley Valley, movies under the stars, Cabaret Cave yoga—that is an interesting one—a walking tour, a bush food 
talk through Karrgatup (Kings Park) and a Fremantle day tour. Those activities might sound menial to some but 
they are important. They help rebuild that reconnection and connection and they help ensure that people feel they are 
now part of the community in which they are studying and visiting. That is tremendous. 
I could go through the other events that have been held. They include a range of cultural and recreational pursuits 
and sport engaging international students. They will continue because we want to see reconnection and the capacity 
to continue to build the sector. 
There have been lots of comments from students that I think are important but I want to share one from an 
international student from Colombia. It refers to the connectivity with StudyPerth and how people are welcomed 
and connected before they arrive and as soon as they arrive. To know that when students land, they feel safe, protected 
and part of the place is welcoming and the support for them is really critical and important. This young Colombian 
student said — 

I wasn’t sure whether to go back to Colombia or not, as it gets lonely here sometimes and I really miss 
my family. However, seeing the effort my school and the WA industry bodies are making to help us feel 
‘at home’ and to support us has convinced me to stay and complete my course. I am also considering 
enrolling in a Bachelor of Communication degree next year to further my qualifications while I am here. 
Since I was a little girl I always dreamed of studying abroad, and I am honoured to have earned my postgrad 
degree in Perth. I always knew that an international degree would have significant value, but I never thought 
about my life as an international student in a different country, and what that would look like. StudyPerth 
provided numerous opportunities for me to meet other international students, network and explore Perth. 
I met some of my closest friends through StudyPerth. StudyPerth also helped me to grow personally. 
Through working as a Greeter, and being given added responsibilities during events and excursions I grew 
in confidence. StudyPerth played a significant part of my time in Perth. Many of my memories of Australia 
are either at a StudyPerth event or with a person (or people) I met at or through StudyPerth. 

That was Lindi. That is a great validation—there are many others—of the work done by groups or organisations such 
as StudyPerth and the support provided. 
Other support has been provided to the international sector through the online capability fund. This supported 
providers to engage and implement alternative delivery models while borders were closed, with grants of up to 
$40 000. An international education COVID-19 support fund included financial relief of up to $50 000. During 
the experience of COVID, support has continued. 
I have been in this job for only eight weeks or so but already the respect that I have received from the sector is 
very much appreciated. I do not deny that I am on a learning journey, too. As members know, my previous employ 
was a teacher, but I must admit that the international education aspect has enhanced my interest in education more 
broadly. That is why I am very pleased to have this gig. I appreciate the full and frank discussions that we have 
had with people, whether it is vice-chancellors, private education providers, those people who work with international 
students learning English as a second language or those who work in the vocational area. I am looking forward to 
going to places such as Canning College, which is a state-based educational institution, and also meeting international 
students over the coming months and years during my time as minister. 
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When we had our meeting with the vice-chancellors—I started saying this at the beginning of my contribution—
there was concern. Why? It was because the vice-chancellors and the other providers are always focused on the 
students—student welfare and student wellbeing. The first meeting involved listening, hearing those important 
messages that I needed to hear and then having a very receptive Premier. I pay tribute to the Premier because he 
understands the importance of international education. He hounds me every day about what else we are doing and 
asks me what else we can do. I am very pleased about that. 
Comments made during a debate on international education or questions in this place a couple of weeks back 
intimated that we were doing nothing. I have outlined a range of initiatives that have been ongoing and new to address 
the challenges that faced international education in Western Australia, particularly students from other parts of the 
world who choose WA as the place to come for their education. 
The member for Roe is not in the chamber; he had to be paired. I want to put on the record that my relationship 
with the vice-chancellors and others is very good. For example, I am pleased that the deputy vice-chancellor of the 
University of Notre Dame Australia, after ongoing packages that I have highlighted, said — 

“I wanted to pass on the thanks to the Minister and his team for today’s conversation. As he said, it’s 
a difficult time but it was well received and we appreciated the approach”. 

The vice-chancellor of Edith Cowan University said — 
“We are very grateful for the hard work of the Minister and the Department of our behalf”. 

I do not normally say things about myself. I do not believe in doing that. I want to put to bed any negative thought 
the member for Roe was trying to draw that we are not working as hard as we can because we are. We are making 
great progress. I think we are positioning ourselves to be in a magnificent position to welcome back students from 
many other countries in the world, build on our international student numbers and also build on the mutual benefits 
to Western Australia and Western Australians in having high cohorts of international students studying here, be it 
in vocational education, English as a second language—this has been a pathway into further tertiary education, 
some of our magnificent universities in WA—Canning College, other places where we have international student 
cohorts or the little primary school in Cottesloe, which apparently has one international student. No matter whether 
it is one student in one school or thousands of students in a university, they are all welcome, they are all important 
and they are all special because it helps build the story of Western Australia, and it helps build our reputation as 
a welcoming, exciting and optimistic place to visit, study and live. We will make sure that we will do that. 
As Minister for International Education, it gives me the opportunity to strengthen and forge new relationships both 
internationally and within the broader sector, not only in WA but across the state. It is a very competitive sector, 
as we know. I honestly believe that Western Australia has tremendous assets to sell and promote over and above 
some of the other states and territories in Australia. We have put in place a framework for that to thrive, and we 
will keep doing it. We will keep working hard and keep engaging to make sure that we have well-tailored and 
well-nuanced packages that deal with demand and need. In the broader economic sense, literally billions of dollars 
go into the economies of Australia, and obviously we get our share too through our international student activity. 
Jobs and employment in the sector are important and will continue to be important as the sector grows. I am very 
conscious that these international students are not just statistics or a number; they are human beings. We always 
need to remind ourselves that it is not just about economies and how much a student is worth in terms of their 
product and what money they bring with them or deliver. They are human beings. Most of them are young people 
and there are exciting opportunities for us to learn from them about the world, about their aspirations and about 
their skills and opportunities. One thing they have done is to recognise the value of our education system and the 
opportunities that our education system can provide them. Many of those students seek their education here, supported 
by their families, and many of them go back to their country of origin, but a lot of them stay here—and thankfully 
they do, too. They realise the beauty of this place and the importance of this place, and there is no better example 
of that than the member who is going to speak next, the member for Jandakot. 
MR Y. MUBARAKAI (Jandakot — Parliamentary Secretary) [6.00 pm]: Once again I will start by expressing 
how delusional the opposition is with this motion. In reality, this motion should be the perfect prediction of what 
would happen if the Liberals and Nationals were to be in government. Members opposite talk about fearmongering, 
disappointment, damage and a mess, when we know that that is exactly what they left this state with. I am glad to 
see that the McGowan government has done a profoundly sensational job for all Western Australians, particularly 
through this pandemic. 
In respect of this motion on international education, we have a new minister in Hon David Templeman, who has 
addressed the situation of attracting international students back to this amazing state, which has renowned universities. 
Twenty-five years ago, I attended one of them, Edith Cowan University, as an international student, and I am 
definitely a product of this amazing state’s international education sector. For me, international students are the 
state’s greatest import asset. 
International education is very important. In 2018, we launched the Best and Brightest program to attract students 
from overseas to come to universities in the amazing state of Western Australia and see all that we have to offer. 
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It was Hon Sue Ellery, the Minister for Education and Training, who launched that program, because she could 
see that that market was not being used to its full potential. In 2019, as the minister alluded to earlier, I went on 
a trip to India with Minister Ellery to launch that program. On that trip we went to universities across Mumbai and 
Delhi and we spoke to international student agents. Our final destination was Gujarat, and I will go into more detail 
on that later. 

On that trip with the minister, we really saw keen interest from university students in Mumbai and from the student 
agents. These agents are basically advisers to the youth of India who are looking to explore their education options 
throughout the world, and the Best and Brightest program is a strategy for attracting these brains to Western Australia. 
Throughout that trip there was lot of interest from universities that wanted to collaborate with Western Australian 
universities, and the minister absolutely absorbed that energy coming through that large-scale market. I do not 
know whether members in this place fully understand, but India has one of the largest unskilled markets and is 
potentially one of the largest exporters of international students in the world; I think the number is close to half 
a billion people who are at an age where they are ready to learn skills for the workforce. They are aspirational, and 
they look at Australia and Western Australia as a destination, particularly now that Western Australia is seen as 
a safe place for people’s children to go for study. To now have a motion like this one presented to the house by the 
opposition is just disappointing; it leaves a bad taste in the mouth for the opposition to use these scaremongering 
tactics to tarnish Western Australia’s huge international student import market. I do not know why the opposition 
would do that. It is shameful for representatives in this house, as Western Australians, to diminish our growth and 
prosperity in an ever-increasing market in which we stand at the highest order in terms of our reputation. It is really 
disappointing and very delusional on the part of the opposition to come into this place to misrepresent what the 
McGowan government has done for the people of Western Australia and for the promotion of this wonderful state 
of ours. 

The minister already went through the measures put in place in his new capacity of having responsibility for 
international education. These are to assist universities and to provide support for international students who either 
have already been here or who want to come here for their future prospects. I really commend the minister and the 
McGowan government for actually putting those measures in place. 

To come back to our tour of India, the final destination was Gujarat. At the time the minister and I were there, one 
of the most important biennial conferences in this sector was being held, the Vibrant Gujarat Education Summit, 
which takes place around the middle of January every alternate year. The last one was in 2019, and the minister 
and I travelled from Mumbai to Delhi and then from Delhi to Gujarat. We were very fortunate at the conference 
to have an audience with the Prime Minister of India, Hon Narenda Modi. It was really interesting to hear the 
Prime Minister of one of the biggest countries in the world describing to the then Australian Ambassador to India, 
Harinder Sidhu, and Minister Ellery what he perceives to be the importance of the bilateral relationships between 
India and Australia. He particularly emphasised to the minister that he would love to see those half a billion youth 
skilled and educated in the profound technical background that Australia has, whether in agriculture, medicine, 
mining or research and development. There was quite a clear emphasis on that. Before departing that meeting, the 
minister shook the Prime Minister’s hand and spoke to him quite fluently in his language to wish him goodbye. 
There is actually a photo of that moment, and Prime Minister Modi is shaking Minister Ellery’s hand with his mouth 
agape at that personal gesture of the minister wishing him goodbye in his native language. That facial expression was 
such a moment to remember because it rounded off that tour with a full understanding on our part of the importance 
of India and what a big market it is and will continue to be, along with China, Nepal, Bangladesh, Indonesia and 
other countries that send international students to the wonderful state of Western Australia. 

On our return, the minister and the Premier announced a package of $4.5 million over three years for StudyPerth. 
It does a fantastic job in promoting this state’s potential for attracting international students, and all aspects of their 
interests while they are here, studying at our universities and colleges. In 2019, the Premier put an additional 
$4.5 million into the budget, fully understanding the importance of attracting more international students, who 
obviously, as the minister described earlier, create a ripple effect, because not only do they come here to study, but 
also they work, they rent, they buy cars and they pay for fuel and groceries, and their mums and dads and cousins 
come to visit. They experience the genuineness of a wonderful state like Western Australia. Now more than ever 
before, the real conversation is about Western Australia being the safest place for parents to send their children to. 
Any parent who wants to invest in their children’s future education knows it is also about their safety and wellbeing. 
Right now, we are the safest destination in the world. Again, that is to the merit of the McGowan government for 
putting the highest priority on the lives of all Western Australians in terms of safety, security and wellbeing. 

I again commend these efforts, because it has rewarded the reputation and goodwill of this government and this 
state as a destination in years to come. The packages that have now been put in place are clearly the right measures 
to reassure and help not only those who are already here, but also other international students who are eager to call 
Western Australia a destination while they enhance their education profile to propel their future careers. 

On that note, I once again congratulate the new minister on his position. I know that various other speakers are lined 
up to share their views on this motion. Again, it is disappointing that the opposition does not understand the merit 
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of working with government and keeping a government accountable, especially one that has done the right thing by 
cleaning up its mess and providing a prosperous future for the state. Thank you for the opportunity, Acting Speaker. 
It is much appreciated. 
MS H.M. BEAZLEY (Victoria Park) [6.12 pm]: I rise today to speak against this spurious business from the 
opposition claiming that this government has failed to protect the international education sector. In fact, I thank 
opposition members for the opportunity to detail the unprecedented level of support by the Western Australian 
government for this sector. Understandably, much of what I am about to say will reflect the minister’s comments. 
I am very proud that my electorate of Victoria Park is home to a university where I once studied, Western Australia’s 
largest university and one of the state’s top two single-site employers—Curtin University. Victoria Park is also 
home to the wonderful Canning College, right next door to Curtin. I am also very proud that I worked in education 
for almost a decade, and half of that was spent in a senior position at a WA university. It is a sector I know well 
and I hold all its myriad works in highest esteem. 
Just after I left the tertiary education sector, the McGowan government developed a state strategy for international 
education, Where bright futures begin. My leaving had nothing to do with the need for that strategy! The strategy 
launched in 2018 to attract the best and brightest students from around the world to study here in WA, and it has 
worked wonderfully, complementing the significant work, commitment and investment of tertiary education sector 
players to do the same. May I add that the McGowan government was the first Western Australian government to 
develop such a strategy, focusing on international education and international student attraction and retention. The 
Liberal and National Parties, when in government for the majority of the last 14 years, did no such thing. We are also 
the first Western Australian government to appoint a Minister for International Education, Hon David Templeman, 
and I thank the minister for his already considerable work in this space in a relatively short time. We are the first 
Western Australian government to demonstrably value the sector and provide a designated portfolio and minister. 
We value it for the educational outcomes and further opportunities it provides our people and students; for the sector’s 
research capacities, outcomes and commercialisation opportunities; and for the jobs it secures, the significant 
economic activity it generates and its social importance. 
Almost three years ago, the Premier announced in the budget an additional $4.5 million in funding over three years 
for StudyPerth to promote Western Australia as a first-class study destination. Before the pandemic, way back in 
2019—if we can remember such a time—the tertiary education sector ended the year strong and optimistic. All 
providers anticipated growth as a result of the new WA government initiatives, including the additional funding 
I just mentioned, the “Where bright futures begin” strategy and StudyPerth action plan, and the new migration 
designation and the extension of the state-nominated migration pathway skilled occupation list. These initiatives 
and investments were working. In March 2020, international student commencements were up by four per cent 
year on year in WA, whereas nationally there was an almost one per cent decrease. Yet again, WA universities’ 
international education sector was proving to be a top performer. 
Today I am very proud and grateful on behalf of Curtin University that the McGowan government continues to invest 
in the recovery and longer term growth of the sector through the international education recovery and renewal plan, 
part of our $185 million Reconnect WA package. Most recently, we have invested in specific international education 
initiatives with a $77 million safe transition industry support package. This $77 million support package recently 
announced by the Premier provides support totalling $16 million for international education specifically. This 
includes the creation of an $8 million student quarantine support program to support international students who are 
required to self-quarantine. This program also provides a one-off payment of $2 000 to eligible students who arrive 
in Perth between 20 January and 2 March this year. Western Australian universities will also receive a supplementary 
payment of $500 per student they support during their quarantine period from the $2 million university services 
for students support program. This program acknowledges the roles that universities have played in assisting students 
affected by their quarantine requirements. The new industry support fund, valued at $6 million, will provide grants 
of $50 000 and $100 000 to assist eligible Western Australian–based small and medium-sized international education 
providers that have been impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. 
After working in the tertiary sector, I also know that planning and student numbers are not just about the numbers 
today; they are about a pipeline of students. That is why we are expanding the offshore delivery of the WA curriculum 
to build the pipeline of future international students, and we are implementing international marketing campaigns 
in key countries, which will assist the growth of student numbers. 
In terms of international student attraction, a $1 500 accommodation subsidy will be provided to up to 5 000 eligible 
international students to support them to secure accommodation in an increasingly tight rental market. Additionally, 
as the minister mentioned, a $1 500 English language intensive courses for overseas students bursary, intended as 
an incentive to attract international students to study with one of our English language schools in Western Australia, 
will shortly be available to eligible students. 
Just two days ago, on Monday, 21 February, a new online one-stop shop was launched to help international students 
enter Western Australia. The member for Roe mentioned this in his speech. The international student portal provides 
links to relevant government travel and health information and a direct booking service for students to book the 
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best possible deal for their flights. If students cannot find a suitable flight, they are able to access assistance through 
the travel portal and from a travel agent. By Monday night, on its first day, 9 000 people had visited the international 
student travel portal, with 20 requests for travel agent support to book family tickets and two direct bookings. Next 
week when our border fully reopens, the StudyPerth welcome desk at Perth Airport will also reopen to welcome 
international students as they arrive in Perth. This desk is, of course, also supported by the WA government. 

This government throughout COVID has implemented a range of measures to assist international students who 
remained in Western Australia, including the StudyPerth crisis relief fund, which was supported by government 
funding. The minister has already mentioned these programs but I think they are worth mentioning twice. As the 
minister stated, a range of programs and activities were also delivered to enhance the experience of international 
students who stayed in WA. After all, they are here to not just learn, but also experience WA life. The programs 
included the Rottnest student day, hikes in the Perth hills and Bickley Valley, movies under the stars, a walking tour 
and bush food talk through Karrgatup or Kings Park, a Fremantle day tour and something called Cabaret Cave yoga. 
I like two of those three things! I wish someone had organised such activities for me over the past two years. 

A government member: You can organise that around caucus. 

Ms H.M. BEAZLEY: Noted, as caucus secretary, minister, I will bank that one away—minus the yoga. 

Other support has been provided to the international education sector by the way of the online capability fund, which 
supported providers to engage and implement alternative delivery models while borders were closed, with grants 
up to $40 000, and the international education COVID-19 industry support fund, which provided financial relief 
up to $50 000. 

The international education sector continues to work collaboratively with this government, as it recognises the 
McGowan government understands the importance of international students and the value of our international 
education sector to our state. I also cannot ignore the obvious. The best thing the McGowan government has done 
for universities and the international education sector is to make and keep WA the safest place to study and live in 
the world. If I were aged 18 years and looking around the world for a place to study, I would usually be looking 
for a place that offered an internationally reputed education, enviable lifestyle and that was comparatively safe. These 
days those things would be in my top four, but my new number one question would be: how COVID-safe is where 
I will study? And there is nowhere safer than WA. We have one of the highest, if not the highest, double-dose and 
soon third-dose vaccination rates in the world; we have a world-class health system by any international measure; 
we have businesses and institutions that take COVID safety practices seriously; and we have a government that 
people can rely on to keep them safe. In fact, my local university, Curtin, has followed the McGowan government’s 
lead and implemented its own vaccine mandates. At Curtin University, all staff and students who attend campus or 
participate in a university activity in Western Australia must be vaccinated. Those students can be confident that 
they will be safe on campus. I congratulate Curtin and vice-chancellor Professor Harlene Hayne on this leadership. 

I will also take a moment to commend Curtin vice-chancellor Hayne for her personal leadership, driving the Curtin 
community. Professor Hayne began her tenure at Curtin in April last year, going straight to quarantine before she 
could lead in person. In just the last year, with all the challenges and hurdles from day one, Professor Hayne has 
already done so much to advance and enhance Curtin’s reputation as a bold, entrepreneurial and inclusive university. 
That is a huge enticement to potential international students. I thank Professor Hayne for working collaboratively 
and proactively with me as the local member of Parliament. 

I think the level of financial and services support the McGowan government has provided our tertiary and international 
education sector, particularly over the past two years of the pandemic, has been unprecedented. That is especially 
when one considers that investment in tertiary education is usually the domain of the federal government and that our 
international borders are under the control of the federal government. I do hope that this federal Liberal government 
will take a leaf out of the book of this Premier and the McGowan government on the leadership and investment 
decisions they have shown, rather than continually cutting funding, because that has placed this vital sector in an 
unnecessarily vulnerable position. There was a precariousness in the sector that was highlighted by the impacts of 
COVID-19 and that this government has stepped up to steady. The McGowan government and our new Minister for 
International Education, Hon David Templeman, have worked closely with the sector to ensure our support initiatives 
are responsive to the needs of the sector and international students, and we will continue to do so. Thank you. 

DR K. STRATTON (Nedlands) [6.25 pm]: I also rise to stand in strong opposition to this motion. I have to say, 
preparing my response to this motion has been somewhat personal for me, because I have a long history in the 
tertiary education sector. My electorate, the seat of Nedlands, is home to our state’s first university—the University 
of Western Australia. Established in 1911, it was also the first free university in the British Empire, beginning 
a strong history of promoting equal access to tertiary education for people from diverse backgrounds, including of 
course international students. I have worked at both UWA and Curtin University for over two decades, as an academic 
in both their social work programs, as well as being a three-time alumni of UWA. I am now a parent of a student 
at Curtin University, who has of course had to show his vaccination certificate as he has moved around the campus 
this week for orientation, as well he should. 
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I was working at Curtin University when the global pandemic first hit and have firsthand experience of how the 
federal Liberal government treated, or rather completely and deliberately ignored and undermined, not just international 
students, but also the entire tertiary education sector. Because if we really want to consider the difficulties and 
challenges facing universities and international students, we need to look clearly across to Canberra. In fact, the 
McGowan government’s recognition and support of international education is something of a redress to some of the 
damage done by the federal Liberal government to what was our thriving education sector. 
International education contributed $28 billion to Australia’s economy in the 2016–2017 financial year, which was 
a 16 per cent increase on the previous financial year. It is Australia’s largest service export and one of our greatest 
exports behind iron ore and coal. Despite this economic value, the federal Liberal government did not at any time—
at any time—acknowledge or respond to the crisis in universities rendered by COVID-19. 
Beyond the economic contribution of the tertiary education sector and international education in particular, I say, 
as a previous academic, that international students contribute so much to the life of a university. They bring different 
perspectives to the classroom. They progress discussion, enriching our understanding of the human condition and 
experience, culture, family, power, and how systems, organisations and countries operate. And of course they add 
diversity, which is essential to all disciplines, but I have to say particularly powerful in my discipline of social work. 
At the same time, as educators, we were well aware of our responsibility to international students who were often 
far from home and family. Many were from families and communities who were making immense sacrifices for 
them to study overseas. One of our international students at UWA had an entire village contributing to her living 
and education expenses as she undertook her social work studies. Their understanding of services and systems is 
limited by virtue of being new to the state and to the country. 
As we all know, when the global pandemic hit international students returned home in their thousands. In fact, 
they were told to go home by our Prime Minister. It was hardly the welcome and recognition that those working in 
tertiary education had endeavoured to provide. Enrolments at universities shifted dramatically while our workloads, 
as academics and for our professional colleagues, went up exponentially. We shifted our teaching delivery online, 
responded to significant student wellbeing and mental health issues, and modified research projects to allow for 
remote data collection while still meeting our ethical obligations. That was all done while never allowing the quality 
of teaching and learning to decline, yet thousands of people lost their jobs. I watched colleagues with decades 
of experience and expertise exit the campus, while we who were left behind absorbed the additional workload 
requirements created by these job losses. We became each other’s IT and tech support, teaching assistants and 
research assistants. We all sat with an immense sense of job insecurity and vulnerability. As a sole parent, this 
vulnerability hit me particularly hard. The gendered impact of COVID-19 is well known and is still being revealed, 
and universities were no different. Women were more likely to already be in insecure work. Our care responsibilities 
at home substantially increased. Students turned to us to support their wellbeing as well. Our research track records, 
and therefore career progress, were impeded by both of these changes. 
I will take a moment, if I might Acting Speaker, to acknowledge my colleagues across all universities who have 
stepped up during this pandemic and managed their own vulnerability at work, to continue to educate and research, 
to contribute to a smart, educated and thriving workforce. 
Imagine, too, where all the graduate nurses are coming from to work in our hospitals—the tertiary education sector. 
Yet, as the crisis in our university sector unfolded, particularly around international students, calls for federal 
government assistance were largely ignored. I say largely ignored because the federal Liberal government did take 
the trouble to amend provisions around JobKeeper, three times, to specifically exclude public universities from 
eligibility for JobKeeper. However, private universities—often connected, as we know, to religious institutions—
were eligible for and did receive JobKeeper payments. The longer the federal Liberal government refused to act, 
the more jobs were lost and the harder those remaining worked. Even prior to COVID-19 there was broad recognition 
that, after more than a decade of federal funding restrictions, reallocations, cuts and freezes, the sector had been 
left severely underfunded. In 2018, the sector was financed more by student fees than it was by commonwealth 
grant schemes funding. The federal Liberal government’s response to the sector’s plight during COVID-19 went 
beyond deliberately denying public universities access to COVID-19 job subsidies. It told international students 
to go home, cracked down on partnerships with foreign countries and changed federal funding rules to more than 
double fees for arts studies such as politics and communications. I note, too, that the courses most impacted by 
those fee increases were also female-dominated courses. 
Of course, I say very clearly that I do not speak on behalf of my previous employer but I can speak to my experience 
as a longstanding academic and the experience of my many friends and colleagues in the tertiary education sector. 
We were completely and utterly abandoned by the federal Liberal government during COVID-19. By abandoning 
us, the federal Liberal government also abandoned local students, international students and the entire Australian 
community. It means a lot to me, personally and professionally, to stand here now as part of the McGowan 
government, which has long—and long before COVID-19—recognised the value of the tertiary education sector 
and international education in particular. Now, in this difficult time, we are putting an ongoing investment into the 
recovery and, just as importantly, the ongoing longer term growth and sustainability of international education. 
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We have already heard from others that the McGowan government’s commitment to tertiary education began 
before this current crisis as the first Western Australian government to develop a state strategy for international 
education, Where bright futures begin, and the first to provide a designated portfolio and minister. Now, in this 
time of recovery, we have the safe transition industry support package, the details of which we have heard from 
others. We have worked closely with the sector to ensure the initiatives are responsive to the needs of the sector 
and international students, and will continue to do so as the recovery unfolds. There are well-established frameworks, 
structures and relationships for this ongoing dialogue and consultation to occur. I know from my connection to the 
University of Western Australia how well appreciated these relationships are, being experienced as both positive 
and robust. 
Western Australia’s full border reopening will occur on 3 March 2022, a time line that will allow international 
students to arrive in week 1 of semester to commence face-to-face learning. Many orientation activities are occurring 
online, which students can access if required. In fact, my son is at home today completing his academic essentials 
orientation activity online. Accessing such material online is not unusual, certainly not anymore. 
I am lucky enough to be on the UWA campus in my role as an MP once or twice a week and most mornings as 
a community member walking the dog. In my discussions with the University of Western Australia, it has told me 
very clearly how much it welcomes the returning students’ directions and the safe transition industry support 
package. It has made particular mention of the new travel portal, which will enable universities to provide increased 
support for their international students, along with helping them cover the unexpected costs of any self-quarantine 
required. The University of Western Australia told me today that more than 478 of its international students have 
now completed their journey to UWA and are benefiting from these initiatives already. The university is expecting 
another 72 students as the week unfolds. It is also working with StudyPerth to support international students returning, 
and some of its students are indeed quarantining in UWA facilities. UWA is very much looking forward to welcoming 
international students back to campus, acknowledging their resilience throughout the pandemic and in their 
communications acknowledging to international students that campus and on-campus learning has simply not been 
the same without them. 
The University of Western Australia is also offering a number of its own initiatives, including a $1 500 welcome 
grant to all international students studying a degree on campus for the first time in 2022. New international students, 
or those who have started their degree online due to border restrictions, can receive $1 500 cash to help cover the 
costs of travel, accommodation and getting set up to study in Perth. UWA has an international student support team 
based on campus that can assist students with academic and social supports, such as settling into Perth and orientation 
to UWA; support with visa and visa conditions; working while studying; support with homesickness or feeling 
overwhelmed; bringing family to Western Australia; achieving that ever elusive work, life and study balance, and 
managing priorities; meeting other people on campus and at social events, excursions and activities; referrals to 
services; and ultimately, returning home. UWA also has its Language and Cultural Exchange program that brings 
students together across cultures and languages, across the university and the globe. This program helps students 
to make friends, build lasting relationships and practise speaking English in informal settings to support them later 
in their academic studies as well. 
The university’s in-country international student agents are key intermediaries for international students, and are 
crucial therefore too to the recovery and growth effort in returning international students to study in Western Australia. 
Crucial to this work is agent confidence that the government values international education, that it will consider 
the sector in future policy settings and that it holds ambitions for the sector to grow. The McGowan government’s 
recognition of the importance of international education for Western Australia’s economy and community, and the 
international education portfolio, all contribute to this growing confidence. UWA has told me that it looks forward 
to working in cooperation with the state government on recovery and growth of the sector. 
I stand here not just as the member for Nedlands, home to Western Australia’s oldest university, but also as 
a university academic, the parent of a brand new university student—I am sure they are still called “freshers”—and 
I say thank you, a deep personal and professional thank you, to the McGowan government for the recognition of 
and investment in tertiary and international education. 
MR S.A. MILLMAN (Mount Lawley — Parliamentary Secretary) [6.38 pm]: I rise to make a contribution to 
this debate. We have spent the week so far talking about gun control and firearm safety, but it appears as though 
the Liberal–National coalition has learnt nothing, because the first thing it did with bringing this motion before the 
chamber is shoot itself in the foot by debating the international education sector. What do we see? We see an erudite, 
thoughtful, intelligent, compassionate and dedicated new minister, the very first Minister for International Education, 
who is passionate about his job, who gets up in unambiguous terms and clearly articulates why he is the person to 
steward this important sector through the COVID recovery.  
Then the minister sits down and we hear the member for Jandakot, with personal, firsthand experience of what it 
is like to be an international student in Perth, Western Australia, and see the contribution that he can make to the 
community to repay the benefits that he has received from the community of Western Australia as he came to be 
an international student in Western Australia.  
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Then we heard the excellent contribution from the member for Victoria Park, who highlighted the chaos and 
confusion that the commonwealth government has inflicted on this sector. That was picked up by the member who 
represents the excellent institution of Curtin University. Then we had the former academic; there is nobody more 
qualified to speak on this issue than the member for Nedlands. She enjoys the University of Western Australia in 
her electorate. She stood and redoubled our attack on the commonwealth government and the negligent way in 
which it has handled this sector over the last 18 months. That elevates and emphasises the completely irrational basis 
for the Liberal Party and the Nationals WA to bring on this motion. We now get a chance, in the lead-up to a federal 
election, to say what a great job the McGowan government has done to support the sector and what a terrible job 
the Morrison federal government has done. 

Happily, in addition to the member for Victoria Park, who represents the seat in which Curtin University is located, 
and the member for Nedlands, who represents the seat in which UWA is located, I, as the member for Mount Lawley, 
represent the seat that Edith Cowan University is located in. We could have had the member for Willagee talk about 
the university sector as he represents the seat where Murdoch University is located. The member for Joondalup 
represents the seat with the other ECU campus. We are passionate. The communities we represent are where these 
institutions are located. We understand these issues and that is why we are so proud to see the cabinet reshuffle that 
took place in December last year and the appointment of the very first Minister for International Education. However, 
it is not the first time that international education has been a priority for the McGowan government. 

We know for a fact that concentrating on economic diversification through strengthening areas such as international 
education has been a priority for the McGowan government since it was elected in 2017. Right out of the gate, the 
Liberal–National opposition brought on this motion and shot itself in the foot. Then in the prosecution of its case, 
it could not lay a glove on the efforts of the McGowan government. I listened intently to the member for Roe. He 
does a commendable job of trying to make a silk purse out of a sow’s ear, but all the facts and figures that he quoted, 
all the anecdotes that he referred to, the report that he cited in support of his argument, were all federal figures. 
They just make the point and highlight that to the extent, if any, that the university sector is struggling in Australia, 
the blame and responsibility for that lies squarely at the feet of the commonwealth government. He quoted the net 
benefit to the Australian economy. He quoted the survey by Navitas. He said Australia had lost whatever limited 
advantages it had built up and people would travel to the US, the UK or Canada instead. I did not understand how he 
could make the argument that it was the Western Australian government that, according to the motion, had failed to 
protect the $2 billion education sector. If anything, all the propositions that were being advanced by the member for 
Roe supported our contention so articulately advanced by the member for Nedlands and the member for Victoria Park 
that the charge should lay at the door of the commonwealth government. 

One of the things that this opposition has still failed to fundamentally grasp is that we are operating in the environment 
of a global pandemic. It was not until the minister got up to respond to the arguments that had been made by the 
member for Roe and the member for Vasse that this issue was put fairly and squarely before the chamber. I would 
like, if I may, members, to refer to an article from The Economist dated 8 August 2020. One of the complaints that 
I have about the case that was put on behalf of the opposition was that so much of what it referred to seems to be 
re-litigated in its complaints about changes to the regional skilled migration scheme from 2017. Opposition members, 
time has well and truly moved on since then. Whatever consequences may have arisen from changes to the regional 
skilled migration scheme, the entire labour market is now entirely different in character and shape from what it 
was in 2017. I will come back to that point.  

One of my criticisms was that members opposite were going back in time. I ask members to indulge me. I will go 
back to an article in The Economist—it is hardly a well-regarded left-wing journal but rather a very centrist journal—
dated 8 August 2020 titled “Covid-19 will be painful for universities, but also bring change”. The reason I will quote 
from this article, members, is just to provide a bit of context for what I am going to say next. The article states — 

IN THE NORMAL run of things, late summer sees airports in the emerging world fill with nervous 
18-year-olds, jetting off to begin a new life in the rich world’s universities. The annual trek of more 
than 5m students is a triumph of globalisation. Students see the world; universities get a fresh batch of 
high-paying customers. Yet with flights grounded and borders closed, this migration is about to become 
the pandemic’s latest victim. 

Systemic changes to the way in which international education operates in Australia and Western Australia are not 
a consequence of policies of the McGowan Labor government; they are the consequence of a global pandemic. 
The article continues — 

For students covid-19 is making life difficult. — 

For students, for politicians, for businesses and for everybody else — 

Many must choose between inconveniently timed seminars streamed into their parents’ living rooms and 
inconveniently deferring their studies until life is more normal. For universities, it is disastrous. They will 
not only lose huge chunks of revenue from foreign students, but because campus life spreads infection, 
they will have to reform the way they operate … 
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Yet the disaster may have an upside. For many years, government subsidies and booming demand have 
allowed universities to resist changes that could benefit both students and society. They may not be able 
to do so for much longer. 
Higher education has been thriving. Since 1995, as the notion spread from the rich world to the emerging 
one that a degree from a good institution was essential, the number of young people enrolling in higher 
education rose from 16% of the relevant age group to 38%. The results have been visible on swanky 
campuses throughout the Anglosphere, whose better universities have been the principal beneficiaries of 
the emerging worlds aspirations. 
Yet troubles are piling up. China has been a source of high-paying foreign students for western universities, 
but relations between the West and China are souring. Students with the ties to the army are to be banned 
from America. 

I interrupt myself to say at this point that if anyone poses a risk to our international education system, it is the 
dog-whistling federal Liberal members, like Peter Dutton, who undermine our relationship with nations like China. 
It continues — 

Governments have been turning against universities, too. In an age when politics divides along educational 
lines, universities struggle to persuade some politicians of their merit. 

This is where the interjection from the minister, the member for Armadale, was apposite. He said they are anti the 
academy. This is the problem with the Liberal–National opposition. It is anti the academy. This is exactly the point 
The Economist is making. It continues — 

President Donald Trump attacks them for “Radical Left Indoctrination, not Education”. Some 59% of 
Republican voters have a negative view of colleges … In Britain universities’ noisy opposition to Brexit 
has not helped. Given that the state pays for between a quarter and a half of tertiary education in America, 
Australia and Britain, through student loans and grants, the government’s enthusiasm matters. 
Scepticism among politicians is not born only of spite. Governments invest in higher education to boost 
productivity by increasing human capital. But even as universities have boomed, productivity growth in 
the rich-country economies has fallen. 

“Back to the mortar board” says the final paragraph of the article, which states — 
Covid-19 is a catalysing innovation, too. The Big Ten Academic Alliance, a group of midwestern universities, 
is offering many of its 600,000 students the opportunity to take online courses at other universities in the 
group. There is huge scope for using digital technology to improve education. Poor in-person lectures could 
be replaced by online ones from the best in the world, freeing up time for small-group teaching which 
students value most. 
Universities are rightly proud of their centuries-old traditions, but their ancient pedigrees have too often 
been used as an excuse for resisting change. If Covid-19 shakes them out of their complacency, some good 
may yet come from the disaster. 

What are the consequences of COVID-19 for the higher education sector globally? The trap that the opposition is 
trying to set is that it is trying to trick members into thinking that what is happening with higher education in Perth, 
Western Australia, is somehow removed from what is happening all over the world. We will not fall into that trap. 
We see the consequences both of the global pandemic and of the negligence of the commonwealth government. 
Happily, there is an upside. A more recent article from The Economist dated 27 November 2021—about three 
weeks before the minister received his commission—is titled “China’s globetrotting students are getting back on 
the road.” It states — 

QIN YIBO is half way through a science degree at the University of Auckland in New Zealand. But she 
has not been in the country since early 2020 when it closed its borders to prevent the spread of covid-19 
(she was back in China at the time). Instead the university has arranged for Ms Qin and other stranded 
students in China to take up residence on campuses in their own country while they continue their studies 
remotely. Ms Qin has thought about transferring permanently to a Chinese university, but she still plans 
to return to New Zealand when it eases its border controls. 

That is the fundamental feature of the challenge that is posed to universities in Western Australia. These border 
controls are necessary to keep the community safe. Part of the problem with this opposition is that it is not clear 
on where it stands on the public health safety measures that we have put in place to keep the community free from 
COVID. It does not know which way it is going because it does not know what it stands for. 
The border controls that we have put in place are designed to protect the community, and they have worked. The 
vaccine mandates that we have put in place are designed to protect the community, and they have worked. We 
were talking in question time today about the extraordinary success, the unparalleled success, of the McGowan 
government’s vaccine mandates. It now makes Western Australia one of the safest places in the world in facing 
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this global pandemic. This point was raised very well by the member for Victoria Park. She talked at length about 
some of the things that she would consider as she tried to determine where she might like to undertake her tertiary 
studies if she had the opportunity to study abroad. She talked about campus life, safety and the quality of the 
institution that would be available to her. 
Then she said that in addition to those three criteria, the new one that she would put at the top would be how that 
has jurisdiction responded to COVID. I thought that was a brilliant point. If what we are talking about, as the 
motion suggests, is the global reputation of Western Australia—brand WA, if you will—the one factor that would 
resonate globally, the one factor that has been referred to by The Economist, The New York Times, The Guardian 
and Der Spiegel, is the way in which Western Australia has kept its community safe from the ravages of COVID. 
People all around the world now know about WA because of the way in which we have handled COVID. As we 
emerge from the global pandemic, that is a priceless asset for brand WA. Leave aside the fact that the McGowan 
government would have done all these things to protect the community of Western Australia anyway, the collateral 
benefit is that we are now regarded as one of the safest places in the world when it comes to COVID. We are 
setting a new standard. If anyone thinks that that will not be an incredibly encouraging aspect for people who are 
trying to decide where they want to undertake their tertiary studies, they are mad. It will be one of the first things 
that people give consideration to. 
Our tertiary sector, particularly the Western Australian tertiary sector, is incredibly well placed to rebound well 
from the global pandemic. For a number of universities on the eastern seaboard—Melbourne University, 
Monash University, UNSW and, I think, one other—more than a third of their revenue came from international 
students. In corporate language, they were highly exposed. As soon as the global pandemic hit, all of a sudden there 
was a state of panic in those institutions because they realised that such an important stream of income would 
evaporate, not through anyone’s fault, but because we were in unprecedented times. Compare that predicament 
facing those universities on the eastern seaboard to the situation faced by our outstanding tertiary institutions in 
Western Australia. 
Professor Steve Chapman is the vice-chancellor of Edith Cowan University. He runs an outstanding institution that 
is a beacon for students from across Western Australia, all over Australia and overseas. The Western Australian 
Academy of Performing Arts in Mt Lawley is a wonderful institution that people come from all over the world to 
study at. When I speak to Professor Chapman, he is so optimistic and so enthusiastic about what the future holds. 
Professor Chapman and the university senate are positioning their university in a way that will take advantage of 
all opportunities that the future may present. They are brave and optimistic about what the future holds. That is in 
stark contrast to members of the opposition, who just want to talk down Western Australia, undermine what we 
are trying to do and criticise what our wonderful tertiary institutions are doing. Frankly, it is embarrassing, and it 
is not needed. If they had thought more about the consequences of bringing this sort of motion before the house, 
they probably would not have done it. Steve Chapman is leading a charge that will see the revitalisation of his 
university in an unprecedented way. 
[Member’s time extended.] 
Mr S.A. MILLMAN: The relocation of the Edith Cowan University campus to the CBD will not only provide 
wonderful benefits for students undertaking their degrees at ECU, but also have knock-on benefits for the City of 
Perth. This is a landmark project that has the support of all levels of government—local, state and federal—across 
party lines. This is the sort of project that speaks to the optimism, enthusiasm and confidence that the tertiary 
education sector has in Western Australia, thanks to the stewardship of the McGowan government. The government 
has recognised how important this is. The Labor Party believes that governments have an important role to play in 
assisting educational institutions, the market and private enterprise. We know what we stand for, but we have no idea 
what the opposition stands for. We know that the government has a fantastic role to play in supporting the tertiary 
sector. That is why we have the first Minister for International Education. 
What I thought was really unkind, unfair and unnecessary is that this minister has been in the job for only six weeks 
and has done a great job already—he has done nothing but good work since he was appointed as minister—yet 
this motion condemns him in no uncertain terms, as though he was responsible for all of this. Much to my dismay, 
the minister was not prepared to sing his own praises. He is way too modest to do that. But this minister is so well 
qualified and so well placed to take on this portfolio, it is worth highlighting. This minister brings all his experience 
of working with the international tourism sector. He also knows the wonderful stories about and unique position 
of Western Australia from his time as Minister for Culture and the Arts. This minister knows exactly what is needed 
to invigorate the higher education sector. As I said at the outset, the minister is passionate and committed to this 
portfolio. But unlike under the previous government, the burden for making sure that our higher education sector 
is supported will be shared by the whole government, because this is a united government. Government members 
are on the same page and are heading in the same direction. 
This government knows how important diversification is for our economy. I think about the Minister for State 
Development, Jobs and Trade; Deputy Premier and the fundamental reforms that were undertaken to our international 
trade network on the back of the grubby scandal in Japan, which was the legacy of the former government. The 
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way in which our trade and investment commissioners work has been restructured. We now have professional, 
qualified and enthusiastic trade commissioners in key markets in Japan, South Korea, Shanghai, Hong Kong, Jakarta, 
Singapore, Dubai and India. These trade commissioners will focus on not only supporting Western Australian 
businesses from the south west, the great southern and areas that the member for Moore represents that export 
products overseas, but also cultivating the necessary in-country links that give rise to people expressing the desire to 
come to Western Australia to take advantage of the opportunities that the member for Jandakot took advantage of. 
I want to speak about Divij Gupta. Divij is a young man who is from the same town in India as the member for 
Jandakot. Probably following the experience and example set by the member for Jandakot, Divij has taken the plunge 
and has moved to Western Australia to study a Bachelor of Commerce, majoring in finance and marketing, at the 
esteemed University of Western Australia. He will pursue his educational dream because of the example set by the 
member for Jandakot. Now that he is here, Mr Gupta is not resting on his laurels. 
Debate adjourned, pursuant to standing orders. 

House adjourned at 7.00 pm 
__________ 
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